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Abstract

Mainstream object-oriented languages include a null value that inhabits every object type
and that pervades programs. It exists both because the language semantics requires it in
certain places and because it is the most convenient representation for common patterns, such
as for sentinel values indicating failure. Safety requires implementations of these languages to
insert run-time checks throughout programs to determine whether object references are null
at each field lookup and method call.
The ubiquity of null in object-oriented programs leads to severe engineering problems
for programmers. First, the error messages issued by the run-time checks are typically not
sufficiently informative to help the programmer find the source of the error. Second, the type
systems in OO languages generally do not distinguish null from other values of (object) type,
preventing the programmer from stating important invariants about the flow of null in the
type system. Third, programmers’ standard use of null as a sentinel does not unambiguously
represent failures. To resolve or avoid these ambiguities, component authors must incorporate
additional complexity into their interfaces, and this complexity can lead to subtle bugs.
In this dissertation, we propose two changes to Java that allow us to completely remove
the null value. Doing so addresses the problems above and provides significant engineering
benefits to the programmer. Further, we demonstrate the practical feasibility of our proposal
with a migration path that allows programmers to shift large codebases from Java to our new
language, one class at a time.
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Chapter 1

Introduction
Mainstream object-oriented languages like Java [20] and C# [32] contain a special null
value, distinct from all other values in the language, that inhabits all (object) types.
Linguistically, this null value serves two major purposes. First, it serves as a value for
uninitialized fields, guaranteeing that references to those fields are type-safe. Second,
programmers use it to encode a “missing” value or result, much as programmers use
NONE in SML [33] and Nothing in Haskell [40]. Following Haskell, we refer to this role
as Maybe.
Pragmatically, null-as-Maybe serves several functions:
• A field that represents an optional property is null when the property is not
present.
• Programmers frequently use null as the default value of optional method parameters or optional method results. For example, a program may pass null as the
first argument to

java.util.Formatter.format(Locale, String, Object...)

to indicate that the formatter should not perform localization. Similarly, imple1
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mentations of the java.util.Map interface return null from their get methods
to indicate that the desired key does not exist in the mapping.
• In a particularly significant instance of the previous case, programmers use fields
that denote optional properties in the representation of cyclical or mutually referential data structures. Constructing cyclical data structures in mainstream OO
languages requires programmers to initialize some fields in the cycle to temporary values until all of the objects in the cycle exist. In Java, null is the most
convenient and thus the most frequent such temporary value.

All of these uses depend on null inhabiting every type.

1.1

The Problems with null

Because uses of null pervade Java and C# programs, and because null serves multiple
purposes, programmers suffer from significant engineering problems. First, the error
messages produced by the run-time system upon misuses of null do not generally contain enough information to help programmers find and fix the underlying bugs. Second,
although there may be many invariants about how null flows through a program, programmers cannot state these invariants in the language itself, so they must assume
all the effort of checking and enforcing them. Third, representing missing values and
results with null is sometimes ambiguous, and this ambiguity leads to unnecessarily
complicated interfaces and the potential for subtle bugs.

Uninformative Error Messages
When a Java program attempts to dereference null, the run-time system throws a nullpointer exception, which contains only the stack trace current at the time of the dereference, and no additional information. This is not, in general, sufficient for the pro-
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import java.util.HashMap;
class C {
private HashMap<String, String> map =
new HashMap<String, String>();
// INVARIANT: null is not in map’s range
private void initTable() {
map.put("x", "valid mapping");
map.put("y", null);
// invalid mapping!
}
private void readTable() {
System.out.println(map.get("x").length() +
map. get("y").length());
}
public static void main(String[] args) {
C c = new C();
c.initTable();
c.readTable();
}
}

Exception in thread "main" java.lang.NullPointerException
at C.readTable(C.java:14)
at C.main(C.java:20)

Figure 1.1: An uninformative null-pointer exception

grammer to find and fix the underlying cause of the problem, the injection of null into
the flow of data.
Consider the program in figure 1.1. The map field associates strings with strings,
with the additional invariant that the range of the table does not include null. The
main method invokes the initTable to initialize this table, then calls readTable to
perform computation on the table’s contents. However, initTable violates the table’s
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invariant in the second call to put, and as a result, the program stops with the indicated
null-pointer exception during the evaluation of the highlighted expression.
This exception is not sufficient to help the programmer find and fix the error, the
insertion of the invalid mapping into the table. The method which actually violates
map’s invariant, initTable, does not appear in the exception’s stack trace, because
Java does not (indeed, cannot) detect the error within that method’s dynamic extent.1
Java cannot detect the error at its actual location because it does not know the
invariant governing nulls and the table map. More generally, Java’s run-time system
can only detect the symptom of null bugs, i.e., that the program has attempted to
dereference null, not the underlying cause, i.e., that null has flowed into a context that
does not expect it. As the example above demonstrates, this flow can occur at any
point in the execution of the program before the run-time system detects the failure.
The exception’s stack trace, therefore, is often irrelevant and misleading.
Finally, Java’s error messages do not indicate whether the dereferenced null came
from an uninitialized field or a missing value. This information could help programmers find and fix the underlying error, but because Java uses the same value in both
cases, Java’s built-in error detection and reporting mechanism cannot distinguish between them without additional information.

Inexpressible Invariants
Java does not provide a convenient way for programmers to state invariants about the
flow of null within the programming language. In addition to making it impossible
for the language to detect and report violations of these invariants, this also deprives
programmers of an important form of documentation.2
1
The error message from Sun’s Java compiler and JVM implementation on Mac OS X even provides
the wrong line number, reporting the location of the error at the beginning of the statement, not the
specific subexpression that causes the error.
2
While programmers can and do state such invariants as comments, invariants in the language are of
course more valuable, because the language can signal the programmer when the code does not satisfy
the invariants.
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Consider again figure 1.1 from the previous section. The class definition contains a
comment specifying the invariant that null is not in map’s range. If Java allowed the programmer to specify this invariant in the program itself, rather than in documentation,
then the run-time system could watch for violations of the invariant and signal them
to the programmer. In this specific case, Java would be able to detect that the second
call to map.put in initTable violates the invariant and signal an error accordingly.
Java programmers typically specify program invariants in the source code in one of
two ways. Either they encode the invariant in the type system, or they use Java’s assert
statements. Programmers cannot, however, use the type system to state invariants
concerning the flow of null, as Java’s type system does not distinguish null from the
other values of any given object type.
While programmers can use Java’s assertions to state null invariants, this is not
practical in many situations. First, the programmer must write the assertion statements manually, and this can result in a significant amount of code that clutters up
method definitions and distracts the reader from the method’s main functionality. Second, programmers can add assertions to pre-existing classes (for which they do not
have the source code) only with difficulty. As an example, consider HashMap in our
running example. If this code’s author does not want to annotate every call to map.put
in the program with an assertion (impractical in all but the smallest programs), then he
must instead construct a wrapper class that implements HashMap’s interface and functionality but also checks the desired assertions. Such wrapper classes, however, do not
generally integrate well into existing programs that already use the wrapped class.

Imprecise Indications of Missing Values
The second major use of null in Java programs is to indicate that an optional value or
method result is not present. However, because null cannot unambiguously represent
such a missing value, this encoding leads to severe drawbacks. As a concrete example,

6
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HashMap<String, Integer> map = ...;
if ( map.containsKey("x")) {
System.out.println("Key not found");
} else {
Integer val = map.get("x");
...
}

Figure 1.2: The java.util.HashMap lookup protocol

consider the class java.util.HashMap, in the current Java API [53]. The get method,
according to its contract, returns either the value for the specified key or null when the
specified key is not present, which is consistent with the conventional Java encoding
of this condition. However, a result of null is ambiguous: it could mean either that
the key is not in the table or that the key is present in the table and maps to null.
In order to distinguish these two cases, the programmer must call the containsKey
method to determine if the specified key exists in the table.3 Figure 1.2 demonstrates
this protocol.
The interface for HashMap must contain the containsKey method and is therefore
larger and more complicated that it otherwise needs to be. Additionally, clients must
follow a more complex protocol than those required by a more precise encoding of
this “optional” result. Finally, this protocol requires two observations on the table,
highlighted in the figure above. Generally, the client expects these observations to be
consistent, even in a concurrent program in which map is a shared data structure. It is
the programmer’s responsibility in such circumstances to wrap these observations in
the necessary synchronization mechanism. Omitting the synchronization can lead to
hard-to-find race conditions, with no warning from the language.
3
The keySet and entrySet methods also allow the programmer to determine if a given key is
present in the table, but these methods suffer from the same problems that affect containsKey.
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This ambiguity arises because programmers are attempting to use null to represent
a disjoint union—either the value is present or it is not—but the null-based encoding
of this union can never actually be disjoint. Java’s type system requires that if null
is a value of the type used to represent the union, then it must also be a value of
both sides of the union, because only object types, and all object types, contain null.
While Java provides the necessary facilities to define a true disjoint union, the fact that
most programmers simply rely on null suggests that direct linguistic support for this
particular union can help.

1.2

Thesis and Contributions

We claim that, with two relatively small changes to the Java programming language,
we can remove null from the language, thus yielding significant engineering benefits
to programmers. We also provide a migration path for existing programs. In support
of this thesis, we propose and describe MIJava, a language based on Java that contains
two primary contributions: a new object construction mechanism that removes the
need for a default value for uninitialized fields, and an explicit disjoint union, analogous to Haskell’s Maybe, that integrates well with other features of the language. We
also describe a compiler from MIJava to Java that allows programmers to migrate Java
classes to MIJava and thus take advantage of MIJava’s benefits in existing programs.

1.3

Roadmap

Chapters 2 and 3 explore the problems with Java’s current approach and describe
MIJava’s new features in detail. Chapter 4 discusses object creation with delayed initialization, including the important special case of constructing cyclical data structures,
and how MIJava addresses this problem. Chapter 5 defines MIJModel, a formal model
of the core of MIJava that includes our two proposed features and omits null, and
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proves a type soundness theorem. Chapter 6 defines the translation from MIJava to
Java, and Chapter 7 describes our experience working with MIJava in the context of
existing Java codebases. Finally, Chapter 8 discusses related works, and Chapter 9
concludes.

Chapter 2

Object Initialization
A Java program can easily refer to an uninitialized field with, in general, no indication
that the results of the computation are likely to be incorrect. For safety, Java specifies
that all uninitialized fields have the value null (or 0, 0.0, or false, depending on the
field’s type), but as we have argued, any run-time errors that result from the use of this
“uninitialized” value are likely to be so far from the actual source of the error that the
programmer cannot easily diagnose the problem.
Established Java coding practices call for classes to provide constructors that completely initialize every field in the class. However, the language does not enforce this
requirement. In particular, a class may choose to define no constructors, leaving only
the automatically-generated default constructor, which initializes no fields. If a class
does provide a custom constructor, Java compilers generally provide no warning if the
constructor fails to initialize one or more fields. Finally, even if every constructor in
a class initializes all of the class’s fields, it is still possible for the program to refer to
one of the class’s fields before it has been initialized, as we demonstrate in the next
section.
Elements of arrays created without explicit initializers suffer from the same problem. Method parameters are immune, however, as the language both allocates and
9
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initializes these as part of the method-call mechanism, and the program cannot refer
to parameters in a partly-initialized state. Local variables are also immune, as Java
performs a static definite-assignment analysis [19, Ch. 16] to ensure that the program
assigns to each local variable before referring to its value.1
In order to remove null from Java, we must modify object and array initialization to
ensure that programs initialize all fields and array elements before referring to them.
After a more detailed investigation of how programs can observe uninitialized fields,
we propose an object construction mechanism for MIJava, and we discuss possible
array instantiation forms.

2.1

Observing Uninitialized Fields

Java programs can easily dereference uninitialized instance fields in a newly-created object. Even if all of the class’s constructors initialize all of the object’s fields, a program
can still perform such a field reference by interleaving code that performs computation
on the new object with the code that initializes its fields.
As an example of this interleaving, consider the class definitions in figure 2.1. Here,
the Base class contains no fields, and its constructor merely invokes the method m.
Instantiating Base directly causes no problems. Its subclass Derived, however, is a
different story. This class defines a single field s and a constructor that initializes s.
Further, Derived overrides m, and the overriding definition invokes a method on the
value of the field s.
As written, instantiating Derived causes a null-pointer exception at the highlighted
expression, because of the order of operations specified for object initialization in Java.
For this example, the key point is that Derived’s constructor immediately invokes
1

Various components of the run-time system, such as the garbage collector, may impose certain
requirements on the values of otherwise uninitialized local variables. Because the definite-assignment
analysis guarantees that the program cannot observe the values of these variables, we can ignore the
implementation’s invariants and focus instead on those of the program.
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class Base {
public Base() { System.out.println(this.m()); }
int m() { return 0; }
}
class Derived extends Base {
private String s;
public Derived() { s = "Hello, world!"; }
int m() { return s.length(); }
}

Figure 2.1: Interleaving initialization and computation in Java

its superclass’s constructor, which in turn calls this.m. Because this refers to an
instance of Derived (albeit an incompletely initialized one), Java’s dynamic dispatch
rules specify that this method call executes the body of Derived’s implementation of
method m.
Since the Derived constructor does not initialize s until after the superclass constructor returns, s is still null during the execution of Derived.m, so the highlighted
expression throws a null-pointer exception. This inversion of initialization and use
occurs because the program invokes a method on this before the relevant object’s
constructors have completed.
Java allows class authors to specify initialization expressions in field declarations,
making constructor assignments for those fields unnecessary. These are not, however,
a practical solution to this problem, for two reasons. First, unlike statements in constructors, field initializers cannot be parameterized over arguments.2 Second, Java’s
2

Actually, because of the order of execution during object creation, these field initializers can see the
superclass’s fields, the values of which can depend on arguments to the superclass’s constructor. This
strategy by itself is not a practical object initialization mechanism in the language because it requires a
protocol between superclass and subclass that extends all the way up the class hierarchy.
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class C {
String s;
public C() {
Utils.m(this);
s = "Hello, world!";
}
public int m() { return s.length() ; }
}
class Utils {
public static int m(C c) { return c.m(); }
}

Figure 2.2: Uninitialized fields through foreign method calls

specification states that programs evaluate these field initializers only after the superclass’s constructor returns. Therefore, supplying the field s with a field initializer in
the example above does not change the program’s behavior at all.3
Programs may also refer to uninitialized variables without invoking a method on
this and without exploiting the complexities of subclass initialization. The code in
figure 2.2 demonstrates that invoking a method on another class, passing this as
an argument, can also cause undesired behavior, if the called method refers to its
argument in a way that refers to an uninitialized field. In this specific example, C’s
constructor invokes Utils.m on the newly-created object before initializing the field s.
This method in turn calls m on the new, incompletely initialized instance of C, which
causes a null-pointer exception at the highlighted expression in the body of C.m.4
Each of these examples demonstrates the dangers of interleaving initialization code
3
Changing Java’s semantics to evaluate field initializer expressions before invoking the superclass’s
constructor is not by itself sufficient. This merely inverts the problem, as a field initializer could refer
to a field inherited from the superclass, which would not yet be initialized.
4
This example demonstrates the problem by calling a static method, but calling an instance method
on another object can also produce this behavior.
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with computation that operates on the object under construction. To prevent access
to uninitialized fields, therefore, MIJava must enforce a separation between these two
activities, allowing computation on an object only after the program has completely
initialized it.

2.2

A New Object Construction Mechanism

The examples of the previous section demonstrate that interleaving object initialization with computation on the object under construction can easily lead to accesses to
uninitialized fields and null-pointer exceptions. To prevent these exceptions, MIJava
enforces a separation between these two activities, allowing computation on an object only after the program has completely initialized it. The primary mechanism that
MIJava uses to enforce this separation is a restriction on uses of the keyword this:
MIJava constructors cannot refer to this during object initialization.
Because constructors cannot refer to this during field initialization, even implicitly,
they cannot initialize fields with assignment statements. Instead, each constructor of
a class C creates and returns a C “pre-object,” which is a record of the information
necessary to construct a fully-initialized instance of C—that is, it contains values for
each of C’s fields. Pre-objects are not instances, however, and programs may not invoke
methods on them or otherwise use them in a context that expects full instances. For
example, given the following definition of the Point class,
class Point {
public double x;
public double y;
public Point(double x, double y) { ... }
public double distanceToOrigin() { ... }
}
a Point pre-object has exactly two fields, x and y, both of type double, but it does not
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support Point’s distanceToOrigin method, and an attempt to invoke this method on
a pre-object would cause the compiler to signal an error. When the program finishes
building a complete pre-object, the run-time system reifies this pre-object into a full
instance of the corresponding class, after which computation proceeds as in Java.
Figure 2.3 contains a feasible concrete syntax for MIJava’s constructor mechanism;
the highlighted expressions (explained below) demonstrate pre-object creation. In this
figure, we define a library of classes to represent shapes on a plane. The Shape class
contains a single anchorPoint field that specifies the shape’s location, and a constructor that takes an initial value for this field. (We assume a Point class as defined above.)
Shape has a single constructor that initializes the shape’s anchor point with the supplied location.
The Rect class interprets the inherited locn field as the lower-left corner and
adds a new field to represent the rectangle’s upper-right corner. The programmer has
equipped Rect with two initialization paths: the first merely initializes the rectangle’s
location, and the second also draws the new rectangle on a supplied Canvas.
The ColorRect class extends Rect to include a color attribute.

The two con-

structors accordingly take the new rectangle’s color as an additional parameter, and
ColorRect also overrides draw to take the color into account.
Shape’s constructor demonstrates how to build a pre-object. The preobj form
creates a pre-object corresponding to the containing class. That is, inside Shape’s
constructor, the preobj form creates a Shape pre-object, and inside one of Rect’s
constructors, it creates a Rect pre-object.
The preobj expression has two component parts, here separated by a semicolon.
The first part, super(), invokes a constructor in the superclass, which in this case is
Object’s only constructor and takes no arguments. This constructor invocation returns
a pre-object for the superclass. The second part is a series of field initialization clauses
for all of the fields defined directly within Shape.
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class Shape {
Point anchorPoint;
public Shape(Point locn) {
return preobj { super(); anchorPoint <- locn; };
}
}
class Rect extends Shape {
// anchor point is lower-left corner
Point upperRight;
public Rect(Point lowLft, Point upRt) {
return preobj { super(lowLft); upperRight <- upRt; };
}
public Rect(Point lowLft, Point upRt, Canvas c) {
return Rect(lowLft, upRt);
} postinit {
this.draw(c);
}
protected void draw(Canvas c) { ... }
}
class ColorRect extends Rect {
Color color;
public ColorRect(Point lowLft, Point upRt, Color c) {
return preobj { super(lowLft, upRt); color <- c; };
}
public ColorRect(Point lowLft, Point upRt, Canvas cvs, Color clr) {
return preobj { super(lowLft, upRt, cvs); color <- clr; };
}
protected void draw(Canvas c) { ... color ... }
}

Figure 2.3: Leak-proof constructors in MIJava
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MIJava imposes the following restrictions on constructors in order to enforce its

static guarantees about uninitialized fields:
1. Each class must have at least one constructor.5
2. Each constructor for a class C must return a C pre-object.6
3. Every preobj expression must provide values for every field declared directly in
the containing class and no other fields.
4. No constructor may refer to this, even implicitly. This restriction prevents the
interleaving of initialization and computation described above. (The occurrence
of anchorPoint in the preobj expression in Shape’s constructor is not a reference to this.anchorPoint. Instead, it is a label used to create the pre-object
record, similar to the use of field labels in ML’s record creation syntax.)
Rect’s first constructor is similar to Shape’s. The call to Shape’s constructor produces a Shape pre-object, and the initializer for the upperRight field completes the
Rect pre-object. This preobj expression does not contain an initializer for the inherited anchorPoint field; the Shape pre-object contains values for all inherited fields.
As an example of the run-time behavior of the pre-object mechanism, consider the
expression new Rect(p1, p2), where p1 and p2 are variables of type Point. Evaluation begins by invoking Rect’s first constructor to compute a Rect pre-object. Rect
passes p1 to Shape’s constructor, which creates and returns a Shape pre-object in
which the anchorPoint field has the value p1. When Shape’s constructor returns, the
preobj form in Rect extends the Shape pre-object with the field upperRight, which
has the value p2. Rect returns this new, larger pre-object to the new expression, which
converts the pre-object into a Rect instance. With this, instantiation is complete, and
computation proceeds with the rest of the program.
5

Section 9.1 discusses the possibility of automatically synthesized constructors, similar to those
currently provided by Java.
6
Other methods may also create and return pre-objects, but this is less common.
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Rect’s second constructor demonstrates two additional features of the system, using pre-objects as first-class values, and writing code that requires this but must run
at object creation time. Instead of creating a pre-object directly, this constructor instead calls the class’s other constructor, in the highlighted expression, and returns its
pre-object as the final result.
Rect’s second constructor also has a “postinit block,” which looks like a second
body, separated from the first by the postinit keyword. This optional block may
refer to this and to the constructor’s formal parameters, and it may perform arbitrary
computation on the object being constructed. MIJava executes postinit blocks only for
effect; they do not return a value.
These postinit blocks allow classes to perform actions that require access to this
during construction. This occurs frequently in Java programs; for example, in Sun’s implementation of java.lang.Thread [52], each constructor registers the newly-created
thread with its thread group, which would be impossible without access to this.
Because postinit blocks may refer to this, MIJava delays the execution of these
blocks until it has converted the pre-object into a full instance. This delay ensures
that the program has provided initial values for all of the object’s fields, including
those defined in subclasses, before executing code that may refer to those fields. For
instance, although ColorRect’s second constructor begins by calling Rect’s second
constructor, MIJava delays the execution of Rect’s postinit block until after the full
ColorRect pre-object has been created and reified into a ColorRect instance. This
delay is necessary here in order to prevent a premature reference to ColorRect’s color
field. The postinit block in Rect’s second constructor invokes draw, which in this case
executes ColorRect’s implementation of the method, and this implementation refers
to the value of the color field.
MIJava invokes the postinit blocks in the reverse order in which the program called
the constructors. So, for instance, if ColorRect’s second constructor also had a post-
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init block, MIJava would execute Rect’s postinit before ColorRect’s. When a constructor invokes another constructor in the same class, the invoked constructor’s postinit
block is executed before that of the invoking constructor. MIJava’s static guarantees
do not require a particular evaluation order for postinit blocks, so long as the object
is completely initialized first. The order described here, however, essentially executes
postinit blocks starting with the base class and moving to the derived class, which is
the order that Java programmers currently expect from their constructors. This order allows subclass postinit blocks to assume that their superclasses’ representation
invariants hold.
MIJava’s constructors are much more flexible than Java’s constructors. Java’s syntax requires that the first statement in the body of a constructor must be an explicit
constructor invocation. If the programmer does not provide one, Java inserts a synthesized call to the superclass’s default (nullary) constructor. In contrast, MIJava allows
constructors to perform (almost) arbitrary computation before the preobj expression
that calls the next constructor in the sequence. MIJava’s mechanism is even more flexible than the above examples demonstrate; a programmer may, for instance, write the
following class:
class ColorRect extends Rect {
java.awt.Color color;
public ColorRect(Point lowLft, Point upRt,
java.awt.Color color, Canvas c) {
if (lowLft.x >= 0 && lowLft.y >= 0) {
return preobj { super(lowLft, upRt, c); color <- color };
} else {
return preobj { super(lowLft, upRt); color <- color };
}
}
}

In this class, the preobj expressions appear in the branches of an if statement.7 As
7
MIJava’s constructor mechanism is much more general than this example demonstrates. The
branches of the if may also contain additional computation, or the constructor may use other con-
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a result, this constructor invokes Rect’s third constructor when all the rectangle’s coordinates are positive and Rect’s first constructor otherwise. This kind of conditional
constructor dispatch is simply not possible in Java.
The Java Language Specification is silent on why it requires constructors to begin
with a constructor call, but we conjecture that it is an attempt to ensure that programs
initialize superclass fields before referring to them. The first section of this chapter
demonstrates conclusively that this restriction is not sufficient to prevent such uninitialized references, and the formal model of Chapter 5 demonstrates that it is not necessary. We believe strongly that MIJava—and languages in general—should not impose
unnecessary restrictions such as this, especially when the restrictions present significant barriers. Indeed, much of the complexity of the translation defined in Chapter 6
arises because of the need to accommodate this apparently needless requirement.

Delayed Representation Invariants
The construction mechanism that we describe here does represent a change in the establishment of object invariants for classes in inheritance hierarchies, and specifically
the invariants on which subclass constructors may rely. Java programmers generally
believe that a subclass constructor may assume that the superclass’s invariants hold
when the superclass’s constructor returns, although as we have seen this is not in fact
the case in many situations. In MIJava, on the other hand, because object construction proceeds in two phases, each class (or, rather, each constructor) has two sets of
invariants: the first set is established during the creation of the pre-object, and the
second set is not established until the postinit block executes. As a consequence, a
subclass constructor may not assume that all of the superclass invariants hold for the
superclass’s pre-object.
trol constructs, up to and including delegating the construction of the pre-object to another (static)
method of the same class.
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While this difference certainly requires investigation, we do not expect it to be a

significant issue in practice. For this change in initialization order to affect program
behavior, a subclass constructor would have to observe that the fields in a pre-object
fail to satisfy certain invariants. MIJava, however, provides no way for a program to
inspect the properties of a pre-object before reifying it into a complete instance, at
which point the postinit blocks begin to execute. By the time the program executes
the postinit block for a particular constructor, all of the postinit blocks for later constructors in the invocation chain—including all those corresponding to constructors in
superclasses—have completed, so the superclass representation invariants should in
principle hold. Therefore, we do not believe that a program can observe this difference
in initialization order.

2.3

Array Elements

In Java, array initialization proceeds much as object initialization does, except that arrays do not have explicit constructors. As with object fields, Java initializes all elements
of a newly-allocated array to null, and it is the program’s responsibility to initialize the
array elements to the desired values through assignment statements. Java does allow
the programmer to specify array initializers, but such initializers effectively hard-code
the size of the array in the program and cannot be used with arrays whose size is not
determined until run-time.
To ensure that all array elements are initialized before the program refers to them,
MIJava must provide some array initialization mechanism beyond Java’s array initializers. One possibility is a buildArray library method that takes two arguments: the
size of the array and (the Java encoding of) a closure that maps the new array’s indices
to the corresponding initial values. Because the syntax for closures is so cumbersome
in Java, however, this is hardly a practical solution. In the absence of a light-weight
syntax for closures, an array comprehension form is the realistic alternative.

2.4. NON-OBJECT VARIABLES
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Constructing arrays from values read from an input source (keyboard, disk, network) is more difficult, and additional work is necessary to find the right abstractions. Array comprehensions and buildArray could work, as long as MIJava specifies the order in which they compute the element values. Alternatively, programmers
may elect to assemble the values into a List or Vector, and then use the existing
Component.toArray library method to produce the array.

2.4

Non-Object Variables

The discussion above concentrates solely on variables of object type, but Java also specified default initial values for variables of primitive type (boolean, long, double, and
their subtypes). Unlike null, however, these default values are behaviorally members
of their respective types. While invoking a method on an uninitialized field of object
type raises a null-pointer exception, applying a primitive operation to an uninitialized
primitive variable simply produces an answer, with no indication that the answer is
most likely incorrect. As a result, such bugs can go unnoticed for long periods of time
and can be difficult to diagnose and fix when found.
Because MIJava’s constructor and array initialization mechanisms apply to primitive types as well as object types, its guarantees extend even to fields of non-object
type. That is, each field is initialized intentionally, not by accidental default. Therefore,
we can ensure that no program references an uninitialized variable of primitive type
and thus eliminate the errors described above.

2.5

Design Alternatives

MIJava’s constructors are very general and therefore somewhat complicated. Other
languages, like Spec# [4, 13], offer alternatives that are simpler but more restrictive.
In Spec#, constructors look much more like Java’s, in that they are a normal sequence
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of assignment statements, with a required call to one of the superclass’s constructors,
written base(...). Unlike Java, however, this base call may appear anywhere within
the body of the constructor, subject to the following restrictions:
• Each control path through the constructor must invoke base exactly once; and
• Each control path through the constructor must initialize all (non-inherited) fields
at least once before calling base;8 and
• No control path may refer to this before calling base. (The implicit occurrences
of this in the field assignments are allowed, but the implicit this in references
to inherited fields are not.)
A straightforward static analysis checks that constructors satisfy the above requirements, which appear to be sufficient to guarantee, statically, that no program accesses
an uninitialized field.9 As we discuss in Chapter 8, though, MIJava’s constructors are
more general. And while MIJava and (this aspect of) Spec# were developed in parallel, we provide three important features that they do not: we demonstrate how to add
uninitialized-field guarantees to an existing language, rather than developing an entire
new language from scratch; we provide a migration path from Java to MIJava; and we
have succeeded in completely banishing null from the language.

2.6

Scaling to the Full Language: Exception Handling

Thus far, we have considered MIJava’s constructor mechanism in isolation, and the
model of Chapter 5 includes only core language features. To complete the discussion
of this proposed change, we must investigate how we would scale MIJava’s constructors
and static guarantees to the full language and how they interact with other features of
8
9

Spec# also supports “delayed” constructors, which relax this restriction; see section 8.1 for details.
We have not seen a formal proof of this statement in the Spec# literature.
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Java and with the idioms that Java programmers use in large projects. In particular, we
must discuss whether exceptions could violate MIJava’s guarantees.
MIJava constructors may throw exceptions rather than returning normally, in both
the pre-object creation and the postinit sections. In both cases, using Java’s existing exception semantics gives reasonable behavior and preserves MIJava’s static guarantees
about uninitialized field access.
If the pre-object creation section throws an exception, the run-time system transfers
control to the nearest dynamically-enclosing handler. Because the program raised the
exception before converting the pre-object into a full instance, no references to the
partially-constructed object exist. Therefore, the program cannot refer to uninitialized
fields in this object, and MIJava’s guarantees still hold. Because pre-objects are firstclass values, however, the constructor could allow a reference to the pre-object (or the
superclass’s pre-object) to “leak” out to the handler, either by placing a reference to the
pre-object into the exception object, or by storing it in some mutable field whose scope
includes the handler. However, MIJava’s type system ensures that any such pre-object
contains values for all of the necessary fields, so the program may safely reify it and be
guaranteed that the resulting object is fully initialized.
If a postinit block throws an exception, then all of the relevant field initialization
sections have provided values for the object’s fields, and the run-time system has reified the pre-object into a full instance. However, the program may not have established
all of the object’s representation invariants before throwing the exception. Unlike the
previous case, however, the incomplete object may be visible to the rest of the program.
A postinit block may have stored this in a variable visible to the handler’s context, or
it may have put this into one of the exception object’s fields. In such cases, it is up to
the programmer to recognize that the object may not behave as expected and to take
appropriate action. This does not invalid MIJava’s guarantees, because we claim only
that MIJava programs must initialize all fields before referring to them.
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Even with this potential problem, MIJava still represents an improvement over ex-

isting Java programs. Java constructors may throw exceptions before establishing all
of the object’s representation invariants, and if this leaks out to the rest of the program as above, Java programs can manipulate the incompletely-initialized object just
as easily as in MIJava. Further, a Java constructor may throw an exception and leak
this before initializing all of the object’s fields, which is not possible in MIJava.

Chapter 3

A New Maybe

To allow programmers to express Maybe—that is, the possibility for “missing” values
or results—without null, we add a parameterized Maybe type to MIJava, similar to the
Maybe type in Haskell and the Option type in SML. The introduction of this type, which
we write in Java-like syntax as Maybe<T>, changes the interpretation of types in MIJava:
the type String now contains only instances of the class String, and not null or any
other distinguished value. Programmers must write Maybe<String> to indicate that a
particular context allows null.
Introducing a Maybe type inspired by functional programming poses the challenge
of integrating this type with the rest of MIJava. In particular, using Haskell-like pattern
matching to decompose Maybe values would be a particularly bad fit, as it would require
making significant syntactic and semantic changes to the language that would be of
limited utility.1 Instead, we look for a more Java-like interface to this type.

1
Without additional effort along the lines of Scala [35], the pattern matching mechanism would
apply only to Maybe types.
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class Maybe<T> {
public Maybe(T val) { ... }
public Maybe() { ... }
public boolean isSome() { ... }
public T valOf() { ... }
}
class MaybeException extends RuntimeException { }

Figure 3.1: The Maybe interface

3.1 Maybe in Java
The Maybe type implements the class interface specified in figure 3.1, although MIJava
implementations may choose not to represent Maybe as a class. The first constructor injects a value into the Maybe type, and the second constructor indicates a missing value.
The isSome method indicates whether a value is present, and the valOf method returns the underlying value, raising a MaybeException when invoked on a Maybe object
that represents a missing value. For convenience, we define two additional keywords,
some and none, which correspond to Maybe’s two constructors, respectively.2
Because the pattern matching forms of functional languages do not lend themselves
well to Java or other object-oriented languages, we instead provide implicit coercions
between the types T and Maybe<T> for any T. These coercions are similar to those between, for instance, int and Integer in Java 5. While the coercion from T to Maybe<T>
always succeeds,3 the reverse may fail with a MaybeException. This coercion is essential for clarity, brevity, and programmer convenience. Without it, the programmer
2
In an actual implementation, we could even spell none as null, as the two values are used in many
of the same contexts and generally behave the same, although this new null would in fact respond to
certain method calls. For clarity, however, we leave null at its current meaning in Java and use none
for the Maybe constructor in this dissertation.
3
This coercion may in fact fail with an OutOfMemoryError, just like coercions from int to Integer,
but we ignore this possibility here.
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would have to pollute the code base with many calls to isSome and valOf. (These
calls to isSome correspond directly to the (obj != null) checks that programmers
are currently supposed to make, but in reality most programmers prefer not to go to
the effort.)
Without additional constraints, MIJava’s insertion of coercions is underspecified,
and this ambiguity can produce programs that behave in unexpected ways. As an
example, consider the following partial program:

class C {
void m(Maybe<String> s) { ... }
// assume no overloading on method m()
void m2() {
Maybe<String> x = ...;
m(x);
}
}

In the highlighted method call expression, the program uses x, a variable of type
Maybe<String>, in a context that expects an expression of the same type. Here, the
programmer presumably expects the language to leave the expression unchanged and
not insert any coercions. However, MIJava could insert other coercions for x, such as
some(x), valOf(some(x)), or some(valOf(x)).4 Some possible coercions, like the
first above, we reject as producing ill-typed programs. In this particular example, the
resulting expression has type Maybe<Maybe<String>>, which does not match the context. The second possibility yields an expression of the correct type, but at the cost
of the unnecessary dynamic check in valOf. The third possibility demonstrates the
danger of these “padding” coercions: while the resulting expression has the correct
type, the inserted runtime check throws a MaybeException whenever x is none, even
though the original program (with no coercions) completes successfully in this case.
4

For clarity, we assume here a valOf keyword, such that valOf(x) is equivalent to x.valOf().
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To avoid this problem and to make coercion introduction deterministic, MIJava

always avoids padding when inserting coercions. For the program above, then, the
language inserts no coercions. To convert an expression of type Maybe<String> to
type Maybe<Maybe<String>>, MIJava always inserts a single some coercion, and so on.
With this restriction, and as long as the compiler can unambiguously determine what
type a context expects, coercion introduction is deterministic. Section 3.2 addresses
those cases where ambiguity arises from the context.
While it may seem at first glance that these coercions give MIJava’s none value all
of the drawbacks of Java’s null, including delayed detection of null-pointer references,
there is a key difference, best illustrated with an example. Consider a Map that associates integers with strings, with the additional invariant that every integer in the
domain of the structure maps to an actual string and not to null. Figure 3.2 demonstrates how one would write this in Java 5 and in MIJava:

• In the Java code on the left, the programmer cannot state this invariant within
the language. Therefore, the second call to put completes normally, even though
it violates the invariant. The program cannot detect this error until it attempts to
use (not just retrieve) the incorrect value. Further, although this example places
the error and its detection close together textually, they may be arbitrarily far
apart in actual code.

• On the right, in MIJava, the use of String instead of Maybe<String> in the declaration of m specifies to the compiler that m’s range may contain only Strings.
Because the arguments in both calls to m.put are of type Maybe<String>, the
compiler inserts coercions, and the second coercion fails with a MaybeException.
In MIJava, then, the run-time system throws an exception as soon as the program
violates this invariant, instead of much later, when the program executes code
that depends on an invariant previously violated.
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java.util.Map<Integer, String> m = ...;

java.util.Map<Integer, String> m = ...;

m.put(13, "Baker’s Dozen");
m.put(42, null); // oops!

m.put(13, some("Baker’s Dozen"));
m.put(42, none);
// MaybeException

System.out.println(m.get(13).length());
System.out.println(m.get(42).length());
// NullPointerException!

System.out.println(m.get(13).length());
System.out.println(m.get(42).length());

Figure 3.2: The Maybe coercion at an abstraction boundary

MIJava’s use of Maybe also allows programmers to design simpler data structure
interfaces than in Java without loss of expressiveness. Consider the Map interface again,
which would have the following (partial) signature in MIJava:
public interface Map<K, V> {
Maybe<V> get(K key);
...
}
The get method would return none to indicate that the specified key is not in the map.
In a map of type Map<K, Maybe<V>>, get could return one of three kinds of values:
1. none, to indicate that the key is not present;
2. some(none), to indicate that the key is present and maps to none; and
3. some(some(v)), where v is a value of type V.
In Java, Map.get returns null in both the first and second cases, so the caller must call
the map’s containsKey method to distinguish between them; this method is unnecessary in an MIJava implementation of this interface.5 Because the Java implementation
requires two observations to distinguish these cases, subtle concurrency bugs can arise
if the programmer neglects to perform the necessary synchronization.
5

The MaybeException raised by a failed coercion from type Maybe<Maybe<T>> to T is not enough
to distinguish between the two cases, so the programmer must instead fall back on the isSome method.
Unlike Java, however, the return value itself suffices to distinguish these two cases, leading to a cleaner
Map interface.
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The behavior described above provides a new answer to the question posed by

other statically-typed languages about how functions like get should signal failure. In
Haskell, functions that may not succeed typically return Maybe t, and programmers
use the Maybe monad and the do syntax to evaluate several such expressions in sequence. Because OCaml does not have special syntax for monads, the standard idiom
is to have such functions throw an exception rather than return option ’t, to spare
programmers the syntactic overhead of checking each option result in turn. Neither
language’s standard practice has a clear advantage over the other: Haskell’s solution
requires additional syntax, and OCaml’s makes the case of a single option operation
more expensive, syntactically. With MIJava’s behavior, we get the best of both worlds,
as the get method allows both lightweight syntax for a single Maybe operation and
sequences of Maybe operations without checks after each one.
Additionally, this example demonstrates the importance of nested Maybe types, like
Maybe<Maybe<String>>. In a language that cannot express such types (such as languages that approximate Maybe with non-null reference types) the result of the get
method in the Map interface defined above would discard information whenever Map is
used at a Maybe type. For instance, the get method in Map<Object, Maybe<String>>
could return only Maybe<String>, and programs could not rely on its result to distinguish between cases 1 and 2 above.

3.2

Scaling Maybe to the Full Language

The model of Chapter 5 specifies the behavior of Maybe types in the simplified core
of Java. To complete the proposal, we must discuss how it interacts with the features
of the full language, including Object as unique supertype, Java’s system of generics,
contexts that lead to ambiguous coercions, and Maybe’s effect on existing libraries.
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Maybe and Object
Interpreting the type Object in MIJava in the manner described at the beginning of
this chapter is not consistent with Java’s use of Object as the unique maximum of the
subtyping order. (For this section, we ignore non-object types like int and double.) If,
as we said earlier, the type Number contains only instances of the class Number and its
subclasses, but not none, then the type Object should include only instances of the
class Object and its subclasses and not none. Indeed, this interpretation is necessary
in order to achieve the run-time enforcement of Maybe invariants described in the
previous section. As a consequence of this interpretation, Maybe cannot be a subtype
of Object, even though it may be implemented as an object, i.e., as an instance of some
class. The same logic also implies that Maybe cannot implement any interfaces.
Additionally, it is impossible to designate a single type as the unique supertype
and simultaneously retain the desired expressiveness of the MIJava type hierarchy. In
particular, we cannot designate Maybe<Object> as the maximal type for two reasons.
First, Maybe<String> is not a subtype of Maybe<Object>. Second, it leaves no room
for Maybe<Maybe<Object>>, and so on. While MIJava’s coercions can convert values of
any type to (a subtype of) Object, these coercions are not the same as Java’s upcasts,
as they can fail at run-time.
Adding Maybe to MIJava thus means that there is no single type at the root of the
subtyping hierarchy. Further evaluation work is required to determine if this has significant practical drawbacks, but we do not expect serious problems due to the limited
ways in which programmers use Object.
While other object-oriented languages allow a multi-rooted class hierarchy, we must
briefly check that introducing this complication into Java does not interfere with the
uses of Object. The class Object serves the following functions in Java programs:
1. It defines operations that are available on all values in the language: clone,
equals, finalize, getClass, hashCode, notify, notifyAll, toString, wait.
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2. It allows for heterogeneous data structures, such as List<Object>.
3. It serves as the default bound on generic type arguments.
All the methods currently defined on Object have reasonable implementations for

Maybe values, including none, so MIJava could easily provide those operations.6 For
the second point, we conjecture that when programmers want heterogeneity, they generally want bounded heterogeneity: rather than absolutely any value, they want any
value whose type is a subtype of some specific type T. Finally, instead of Object as
the default bound on unqualified type variables, MIJava could instead assume nothing about those types. Alternatively, because Maybe values satisfy Object’s (implicit)
interface, MIJava could assume this interface for unqualified type variables. This is,
however, a potentially awkward exception to Java’s type rules, as it essentially assumes
the existence of a maximal type but does not allow the programmer to name it.
Even with the issues raised above, the lack of a unique supertype does have certain benefits. Because programmers cannot simply insert values of Maybe type into a
data structure that expects Object, they must think consciously about where none is
allowed in the program and where it is not, and they must express that decision in the
type system.

Maybe and Java’s Generics
The model of Chapter 5 does not specify whether the Maybe<T> type constructor behaves like other parameterized types in Java with respect to type erasure and so forth,
although the concrete syntax that we use in this chapter strongly suggests that it does.
If MIJava treats Maybe as a normal generic type, then Java’s restrictions on generic
types and overloaded methods would also apply to Maybe. In particular, the following
6
This remains true even if Maybe is not implemented as a class. Because Java already has Class
instances for primitive types like int, we could easily create a new Class instance for Maybe.
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interface definition would not compile, as the three methods would have exactly the
same type signature for the purposes of overloading:
interface I {
void m(Maybe<String> s);
void m(Maybe<Record> r);
void m(Maybe<Maybe<Record>> r);
}
Java programmers have developed standard techniques to address this problem. The
easiest solution, of course, is to give the methods different names. If that is undesirable
or impossible (as with constructors), then the programmer can add additional “dummy”
parameters that serve only to distinguish otherwise equivalent methods.
In addition, treating Maybe as other Java generic types would allow programmers
to refer to the raw type Maybe with no type arguments. As a result, Maybe would be
susceptible to heap pollution [20, §4.12.2.1], like other generic types, and a variable of
type Maybe<Number> could refer to a value that was instantiated as a Maybe<String>,
as in the following example:
Maybe<Number> mn = some(new Integer(42));
Maybe bare_m = n;
Maybe<String> ms = bare_m; // generates "unchecked" warning
System.out.println(ms.valOf());
// generates ClassCastException at run-time
Fortunately, because Maybe instances are immutable, we avoid the additional problems
of mutable generic types, in which it is possible to insert an instance of String into an
object that was originally created as an instance of ArrayList<Number>.
Heap pollution would unfortunately allow programmers to bypass MIJava’s type
system and its enforcement of the invariants about the flow of null, as the example
in figure 3.3 demonstrates. Because this program inserts the record for "foo" into
nullableMap, which is identical to map but has a type that explicitly allows none in the
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Map<String, String> map = ...;
Map bareMap = map;
Map<String, Maybe<String>> nullableMap = bareMap;
// generates "unchecked" warning, which programmer may ignore
nullableMap.put("foo", none);

// also "unchecked" warning

System.out.println(map.get("foo"));

// ClassCastException

Figure 3.3: Heap pollution and null invariants

range of the table, MIJava does not insert a coercion around put’s second argument.
The program thus violates the invariant on map, but the runtime system cannot detect
this until the program attempts to read the invalid entry, in the call to get. This
behavior is not limited to Maybe but rather follows from the specified semantics for
generics in Java, and we cannot fix this problem without dramatically altering those
semantics.
If, on the other hand, we treat Maybe<T> as a special case rather than a typical Java
generic type, we avoid the problems discussed above, but at the cost of complicating
the language definition. Additionally, this exception would likely have high engineering
costs, as it would require changes to both the compiler and the Java Virtual Machine.
As we discuss below, however, Maybe precludes backward compatibility, regardless of
whether it is a standard Java generic type, so changes to the JVM may be acceptable
under the circumstances.

Maybe and Ambiguous Coercions
As discussed above, MIJava never “pads” inserted Maybe coercions. Treating coercions in this fashion reduces, but does not eliminate, situations that lead to ambiguous
coercions. Coercions can still be ambiguous in certain contexts: arguments to over-
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loaded methods, the branches of conditional expressions, and the first argument to
instanceof expressions. In each case, the larger expression does not uniquely specify
the type of its subexpressions.
For example, an invocation of an overloaded method may lead to an ambiguous
coercion, as in the following example:
class C {
public static void m(D x) { ... }
public static void m(Maybe<Maybe<D>> x) { ... }
}
Maybe<D> d = none;
C.m(d);
(Note that C’s two methods are distinct for the purposes of overloading, since the
argument types erase to D and Maybe, respectively.) The application on the final line is
ambiguous: should the compiler coerce d up to Maybe<Maybe<D>> or down to D?7
One possible solution is to declare that MIJava always resolves these ambiguities in
the same direction: always adding Maybes, or always removing them. Indeed, adding
Maybes is presumably preferable, since this operation cannot fail. Due to our experience with the consequences of similar explicit coercions in other languages, however,
we suspect that a better solution is to have MIJava detect such ambiguities and signal a compile-time error to the programmer, who would then resolve the ambiguity by
inserting casts or otherwise making the desired type of the expression explicit.
A similar case arises with Java’s conditional operator. In the excerpt in figure 3.4,
MIJava must clearly insert a coercion on (at least) one branch of the conditional expression. It is not obvious, however, whether MIJava should coerce the first branch to
Maybe<D> or the second branch to D.
7
This example also demonstrates that MIJava must insert coercions before erasing types. If a program calls a method that expects a single argument of type Maybe<String> and the actual parameter
has type Maybe<Maybe<String>>, then MIJava must insert the coercion in order to protect the program’s invariants. After erasure, though, both formal and actual arguments have type Maybe, so no
coercion would appear necessary.
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class C {
public static D m1() { ... }
public static Maybe<D> m2() { ... }
}
... (e ? C.m1() : C.m2()) ...

Figure 3.4: Coercion ambiguity and Java’s conditional operator

In addition to the strategies discussed above for resolving overloaded methods,
MIJava could attempt to disambiguate based on the type expected by the conditional
expression’s context, in cases where the context’s expected type is itself clear. This
does, however, differ from Java’s type system, in which neither the type of a conditional
expression nor the int/Integer coercions it introduces depend on the expression’s
context. Exploring the consequences of this strategy requires further work.
Finally, the instanceof operator defines a context that could lead to ambiguous
coercions. If d has type Maybe<Number>, should (d instanceof Integer) perform
the coercion, possibly with a MaybeException, or should it unconditionally evaluate to
false? Because Maybe does not admit subtypes, and because MIJava does not include
the value null, there is no need to check at run time whether a given object is an
instance of Maybe, as the type system can prove this statically.8
One solution, then, is to simply prohibit the use of the instanceof operator with
Maybe types. Programmers can still determine if a given Maybe<Number> contains an
Integer object by inserting an explicit cast to Number, forcing the coercion. As a
consequence, given the method definition
boolean m(Maybe<Number> n) {
return ((Number) n) instanceof Integer;
}
8
Java 5 permits only raw types in instanceof expressions, so it would be impossible to check, for
example, whether an object is an instance of Maybe<String>.
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the expression m(none) terminates with an exception, because the highlighted cast
causes the compiler to insert a coercion, which fails.
Another alternative would modify the instanceof operator to insert necessary coercions but still prohibit the appearance of Maybe types on the right-hand side of the
operator. (As a consequence of this restriction, instanceof would only coerce from
Maybe<T> to T and not in the opposite order.) In keeping with Java’s current behavior, where null instanceof T is false for any T, any failed coercion would cause the
entire instanceof operation to return false rather than throwing an exception.
Further work is required to determine which of these two behaviors is more practical. The first alternative, however, looks more promising, as the second represents a
significant exception to the semantics of MIJava’s coercions. Additionally, experience
has shown that masking errors, as in the second alternative, usually makes debugging
and maintenance significantly harder.

Effects on Existing Java Libraries
Because this chapter’s proposal for Maybe requires re-interpreting existing Java types
(such that none, or null, is no longer a value of the String type), the types on the
classes and interfaces of the Java standard library are no longer correct for MIJava.
Adapting the Java libraries to MIJava would thus require pervasive changes. While an
analysis similar to that proposed by Ekman and Hedin [11] could help to automate part
of this transition, such changes would unavoidably break backward compatibility with
previous versions of the Java language and libraries.

3.3

Design Issues

We considered and rejected two alternative designs for MIJava’s representation of
Maybe. The first is a slight variation on the proposal described above, in which the
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Maybe type is covariant. As we explain below, however, doing so could introduce additional problems with ambiguous coercions, primarily in the context of method overloading.
The second alternative is a completely different way of representing null-as-Maybe.
In this scheme, rather than adding a parameterized type constructor to add null to
any type (and simultaneously restrict the type’s interface), we instead give each class
in the program a dedicated null representation that implements the same interface
as the original class. While this strategy is closer to the core spirit of object-oriented
programming, it interacts poorly with the rest of the language, including such core
features as subclassing.

Maybe and Covariance
Because Maybe objects are immutable, we believe that MIJava could safely make the
Maybe type covariant in its type argument. This would represent a significant departure from Java’s semantics, in which generic type constructors are invariant, but
the combination of added programmer convenience and a simpler model suggested to
us that this idea was worth pursuing. As we demonstrate below, however, covariant
Maybe interacts poorly with method overload resolution, so the Maybe type is invariant
in MIJava, like other generic types.
Consider the following class definition:
class C {
public static void m(Maybe<Number> x) { ... }
public static void m(Number x) { ... }
public static void m(Integer x) { ... }
public static void main(String[] args) {
Maybe<Integer> i = some(new Integer(3));
C.m(i);
}
}
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In the shaded method call expression, the argument’s static type is Maybe<Integer>.
If Maybe is covariant, then MIJava could resolve the overloading in either of two ways:
1. MIJava could treat the Maybe<Integer> as a Maybe<Number> by subsumption
and call the first definition of m.
2. MIJava could insert a coercion from Maybe<Integer> to Integer and call the
third definition of m.
(The third possibility, coercing Maybe<Integer> to Integer and then treating the result as a Number, is inconsistent with Java’s existing overload resolution rules, which
specify that the language always chooses a method with a more specific type over a
method with a less specific type.)
This ambiguity arises because of the combination of implicit coercions and subtyping. We could introduce disambiguation rules to resolve this, such as specifying
that subsumption always takes precedence over coercion. The example of C++ [51],
however, is instructive in this case. C++ has both (programmer-defined) implicit coercions and subsumption, and it does use complex disambiguation rules to address this
problem. As a result, its method overload resolution frequently causes behavior that is
confusing even to experienced programmers.
To avoid this problem, then, MIJava treats Maybe as invariant, like other generic
types. As a result, the example above is clear: the actual parameter in the highlighted
expression has type Maybe<Integer>, which is not a subtype of Maybe<Number>, so
the only applicable method is the third definition, with the addition of a coercion.
It is still possible to add explicit casts to the example’s highlighted expression to
cause it to call one of the other two methods:
• Writing C.m((Number) i) coerces i to Integer and casts the result to Number,
so the expression calls the second definition of m.
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• Writing C.m(some((Number) i)) calls the first definition of m, by coercing i to
Integer, casting that to Number, and then constructing a Maybe<Number> out of
the result.
Keeping Maybe invariant also simplifies type-checking for conditional expressions,

like e1 ? e2 : e3. The type of this expression is, in many cases, the least-upper
bound of the types of e2 and e3, and allowing covariance in Maybe would complicate
this semantics in much the same way as with overload resolution. For instance, consider the code excerpt below:
Integer i = ...;
Number n = ...;
Boolean b = ...;
... (b ? some(i) : n) ...
If Maybe were covariant, the type of the expression would be ambiguous: MIJava could
coerce n to Maybe<Number>, for an overall type of Maybe<Number>; or it could coerce some(i) to Integer, for an overall type of Number. With Maybe invariant, only the
second strategy leads to a well-typed expression.
If one branch has type Maybe<C> and the other type Maybe<D>, where C ≠ D, then
MIJava must coerce the Maybes away for both branches, regardless of the relationship
(if any) between C and D, because Maybe is invariant. This applies even if the context expects a Maybe type, in which case MIJava must coerce the result of the entire
conditional expression back to the Maybe type, leaving open the possibility that the
first coercion can fail at runtime. Programmers can avoid this by casting one or both
expressions to the desired type.
Making Maybe invariant does require programmers to insert explicit casts in some
contexts in which casts are unnecessary in Java without Maybe. For instance, the first
method in figure 3.5 is legal Java: Java allows the method author to return an Integer
from a method whose declared return type is Number, through subsumption due to
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Number stringToNum(String s) {
try {
return new Integer(Integer.parseInt(s));
} catch (NumberFormatException e) {
return null;
}
}

Maybe<Number> stringToNum(String s) {
try {
return some((Number) (new Integer(Integer.parseInt(s))));
} catch (NumberFormatException e) {
return none;
}
}

Figure 3.5: Returning a subtype in Java and MIJava

subtyping. The MIJava equivalent, however, requires an explicit upcast. Without the
cast, return’s argument would have type Maybe<Integer>, which is not a subtype of
Maybe<Number>. Casting the some expression to Maybe<Number> instead of the cast
above does not compile, as Java does not allow casts between unrelated types.

Alternatives to Maybe
In addition to the design described above, we considered another representation of null
that, at least initially, appears to fit better into a class-based object-oriented language
like Java. As we demonstrate here, however, the idea has several drawbacks that make
it unsuitable.
Rather than a single null value that inhabits every type, as in Java, or a separate
type intended solely to represent null, we instead create separate null-like values for
each type. These specialized values inhabit their respective types and thus implement
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class List implementations RealList, NullList {
private Object head;
private List tail;
public List(Object hd, List tl) {
head = hd;
tail = tl;
}
public Object first() { return head; }
public List rest() { return tail; }
public int length() { return 1 + tail.length(); }
when null { return 0; }
}

Figure 3.6: A List implementation

all of the same methods. These methods, however, perform actions appropriate to null
in a manner specified by the class author.
As an example, consider the List implementation in figure 3.6. The highlighted
clauses depart from existing Java syntax, and we explain these below. With this definition, the programmer defines not one but four separate (though related) classes in
a single definition: an abstract base class List with the specified interface; two implementing subclasses, RealList and NullList; and a separate NullListException
class. The implementations clause merely specifies the names of the two subclasses.9
(For clarity, we refer to the programmer’s definition of List as Listp and the generated abstract class as Lista .) With this strategy, programmers would not use the literal
null; instead, they would use instances of NullList.
The generated classes appear in figure 3.7. The abstract class Lista defines the
public interface of Listp , excluding all fields. The class RealList contains all of the
fields and method implementations from Listp . The NullList class also implements
9
In a real implementation, the programmer would be able to specify the name of the exception class,
just as with the two subclasses.
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abstract class Lista {
public abstract Object first();
public abstract Lista rest();
public abstract int length();
}
class RealList extends Lista {
private Object head;
private Lista tail;
public RealList(Object hd, Lista tl) {
head = hd;
tail = tl;
}
public Object first() { return head; }
public Lista rest() { return tail; }
public int length() { return 1 + tail.length; }
}
class NullList extends Lista {
public Object first() { throw new NullListException("first"); }
public Lista rest() { throw new NullListException("rest"); }
public int length() { return 0; }
}
class NullListException extends RuntimeException {
public NullListException(String msg) { super(msg); }
}

Figure 3.7: Classes synthesized from the List definition

the methods of Lista to throw a specialized NullListException that provides information beyond what a null-pointer exception would contain in a similar context.
For the length() method, though, throwing an exception is not desirable, as there is
a reasonable and indeed necessary implementation of this method on null lists. The
when null clause from figure 3.6 allows the programmer to specify the behavior of the
method for NullList.
This proposal is, in some sense, closest to the ideal of object-oriented programming,
which specifies that dynamic dispatch should be the primary (and in extreme forms,
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the only) mechanism for computation, including conditionals. In this case, the check to
see whether a given Lista is null is subsumed by the normal dynamic method dispatch
mechanism. This encoding of null, however, suffers from serious incompatibilities with
other features of Java:
1. This implementation strategy complicates access to private members in other
objects of the same type. If Listp contains a private method m, then code in
Listp may refer to, e.g., tail.m. However, because private methods cannot be
abstract, m cannot be declared in Lista but may appear only in RealList and
NullList. Therefore, to access such fields and methods, programmers must
insert an explicit check and downcast.
2. This implementation of Lista and its subclasses is incompatible with subtyping.
That is, if the programmer writes a class L2p that extends List, the compiler
must create classes L2a , RealL2, and NullL2 such that the following subclassing
relationships hold:
• L2a extends Lista , and
• RealL2 extends both L2a and RealList, and
• NullL2 extends both L2a and NullList.
This, however, is impossible, as Java allows only single inheritance.
3. This implementation does not support final classes. If the programmer defines
Listp to be final, the compiler cannot make Lista final, because it has two subclasses. While the compiler could make RealList and NullList final, programmers would still be able to define another class ExtraList that extends Lista ,
violating the spirit of the final declarations.
Additionally, we hoped that in raising the NullListException, the compiler could
provide more information about the cause of the error than that currently available in
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interface Lista {
public Object first();
public Lista rest();
public int length();
}
class RealList implements Lista {
private Object head;
private Lista tail;
public RealList(Object hd, Lista tl) {
head = hd; tail = tl;
}
public Object first() { return head; }
public Lista rest() { return tail; }
public int length() { return 1 + tail.length(); }
}
class NullList implements
public Object first()
public Lista rest() {
public int length() {
}

Lista {
{ throw new NullListException("first"); }
throw new NullListException("rest"); }
return 0; }

Figure 3.8: The interface implementation of Listp

Java’s null-pointer exception. In practice, however, it is hard to see how the compiler
could synthesize and include any information beyond that included in a stack trace.
We did consider alternatives to the implementation of figure 3.7, but neither solved
all three issues. One possibility uses an interface instead of the abstract class to allow
subclassing but not final classes, and the other uses nested classes to allow final
classes but not subclassing. Neither strategy provides access to private members.
In the first alternative, in figure 3.8, Lista is an interface, and the classes RealList
and NullList implement this interface. The exception NullListException is as before. With this strategy, it is possible to define L2p as a subclass of Listp . Now, L2a
and Lista are interfaces, so the class RealL2 extends only RealList and implements
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public abstract class Lista {
private Lista () { }
public abstract Object first();
public abstract Lista rest();
public abstract int length();
public static final class RealList extends Lista {
private Object head;
private Lista tail;
// ... methods as above
}
public static final class NullList extends Lista {
// methods as above
}
}

Figure 3.9: The inner class implementation of Listp

Lista and L2a , and likewise for NullL2. However, the problems with private methods
and final classes remain.
The second alternative, in figure 3.9, is a possible translation for classes declared
final by the programmer. Here, Lista is again an abstract class, but now the concrete
classes RealList and NullList are defined as final inner classes of Lista . While we
cannot make Lista final, we can prevent programmers from defining additional subclasses by defining an empty private constructor. This prevents Java from synthesizing
the standard (public) default constructor and ensures that Lista ’s constructors are
visible only within the class. Because RealList and NullList are inner classes, they
can see Lista ’s constructor and are thus instantiable.
Unfortunately, while this implementation solves the problem with final, it fails
to address the other two problems. Private methods and fields remain inaccessible
without a downcast, and the use of an abstract base class instead of an interface re-
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introduces the difficulties with subclassing. Specifically, one would not be able to use
this strategy if Listp extended another class. By using the interface technique for some
classes and the inner class technique for others, the programmer can define subclasses
and classes that are final, but not final subclasses.
Also, this encoding of Maybe has no support for Maybe<Maybe<T>>, dramatically
limiting its usefulness. For instance, consider a class that implements a map from
String to DatabaseRecorda . Since the domain of the table already includes (the encoding of) null, then the map class would suffer from the same problems as the current
Java implementation: a result of null (i.e., an instance of NullDatabaseRecord) from
the get method would be ambiguous, and all of the consequences discussed earlier
would apply.
Finally, several additional questions about this solution remain unanswered:
• What variants, if any, should the compiler generate for interfaces? Generating
these specialized types seems necessary to allow programmers to specify invariants about the flow of null within the type system, but it is not at all clear whether
the when null mechanism discussed above is appropriate for interfaces. We
would also need to investigate how these generated classes interact with subtyping, and whether programmer-specified classes that implement such interfaces
could override the when null blocks in the interface definition.
• How can we integrate these parallel classes with Java’s generics? Consider a data
structure that maps strings to instances of some DatabaseRecordp class, with
the invariant that null is not in the table’s range. In this system, one would specify
its (partial) interface as follows:
interface DBRecordMap {
void put(String key, RealDatabaseRecord value);
DatabaseRecorda get(String key);
}
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The return type of get is DatabaseRecorda , not RealDatabaseRecord, to indicate that the method returns null to indicate that key is not in the map’s domain.
But a programmer cannot easily parameterize this interface over the types involved. An attempt follows:
interface DBRecordMap<K, V> {
void put(K key, V value);
V get(K key);
}

Now, if the programmer uses this interface at the type DBRecordMap<String,
RealDatabaseRecord>, the get method’s return type is RealDatabaseRecord,
not DatabaseRecorda as intended. To allow the desired return type, MIJava
would have to support a new type operator that maps RealDatabaseRecord to
DatabaseRecorda , which would introduce significant additional complexity to
the language (especially considering the probable difficulties in the interaction
between this type operator and subtyping).
Because of all of these problems, we abandoned this strategy of encoding null in
favor of the Maybe approach discussed in this chapter.

Chapter 4

MIJava and Delayed Initialization
MIJava’s constructors as discussed in Chapter 2 guarantee that programs cannot refer
to fields before initializing them, but at the cost of requiring constructors to provide
values for every field during object creation. There are, however, three scenarios in
which a program cannot satisfy this requirement:

• Unavailable values: a program may need to delay the initialization of a field if
its value is not available during object creation time, especially if there is no
placeholder value of the correct type available.

• Cycle creation: the program must delay the initialization of at least one field until
all of the objects in the cycle exist. For the present discussion, cycles come in
two variants: “static” cycles, in which the structure of the object graph is known
at compile time, and “dynamic” cycles, in which the structure is known only at
runtime (such as when reading the graph structure from a file, from user input,
or from a network connection).

• Laziness: a program may delay the computation of a field value until it is required,
even though the value may be accessible during object construction.
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MIJava must support some kind of delayed initialization to be useful to programmers
in these situations.

4.1

Unavailable Values

In Java, constructors are free to leave fields uninitialized until after object construction,
as in situations where the field value is not available to the constructor. The standard
technique in these cases is to initialize the field to null, either explicitly with an assignment in the constructor or implicitly by relying on the behavior of Java’s object
construction mechanism.
In MIJava, on the other hand, the programmer must give these delayed fields Maybe
type. This does impose the additional overhead of the Maybe coercions on all subsequent references to this field, but this is still an improvement over the corresponding
situation in Java. First, as we discuss in Chapter 2, the Maybe coercions allow the
runtime system to detect accesses to uninitialized fields earlier (or at least no later)
than Java can, and thus MIJava provides more precise diagnostics. Second, in the
case of fields that represent optional properties of the object, the field would have
Maybe<Maybe<T>> type, which allows the program to distinguish between a field that
has not yet been initialized and a field that has been initialized but denotes the lack
of the optional property. Third, the explicit Maybe type draws the programmer’s attention to the fact that the constructor does not necessarily initialize the field in question
and serves as a warning that subsequent methods may not rely on this field having a
defined value.
Graph structures, especially cyclical graphs, represent an important case of object
creation where not all of the field values are available at object construction time. These
graphs include the object-oriented design notions of ‘roles’ and ‘mutual connections’
and therefore arise frequently in real-world programs. As an example, consider an
object representation of a bibliography or book listing. The obvious implementation
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includes Book and Author objects, and there is a mutual relationship between the two:
an Author may write more than one Book, and conversely a Book may have more than
one Author.
In general, when the graph structure is not known at compile time (as when, for
instance, the graph is specified by a file on disk), MIJava offers no better support than
the explicit use of Maybe types above. However, as the next section discusses, we
conjecture that we can extend MIJava to provide better support for the creation of
graphs and other cyclical structures whose shape is known at compile time.

4.2

Static Cycle Creation

In Java, null is essential to the construction of statically cyclical data structures. As an
example, consider the construction of a circular list containing instances of the class
defined in figure 4.1. To construct a circular list containing the numbers 1, 2, and 3, a
Java programmer must create the three nodes, storing a placeholder value in at least
one of the next fields, and then use field assignment to complete the cycle once all
three objects exist. The following code demonstrates a technique with the minimum
possible number of assignments:
CircularList
CircularList
CircularList
node3.next =

node3 = new CircularList(3, tempList);
node2 = new CircularList(2, node3);
node1 = new CircularList(1, node2);
node1;

where tempList is some temporary value used to indicate that the field hasn’t been
completely initialized; null is the most convenient and thus the most common choice
for this value.
Because MIJava does not include null, programmers must find another value to use
in these situations, especially since MIJava’s constructors do not allow the possibility of
merely leaving the fields uninitialized. An MIJava program could use a distinguished
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class CircularList {
int datum;
CircularList next;
CircularList(int d, CircularList n) {
datum = d;
next = n;
}
}

Figure 4.1: Defining a circular list in Java

instance of CircularList as the temporary value, but this is not always practical.
First, using such a sentinel value requires the programmer to explicitly check whether
the next field contains this sentinel value in all of the places where the Java runtime
system currently checks for null. Second, constructing a sentinel value may not be
feasible for all types. Indeed, it is hardly feasible even for CircularList: what value
should the next field have in this sentinel?
As an alternative in MIJava, the next field could have type Maybe<CircularList>,
which would allow the program to initialize node3.next to the temporary value none
and mutate it to the final value later. However, this field type does not correctly express
the class’s invariants. (We assume for the purposes of this discussion that all instances
of CircularList do in fact appear within circular lists, so the next field can be none
only during initialization.) As a consequence, any reference to the next field, even after
initialization is complete, would have to check for none at runtime.

Extending MIJava to support Cycles
Here, we set forth an informal proposal of an extension to MIJava’s constructor mechanism to support circular data structures. Our ideas here are inspired by similar features in PLT Scheme [15, §2.11], OCaml [27, §7.3], and Spec# [13]. We propose a new
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class CircularList {
int datum;
CircularList next;
CircularList(int d, interim CircularList n) {
return preobj { super(); datum <- d; next <- n };
}
}
cyclical {
CircularList x = new CircularList(1, y);
CircularList y = new CircularList(2, z);
CircularList z = new CircularList(3, x);
} in {
...
}

Figure 4.2: Proposal for creating cyclical data structures

cyclical language construct to support the “simultaneous” creation of multiple objects. An example of a possible concrete syntax appears in figure 4.2.
The cyclical form consists of two parts. The first part consists entirely of variable
declarations. These declarations differ from normal Java local variable declarations in
several respects:

• Each declaration must provide an initializer expression.

• The initializer expressions must be instance creation (i.e., new) expressions.

• Each identifier bound in this section of a cyclical form is visible in all of the
form’s variable initializers.

• Identifiers bound by the cyclical form may appear only as arguments to constructors, as in the figure.
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• The corresponding constructor argument must have an “interim” type, as in the
figure’s class definition. This means that in the field initialization section, the
argument may appear only as the (entire) right-hand side of a field initialization
clause inside a preobj expression. Interim arguments are unconstrained in the
constructor’s postinit block.
• Only constructor arguments may be declared as interim types. Fields, method
results, method arguments (including this), and local variables may not have
interim type. Further, constructor arguments may not have interim type in subclasses of java.lang.Exception, for reasons discussed below.
The identifiers bound in the first part of the cyclical form are visible in the second

part, which contains unconstrained code that may treat the identifiers as full (i.e., not
interim) values of the indicated types.
When a cyclical form is executed, the runtime system starts by allocating but not
initializing space for all of the variables declared in the first part of the form.1 Then,
it executes the field initialization sections of the constructors for the various objects,
in some order, using the references to the allocated but not-yet-initialized space as the
values of the declared variables during the constructors’ field initialization sections.
When all of the field initialization sections have completed, MIJava reifies all of the
objects “simultaneously,” at which point the temporary references are now valid. After
executing the postinit blocks, if any, for the new objects, MIJava continues with the
second part of the cyclical form.
We conjecture that the cyclical form and MIJava’s constructors ensure that all
references in a statically cyclical data structure are fully initialized before the program
can perform any operations on that structure. However, the model of Chapter 5 does
not include this form, and thus we have not proved this conjecture. Indeed, as the next
1

Language implementation invariants, especially those pertaining to garbage collection, may require
initializing the newly allocated regions to all-bits-zero, but this is not important to a discussion of the
semantics of the feature.
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section demonstrates, there is one case where this guarantee does not hold, although
it is beyond the scope of our model.

Exception Handling
We must consider the effect of exception handling on this language feature. In particular, if we are to maintain MIJava’s guarantees, we need to be sure that throwing an
exception cannot “leak” an interim object out to the rest of the program.
As in the previous chapter, the key issue is whether an exception thrown before
the program reifies the pre-objects can leak an incompletely-initialized object. Because
only variable declarations may appear in the declaration section of a cyclical form,
this section cannot throw an exception directly, and thus any exception that escapes
this section must arise from one of the two following sources:
1. the dynamic extent of the field initialization section of one of the constructors
in the declaration section—i.e., in our example, the field initialization section of
CircularList’s constructor.
2. the dynamic extent of one of the expressions that appears as an actual parameter
to one of these constructors.
In the first case, when the field initialization section of a constructor such as that
in CircularList throws an exception, then the exception may not contain one of the
cyclical-bound objects. The throwing constructor may use these interim objects only
in field initialization clauses, and the type system therefore prevents the construction
of an exception object that directly contains such an interim object. However, because
MIJava supports first-class pre-objects, it is possible for a constructor to throw an exception that contains a pre-object that in turn contains an interim object. Reifying this
pre-object could lead to a full instance with uninitialized fields, in violation of MIJava’s
static guarantees, and the type system does not currently detect such violations.
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Exceptions thrown by expressions that appear as actual parameters in the cyclical

form’s declaration section do not have access to the partially-initialized objects, due to
the restrictions on the use of identifiers bound here. They cannot, therefore, raise an
exception object containing an incompletely cyclical object, and they cannot store such
an object in an externally-visible location before throwing an exception.
The postinit section of one of the constructors may throw an exception that contains a reference to an object created by a cyclical form, and it may store a reference
to such an object in an externally-visible location before throwing an exception. Neither
situation represents a leak, though, because the postinit section does not execute until
after all of the objects in the cycle have been fully constructed and initialized and are
thus no longer interim.2
OCaml avoids leaking exceptions by restricting the expressions on the right-hand
side of the bindings and thus preventing them from throwing an exception. PLT Scheme
allows incompletely initialized cycles to escape in several ways, including through exceptions. Spec#’s mechanism, similar to the one we propose here, also allows programmers to exploit exception handling to instantiate incompletely-initialized objects, as we
discuss further in Chapter 8. In response, Fähndrich and Xia suggest that constructors
should be prohibited from handling exceptions (but not from throwing them), but they
neither provide a formal argument that this restriction is sufficient, nor do they discuss the practical consequences of this prohibition. More work remains to investigate
potential solutions to this apparent leak.

4.3

Lazy Initialization

For many objects, the value for a specific field may be available (or computable) at object construction time, but the programmer may wish to delay initializing the field until
2
As with non-cyclical object creation, other representation invariants may not yet hold, but as before,
this problem also exists in Java.
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the program requires its value, especially when computing the value would consume
excessive time or memory, such as when the program is loading objects corresponding
to entries in a database. Since each field initialization requires a database lookup and
the creation of potentially many objects, Java programmers have developed the “lazy
load” pattern [16, Ch. 11] to address this situation. As an example, consider a program
that processes Student records from a database; each student has a list of associated Course records. Because this list is potentially quite long and loading it from the
database may take quite some time, the Student class author delays its initialization
using the following idiom:

class Student {
private List<Course> courses = null;
public List<Course> getCourses() {
if (courses == null)
courses = loadCourses();
return courses;
}
private List<Course> loadCourses() {
// load the list of courses from the database
}
...
}

In this code, the courses field is null until the loadCourses method initializes it
from the database. The straightforward MIJava translation of this class would have
to give courses the type Maybe<List<Course>>. While it may appear that this places
an undue burden on references to this field, the pattern limits these references to the
corresponding getter method (getCourses above), and this method must already explicitly check whether the field is null. The explicit Maybe therefore adds no overhead
beyond that present in Java and can serve as a useful signal to the programmer that
the field’s value may not be present, much as in section 4.1 above.
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Because this pattern comes up so frequently (and because it requires programmers

to exercise great care when dealing with exceptions and concurrency), Warth has proposed LazyJ [55], a variant of Java with explicit support for laziness. We conjecture
that incorporating LazyJ’s lazy types into MIJava would be feasible, but we have not
yet investigated this in detail.

Chapter 5

Formal Model and Soundness

To ensure that our type system provides the guarantees described in the previous
chapters, we have constructed MIJModel, a formal model of MIJava based on ClassicJava [14]. In place of null, MIJModel includes Maybe types and the constructor
model of Chapter 2. For simplicity, the model omits several features of Java and ClassicJava, such as interfaces, static methods, access controls, method overloading, and
field shadowing.
As with ClassicJava, MIJModel has two separate syntaxes: a raw syntax and an
elaborated syntax. The programmer writes the original program in the raw syntax,
and an elaboration phase simultaneously type-checks the program and converts it to
the elaborated syntax. The elaborated syntax makes all Maybe coercions explicit and
inserts tags that indicate various other static properties that are not otherwise visible
to the dynamic semantics.
MIJModel’s dynamic semantics is defined on programs in the elaborated semantics.
A second type system applies to the elaborated syntax, for use in the soundness and
subject reduction proofs, and we prove that the elaboration system and type system
are consistent.
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t, s, u ∈ Type ::= C | Preobj(C) | Maybe(t) types
gt, gs, gu ::= C | Preobj(C)
ground types
ot, os ::= C | Maybe(ot)
object types

Figure 5.1: MIJModel’s type language

5.1

Syntax

We assume the following disjoint, countably infinite sets, and the metavariables that
range over them:
C, D, E
md
fd
x, y
addr

∈
∈
∈
∈
∈

ClassName
MethodName
FieldName
VarName
Address

We also assume two distinguished names, Object ∈ ClassName and self ∈ VarName.
Figure 5.1 defines the syntax for MIJModel’s type language, which is the same in raw
and elaborated programs. A type is either a class name C, a Maybe type Maybe(t), or a
pre-object type Preobj(C). We also define two restricted sets of types, ground types (gt)
and object types (ot), for use in specific contexts in the model. The elaboration system
uses ground types to determine what coercions to introduce; to simplify these rules,
we disallow Maybe types in this context. Similarly, to reduce the number of rules in the
operational semantics, typecasts are defined only in terms of object types, which do not
allow pre-object types or any types constructed from them, such as Maybe(Preobj(C)).
As a notational convenience, we use exponentiation to indicate repeated application, so
Maybe2 (t) = Maybe(Maybe(t)), and similarly for any non-negative exponent.

Raw Abstract Syntax
Figure 5.2 defines the abstract syntax for unelaborated programs. Following Baren-

#–

dregt [3], we use vector notation to denote repeated elements: re is short for the se-
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Φ
Θ
rdefn
rcdefn
fdefn
rmdefn
re, rf , rg
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::= Θ re
# –
::= rdefn

raw program

#

– #

– #

–

::=
::=
::=
::=

class C ext D { rcdefn fdefn rmdefn }
#–
md(t x) { re } postinit { re }
t fd
#–
t md(t x) { re }

::=
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

x
new re
re.fd
re.fd = re
#–
re.md(re)
#–
super.md(re)
#–
C.md(re)
cast(ot, re)
some re
nonet
valOf re

|
|

#

–

preobj(C, re, fd ← re)
#–
seq { re ; }

raw definition sequence
raw class definition
raw constr definition
field definition
raw method definition
raw expression:
lexical variable
object creation
field reference
field assignment
method call
super call
constr call
typecast
Maybe injection
Maybe injection
Maybe projection
pre-object creation
sequential evaluation

Figure 5.2: MIJModel’s raw abstract syntax

quence re1 , . . . , ren , where n ≥ 0. We generalize this notation to more complicated

#

–

terms under the arrow; (fd, t) is short for (fd 1 , t 1 ), . . . , (fd n , t n ), n ≥ 0. We represent
the empty sequence as ε and use the infix operator ++ to indicate sequence concatenation. We overload the element-of operator ∈ to indicate membership in sequences as
well as in sets. Finally, multiple occurrences of the same vector sequence within the
same context (inference rule, proof clause, etc.) preserve the order of the items under
the arrow.
A program Φ consists of a sequence of definitions and an expression. Each definition is a single class, which contains constructor definitions, field definitions, and
method definitions. MIJModel constructors have explicit names, unlike those in Java,
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to allow us to model multiple constructors per class without the significant overhead
of Java-style overload resolution for methods and constructors.1
Constructors have two bodies, as in Chapter 2. The first body is concerned with
field initialization, and the second is the postinit block. For simplicity, the model requires every constructor to contain a postinit block; to model constructors without this
feature, we simply supply a postinit block of self or some other effect-free expression.
Expressions are, for the most part, patterned after the corresponding syntax in
Java or ClassicJava. Field references, field assignments, method calls, and super calls
behave exactly as in Java. The new expression takes any pre-object and reifies it into
a full instance of the corresponding class. The (dynamic) type of the pre-object value,
rather than an explicit name in the new expression, specifies the class to instantiate. In

#–

most cases, programmers write object creation expressions in the form new C.md(re),
a concrete syntax essentially identical to Java’s, but with an explicit constructor name.
MIJModel’s casts, which have the form cast(ot, re), extend Java’s casts to support
Maybe types. Casts to and from pre-object types are forbidden by the type system.2
The type in a cast expression thus always has the form Mayben (C) for some n ≥ 0
and some class C. The elaboration phase inserts any necessary coercions around the
argument re to convert it to Mayben (D), for some class D that may or may not be
related to C. At runtime, casting a value of (dynamic) type D to C succeeds when D is a
subtype of C, just as in Java. Casting nonet to Mayben (C) always succeeds, and casting
(some v) to Mayben (C) succeeds exactly when casting the value v to Maybe(m−1) (C)
succeeds.

1
While this is not related to our thesis, we believe that named constructors would be a valuable
addition to Java-like languages. Programmers could use them to define two constructors with the
same signature. For instance, the Point class of the previous chapter could define two constructors,
fromCartesian and fromPolar, each of which takes two double arguments; currently, Java programmers have to add a dummy parameter to one of these methods.
2
These casts do not appear useful enough to justify the added complexity in the dynamic semantics.
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As a concrete example, consider the following method definitions:
Maybe(Number) m1(Maybe2 (Integer) mmint) { cast(Maybe(Number), mmint) }
Maybe2 (Integer) m2(Maybe(Number) mnum) { cast(Maybe2 (Integer), mnum) }
In m1, cast’s argument elaborates to (valOf mmint), which has type Maybe(Integer).
If this coercion succeeds at runtime, the entire cast succeeds. In m2, the elaboration
phase converts mnum to (some mnum) at type Maybe2 (Integer). At runtime, the cast
succeeds if mnum = none or if mnum = some v, where v is an instance of Integer.3
The some and none keywords construct values of Maybe type, and the valOf keyword projects Maybe values to the contained value. The type annotation on none specifies the type of the expression; for any type t, the expression nonet has exactly (and
only) type Maybe(t). Without this annotation, the elaboration system would not be
deterministic, as we explain below.

#

–

Pre-object creation expressions have the form preobj(C, re0 , fd ← re). The first
sub-form, C, identifies the class of pre-object to be constructed.4 The second, re0 , is an
expression that evaluates to a D pre-object, where D is C’s immediate superclass. In the
most common case, this expression is a call to one of D’s constructors. The remaining
sub-forms specify the initial values for all fields defined directly within C.
The seq expression denotes sequential evaluation. MIJModel evaluates seq’s subexpressions for their effects in left-to-right order, and the value of the overall seq expression is the value of its last subexpression.

3
MIJModel allows more casts than MIJava does, assuming that MIJava follows Java’s general
rules for cast expressions. In particular, MIJava issues compile-time errors for both of the casts
in the above example. In method m1, the cast fails because Maybe(Number) is not a subtype of
Maybe(Integer), and vice versa, and MIJava, like Java, rejects all casts in which the two types are
unrelated. The MIJava programmer can work around this by rewriting the body of m1, for instance, as
cast(Number, (valOf mmint)), but at the cost of introducing a coercion that may fail at runtime.
4
MIJModel’s operational semantics needs the explicit type tag, but it is feasible for a full implementation to infer this information from context, using only a straightforward but intricate addition to
the elaboration system of section 5.2. We assume here that the programmer includes this information
directly, or that an earlier unspecified transformation of the source code inserts the annotation.
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Elaborated Abstract Syntax
Figure 5.3 defines MIJModel’s elaborated syntax. Highlighted productions and nonterminals indicate the differences between the elaborated and raw syntaxes. We add a
syntactic class of values, consisting of Maybe values, references into the store, and preobject values. Like preobj expressions, preobj-val forms have three sub-parts. The first
is the pre-object’s class, and the second specifies all of the pre-object’s fields. The third
part is an unevaluated expression, a sequence of all the postinit blocks that MIJModel
must execute immediately upon reifying this pre-object into a full instance.
The elaboration syntax also adds a new expression, init(e1 , e2 ), which the operational semantics uses to track the delayed postinit blocks during object construction.
The first subexpression e1 is the pre-object under construction, and the second, e2 , is a
delayed postinit block. Also, elaborated super expressions include explicit references
to self (or its corresponding address) and its static type, as required by the dynamic
semantics. Finally, elaborated some expressions contain a tag denoting the type of the
argument; the type soundness proof requires this but the runtime system does not.

Explicitly-typed none
Both the raw and elaborated syntaxes require the programmer to annotate each occurrence of none with its type. This is necessary to keep the elaboration system deterministic.
As an example, consider the following class declaration:
class Example ext Object {
Example m1(Maybe(Example) obj) { self }
Example m2() { self.md1 (none) }
In the highlighted method call, we have omitted the type annotation on none. As a
result, the type of the method’s actual parameter is ambiguous. While the intended
type reconstruction is Maybe(Example), the elaboration system could reconstruct type
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Π
∆
defn
cdefn
fdefn
mdefn
v, w
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::= ∆ e
# –
::= defn
::=
::=
::=
::=

program

#

– #

::= nonet
|

some t v

|

addr

|

preobj-val(C, fd ← v, e)

–

definition sequence
class definition
constr definition
field definition
method definition
value:
value Maybe injection
value Maybe injection

#

–

e, f , g
::=
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

– #

class C ext D { cdefn fdefn mdefn }
#–
md(t x) { e } postinit { e }
t fd
#–
t md(t x) { e }

v
x
new e
e.fd
e.fd = e
#–
e.md( e )
#–
super ≡e:C .md( e )
#–
C.md( e )
cast(ot, e)

object address
pre-object value
expression:
value
lexical variable
object creation
field reference
field assignment
method call
super call
constr call
typecast

|
|

some t e
valOf e

|
|

preobj(C, e, fd ← e)
#–
seq { e ; }

pre-object creation
sequential evaluation

|

init(e, e)

object initialization

#

–

non-value Maybe injection
Maybe projection

Figure 5.3: MIJModel’s elaborated abstract syntax

Mayben (Example) for any n > 1 and insert the corresponding valOf coercion(s), the
innermost of which would always fail at runtime. The explicit type tag prevents this
problem.
In a real implementation of the full Java language plus Maybe, the context of the expression would in most cases provide enough information to guide the reconstruction
(in an application of bidirectional type checking [41]) and thus uniquely determine the
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coercions to be inserted. In situations where this is not the case, the compiler could
signal the ambiguity, and the programmer could insert an explicit cast to resolve the
problem, much as is necessary in certain circumstances with the literal null in Java
today.
Method arguments are the primary context in which null’s ambiguous type causes
compile-time errors. If a programmer writes a method call with a literal null as an
argument upon whose precise type method overload resolution depends, the compiler signals an error, and the programmer must add a cast or otherwise indicate
the type of null more precisely. Such annotations would not, however, be required
for none.

With type erasure, Java does not distinguish between Maybe<Integer>

and Maybe<String> for the purpose of method overloading. The types Integer and
Maybe<Integer> are clearly distinct in this context, but the argument none admits
only the second type.

5.2

Elaboration Semantics

The elaboration system checks types of raw terms and produces the corresponding
elaborated terms, making the implicit coercions implicit and adding type annotations
to some and super terms. As in ClassicJava, we define the elaboration semantics as a
set of judgments on terms, listed in figure 5.4. Those judgments that apply to expressions (possibly as sub-terms of their direct arguments) produce elaborated copies of
the expression, class member, definition, or program, as appropriate. Expression elaboration and type-checking requires a type environment Γ , which is a finite map from
VarName to Type.
The elaboration semantics also uses several helper functions and relations, listed
in figure 5.5 and described below. The subclassing relation ≺Θ is not transitive as it
includes only immediate parent/child relationships. The subtype relation <:Θ is (in
well-formed programs) a partial order. The Maybe and Preobj type constructors are
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Φ⇒Π:t
Θ ed rdefn ⇒ defn
Θ, C ec rcdefn ⇒ cdefn
Θ, C ef fdefn
Θ, C em rmdefn ⇒ mdefn
Θ, Γ ee re ⇒ e : t
Θ et t
ep
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Φ elaborates to Π with type t
rdefn elaborates to defn under Θ
rcdefn elaborates to cdefn in class C under Θ
fdefn is well-formed in class C under Θ
rmdefn elaborates to mdefn in class C under Θ
re elaborates to e with type t in Γ under Θ
t exists under Θ

Figure 5.4: Summary of elaboration system judgments

C ≺Θ D
s <:Θ t
s .:Θ t
coerce(e, s, t) = e0
castCoerce(e, os, ot) = e0
#–
constr ΘC (md) = t
immFd ΘC (fd) = t
field ΘC (fd) = t
#–
methΘC (md) = s → t
#–
validOverrideΘ (C, md, t 0 , t )
coreType(t) = gt

C is an immediate subclass of D
s is a subtype of t
s is subsumed by t
e0 is the coercion of e from s to t
e0 is the coercion of e from os to ot in a cast
#–
C defines constructor md with argument types t
fd defined directly in C with type t
fd in C has type t, possibly inherited
#–
md has type s → t in class C, possibly inherited
#–
C’s override of md with type t → t 0 preserves type
t without Maybes is gt

Figure 5.5: Summary of elaboration system auxiliary relations

invariant in their arguments, in keeping with previous chapters.
The subsumption relation .:Θ is an extension of subtyping: s .:Θ t only if an expression of type s can appear in a context that expects a value of type t, either through
subtyping or through the addition of Maybe coercions, but not both.
The coercion function coerce(e, s, t) takes an expression e of type s and adds the
necessary coercions (without padding) to produce an expression of type t.5 The castingcoercion function castCoerce has the same essential purpose as coerce, but it is used
5
As lemma 3 in section 5.5 demonstrates, the result is in fact of type t only when a certain relationship holds between s and t.
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for the subexpression in a cast expression. We state without proof that castCoerce and
coerce always produce identical results; we treat these two cases separately for the sake
of the soundness proof.
The next relations, constr , immFd , field , and meth, look up the types of various
class members in the definition table Θ. Neither constr nor immFd considers members
defined in supertypes; both field and meth search up the subclassing tree as necessary.
The validOverride relation ensures that overriding methods have the same signature

#–

as the overridden method in the superclass. Specifically, validOverrideΘ (C, md, t 0 , t )

#–

is true if C’s superclass contains method md with the type t → t 0 , or if the superclass
does not contain the method at all.
Finally, for contexts that require a class type, like field reference and method calls,
the coreType relation “strips off” all of the Maybe wrappers on a type and produces
the underlying ground type.

Definition Elaboration
Figure 5.6 defines the elaboration rules for programs, classes, constructors, methods,
and fields. We extend the arrow notation to cover judgments in the straightforward
way. For instance, when we apply the Elab-Prog rule to the program rdefn1 rdefn2 re,
then Θ = rdefn1 rdefn2 , and the penultimate antecedent of the rule expands into two
antecedents, Θ

ed

rdefn1 ⇒ defn1 and Θ

ed

rdefn2 ⇒ defn2 , both of which must be

proved in order to prove the rule’s conclusion.
The Elab-Prog rule ensures that the class definition sequence contains no dupli-

#

–

cates or subclassing cycles. It elaborates the individual raw definitions rdefn to cre-

#

–

ate elaborated definitions defn, elaborates the top-level expression, and constructs the
elaborated program.
The Elab-Defn rule ensures that the superclass exists and that the class does not
contain duplicate constructor names, field names, or method names. If the definition
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Program Elaboration

ep

Φ⇒Π:t

[Elab-Prog]

#

–

Θ = rdefn

class names in Θ are distinct

#

<:Θ is anti-symmetric

#

ep

Θ

–

(class Object . . .) ∉ Θ

rdefn ⇒ defn

ed

–

#

Θ, ∅

–

rdefn re ⇒ defn e : t

Definition Elaboration

Θ

[Elab-Defn]

#

– #
–
#

– #

–
–

names in rcdefn, fdefn, rmdefn distinct

#

Θ, C

ec

rcdefn ⇒ cdefn
Θ

re ⇒ e : t

ee

Θ, C

ef

#

fdefn

#

Θ, C

Θ
em

et

ed

rdefn ⇒ defn

D

–

rmdefn ⇒ mdefn

– # – #
–
# – # – #
–

class C ext D { rcdefn fdefn rmdefn }

ed

⇒ class C ext D { cdefn fdefn mdefn }

Θ, C

Constructor Elaboration
[Elab-CDefn]

#

ec

rcdefn ⇒ cdefn

–

#–
self ∉ x
Θ, {(x : t)} ee reb ⇒ e0b : t b
t 0b .:Θ Preobj(C)
#
–
eb = coerce(e0b , t 0b , Preobj(C))
Θ, {(x : t), (self : C)} ee rep ⇒ ep : t p

#–
x distinct

Θ, C

ec

#–

#–

md(t x) { reb } postinit { rep } ⇒ md(t x) { eb } postinit { ep }

Θ, C

Field Declaration

ef

fdefn

[Elab-FDefn]

Θ

et

t

fd ∉ dom(field ΘD )

C ≺Θ D
Θ, C

ef

t fd

Θ, C

Method Elaboration
[Elab-MDefn]

#

–

Θ et t 0
Θ et t
#
–
Θ, {(x : t), (self : C)}
Θ, C

#–
x distinct
ee
em

re ⇒ e0 : t 0

#–

#–

self ∉ x
t 0 .:Θ t 0

em

rmdefn ⇒ mdefn
#–

validOverrideΘ (C, md, t 0 , t )
e = coerce(e0 , t, Preobj(C))

#–

t 0 md(t x) { re } ⇒ t 0 md(t x) { e }

Figure 5.6: MIJModel elaboration rules, part I
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satisfies these properties, the rule elaborates and type-checks each of the class’s members.
Constructor elaboration, in the Elab-CDefn rule, is more complex. The antecedents
perform the following checks and operations:
1. Check that the formal arguments have distinct names and do not include self.
2. Elaborate the main body reb to e0b with type t b in a type environment containing
the constructor’s formal parameters but not self. The main body’s type must be
coercible to Preobj(C), where C is the the containing class.
3. Construct the elaborated body eb by adding the necessary coercions to e0b to transform it from type t 0b to type Preobj(C).
4. Elaborate the postinit body rep to ep with type t p . Here, the type environment
includes both the formal parameters and self. No coercions are necessary because
MIJModel executes the postinit block purely for its effects.
Field elaboration, Elab-FDefn, simply ensures that the field’s type exists and that
the field does not shadow a field from the superclass. No elaboration is necessary here.
Method elaboration in Elab-MDefn is similar to constructor elaboration, except that
self is available to the body, and that the body’s type must be coercible to the stated return type. Additionally, the validOverride antecedent ensures that C’s implementation
of the method md has the same type as the implementation, if any, in C’s superclasses.

Expression Elaboration
Figures 5.7 and 5.8 specify the elaboration rules for MIJModel expressions. These
rules explicitly check for subsumption (using the .:Θ relation) and insert coercions for
all subexpressions that appear in strictness positions.
The Elab-New rule expects its argument to have type Preobj(C) for some class C
and inserts coercions accordingly. (While we do not expect many programs to involve
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Expression Elaboration

Θ, Γ

ee

re ⇒ e : t

[Elab-Var]

Γ (x) = t
Θ, Γ
[Elab-New]
ee

Θ, Γ

re ⇒ e0 : t

Θ, Γ

ee

re ⇒ e0 : t 0

x⇒x:t

t .:Θ Preobj(C)
ee

Θ, Γ
[Elab-Field-Ref]

ee

new re ⇒ new e : C

C = coreType(t 0 )
ee

Θ, Γ

e = coerce(e0 , t, Preobj(C))

e = coerce(e0 , t 0 , C)

field ΘC (fd) = t

re.fd ⇒ e.fd : t

[Elab-Field-Set]

Θ, Γ ee re1 ⇒ e01 : t 1
Θ, Γ ee re2 ⇒ e02 : t 2
C = coreType(t 1 )
0
e1 = coerce(e1 , t 1 , C)
field ΘC (fd) = t
t 2 .:Θ t
e2 = coerce(e02 , t 2 , t)
Θ, Γ

ee

re1 .fd = re2 ⇒ e1 .fd = re2 : t

[Elab-Call]

Θ, Γ

e0 =

ee

#

re0 ⇒ e00 : t 0

–

re ⇒ e0 : t 0

C = coreType(t 0 )

#
–
#–
methΘC (md) = s → t
t 0 .:Θ s
#–
#–
Θ, Γ ee re0 .md(re) ⇒ e0 .md( e ) : t

coerce(e00 , t 0 , C)

Θ, Γ

ee

[Elab-Super]

#

Γ (self) = C

C ≺Θ D

–0

#0

#–

methΘD (md) = s → t

–

#

–

Θ, Γ

ee

re ⇒ e0 : t

Θ, Γ

ee

super.md(re) ⇒ super ≡ self:C.md( e ) : t

#–

[Elab-Constr]

Θ

et

Θ, Γ

ee

ot

Θ, Γ
Θ, Γ

#

#–

Θ, Γ

#–

e = coerce(e0 , t 0 , s)

#–

–

–

ee

t 0 .:Θ t

re ⇒ e0 : t 0

#

–

e = coerce(e0 , t 0 , t)

#–

C.md(re) ⇒ C.md( e ) : Preobj(C)

[Elab-Cast]
et

t .:Θ s

#

C

constr ΘC (md) = t

Θ

#

ee
ee

re ⇒ e0 : ot 0

–

e = coerce(e0 , t 0 , s)

e = castCoerce(e0 , ot 0 , ot)

cast(ot, re) ⇒ cast(ot, e) : ot

Figure 5.7: MIJModel elaboration rules, part II
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[Elab-None]

[Elab-Some]
et

Θ
ee

Θ, Γ

t

Θ, Γ

ee

re ⇒ e : t

some re ⇒ somet e : Maybe(t)

ee

ee

Θ, Γ

Θ, Γ

ee

et

t

nonet ⇒ nonet : Maybe(t)

[Elab-Seq]

[Elab-ValOf]

Θ, Γ

Θ

n>0

re ⇒ e : Maybe(t)

valOf re ⇒ valOf e : t

ee

Θ, Γ

∀i ∈ [1, n] . Θ, Γ

ee

rei ⇒ ei : t i

seq { re1 . . . ren ; } ⇒ seq { e1 . . . en ; } : t n

[Elab-Preobj]

#
Θ, Γ

ee

self ∉ dom(Γ )
Θ et C
Θ, Γ ee re0 ⇒ e00 : t 0
C ≺Θ D
t 0 .:Θ Preobj(D)
e0 = coerce(e00 , t 0 , Preobj(D))
–
#
–
#
–
#
–
re ⇒ e0 : t 0
immFd ΘC = {(fd, t)}
t 0 .:Θ t
e = coerce(e0 , t 0 , t)

Θ, Γ

#

ee

–

#

–

preobj(C, re0 , fd ← re) ⇒ preobj(C, e0 , fd ← e) : Preobj(C)

Type Existence
[Elab-Exist-Object]

Θ
[Elab-Exist-Class]

[Elab-Exist-Preobj]

class C . . . ∈ Θ
Θ

et

Object

Θ

et

C

Θ
Θ

et

et

t

[Elab-Exist-Maybe]

C

Preobj(C)

et

Θ
Θ

et

et

t

Maybe(t)

Figure 5.8: MIJModel elaboration rules, part III
values of type Mayben (Preobj(C)) where n > 0, MIJModel allows this with the obvious
semantics.) Because new reifies its argument into a full instance, the result type is
always C.
Elab-Field-Ref and Elab-Field-Set coerce the expression in front of the dot to its
underlying class type (as computed by the coreType auxiliary) and then look up the
type of the field in the resulting class. In both cases, the type of the entire expression
is the field’s type, even if the type of the expression on the right-hand side of a field
assignment is a subtype of the field’s type.
Similarly, Elab-Call coerces the expression to the left of the dot to its core type
and uses this type to look up the signature of the called method. The method’s actual parameters must have types subsumed by the argument types in the method’s
signature.
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The Elab-Super rule performs the same checks and coercions as the Elab-Call
rule, except that there is no expression to the left of the dot. To allow the dynamic
semantics to resolve the called method correctly, the rule inserts a reference to self,
tagged with its type, as in ClassicJava. During evaluation, the reference to the calling
object (here, self) provides the value that the reduction substitutes for self in the body
of the called method. The class tag C guides method lookup, which always starts in C’s
immediate superclass, regardless of the dynamic type of self.
To elaborate constructor calls, the Elab-Constr rule performs the same essential
checks and coercions as Elab-Super, although without the annotations. Constructors
are required to return pre-object types.
To simplify the operational semantics, the Elab-Cast rule restricts typecasts to
class and Maybe types. Unlike the other elaboration rules, however, it does not enforce
any relationship between the actual type ot 0 of the argument and its expected type ot,
instead relying on the the operational semantics to enforce coerceability and safety.
As defined here, MIJModel does not reject provably impossible casts at compile
time, as both Java and ClassicJava do. The following alternative to Elab-Cast would
implement this behavior:
[Elab-Cast-Alt]
ot = Mayben (C)
Θ, Γ ee re ⇒ e0 : Maybem (D)
Θ et D
C <:Θ D or D <:Θ C
e = castCoerce(e0 , Maybem (D), ot)
Θ et C
Θ, Γ

ee

cast(ot, re) ⇒ cast(ot, e) : ot

However, this rule in conjunction with the explicit type tags on none would forbid casts
like cast(Integer, noneString ), even though the equivalent Java cast, (Integer) null,
succeeds.6
The Elab-Some rule annotates the some keyword with the type of its argument for
use in the soundness proof. Otherwise, it and the Elab-None and Elab-ValOf rules
6

Of course, the Java expression (Integer) s does fail to compile when s has type String.
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are straightforward.
The Elab-Seq rule simply type-checks all subexpressions and adds no coercions
beyond those introduced by the subexpressions.
The Elab-Preobj rule must ensure that the second subexpression is a pre-object of
the correct type, that the field initialization clauses provide initial values for all (and
only) the necessary fields. The auxiliary function immFd ΘC , treated as a set, lists all of
the necessary fields and their types. Additionally, the rule ensures that the new object
is not accessible during field initialization by guaranteeing that self is not bound in the
type environment Γ .
Figure 5.8 also defines the type-existence judgment. The types that exist in a program are the classes defined in the definition sequence Θ, the class Object, all Preobj
types based on existing classes, and Maybe types based on existing types.

Auxiliary elaboration functions
Figures 5.9, 5.10, and 5.11 define the auxiliary functions and relations for the elaboration semantics.
The rule for immediate subclassing defines the obvious relation: C ≺Θ D if and only
if class C exists and directly extends D. The subtype relation is the reflexive-transitive
closure of the subclassing relation, across all types. We specifically do not include any
rules for Preobj or Maybe types, as they are invariant by design and are not related to
other types in the model.
The subsumption relation, s .:Θ t, holds whenever a value of type s may appear in a
context that expects type t, either through coercion or subtyping, but not both (because
Maybe types are invariant). As such, we do not include a separate transitivity rule,
because this would allow C .:Θ Maybe(D) and Maybe(C) .:Θ Maybe(D) if C <:Θ D.7
7
The programmer can add explicit casts to work around some of these restrictions; see section 3.3
for a discussion of the issues surrounding Maybe invariance.
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C ≺Θ D

Immediate Subclassing
[Elab-Imm-Subclass]

class C ext D { . . . } ∈ Θ
C ≺Θ D

s <:Θ t

Subtyping
[Elab-Subtype-Refl]

[Elab-Subtype-Trans]

[Elab-Subtype-Class]

s <:Θ u

C ≺Θ D

t <:Θ t

u <:Θ t

s <:Θ t

C <:Θ D

s .:Θ t

Subsumption
[E-Subsumption-Subtype]

[E-Subsumption-Maybe]

s <:Θ t
s .:Θ t

n, m ≥ 0
Maybe (gt) .:Θ Mayben (gt)
m

Coercion Introduction (general contexts)

coerce(e, s, t) = e0

[E-Coerce-Same]

coerce(e, Mayben (gt 1 ), Mayben (gt 2 )) = e
[E-Coerce-ValOf]

n>m
n

coerce(e, Maybe (gt 1 ), Maybem (gt 2 )) = valOf(n−m) e
[E-Coerce-Some]

m>n

e0 = coerce(e, Mayben (gt 1 ), Maybe(m−1) (gt 2 ))

coerce(e, Mayben (gt 1 ), Maybem (gt 2 )) = someMaybe(m−1) (gt

2)

Figure 5.9: MIJModel elaboration rules: auxiliary relations

e0
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castCoerce(e, os, ot) = e0 )

Casting Coercion
[Elab-CastCoerce-Simple]

castCoerce(e, Mayben (C), Mayben (D)) = e
[Elab-CastCoerce-ValOf]

n>m
n

castCoerce(e, Maybe (C), Maybem (D)) = valOf(n−m) e
[Elab-CastCoerce-Some]

n<m

e0 = castCoerce(someMayben (C) e, Maybe(n+1) (C), Maybem (D))
castCoerce(e, Mayben (C), Maybem (D)) = e0

immFd ΘC (fd) = t

Immediate Field Lookup
[Elab-ImmFd]

#

– #

– #

–

class C ext D { rcdefn fdefn rmdefn } ∈ Θ

#

–

t fd ∈ fdefn

immFd ΘC (fd) = t

field ΘC (fd) = t

Field Lookup
[Elab-Field-Imm]

[Elab-Field-Inherit]

immFd ΘC (fd) = t

fd ∉ dom(immFd ΘC )

field ΘC (fd) = t

C ≺Θ D

field ΘD (fd) = t

field ΘC (fd) = t

Figure 5.10: MIJModel elaboration auxiliary relations, part II

The coercion-introduction rules ensure that MIJModel inserts only those coercions
required, with no additional padding, in a purely deterministic fashion, as discussed in
section 3.1.
Field, method, and constructor lookup are all straightforward inspections of the
class definitions in the program. Because Θ may not contain a definition for Object,
these rules imply that immFd Θ,Object = field Θ,Object = methΘ,Object = ∅. For constructors, however, the Elab-Constr-Object rule specifies that Object has one constructor,
mkObj, that takes no arguments.
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#–

methΘC (md) = s → t

Method Lookup
[Elab-Meth-Imm]

#

– #

– #

–

#

# –

class C ext D { rcdefn fdefn rmdefn } ∈ Θ

–

t md(s x) { re } ∈ rmdefn

#–

methΘC (md) = s → t
[Elab-Meth-Inherit]

#

– #

– #

–

class C ext D { rcdefn fdefn rmdefn } ∈ Θ
#
–
#–
md ∉ rmdefn
methΘD (md) = s → t

#–

methΘC (md) = s → t

#–

constr ΘC (md) = t

Constructor Lookup
[Elab-Constr-Subclass]

#

– #

–

#–

constr Θ,Object (mkObj) = ε

constr ΘC (md) = t

#–

validOverrideΘ (C, md, t 0 , t )

Valid Method Override
[Elab-Valid-Override]

C ≺Θ D

– #

class C ext D { rcdefn fdefn rmdefn } ∈ Θ
#
–
#–
(md(t x) { reb } postinit { rep }) ∈ rcdefn

[Elab-Constr-Object]

#–

If md ∈ dom(methΘD ) then methΘD (md) = t → t 0

#–

validOverrideΘ (C, md, t 0 , t )

coreType(t) = gt

Underlying Ground Type
[CoreType]

n≥0
coreType(Mayben (gt)) = gt

Figure 5.11: MIJModel elaboration auxiliary relations, part III
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5.3

Typing Rules

The typing rules apply to elaborated terms, for use in the subject reduction proof.
Figure 5.12 defines the judgments and auxiliary relations, which parallel those of the
elaboration system. In addition to the type environment Γ of the elaboration semantics,
the post-elaboration semantics also uses a store typing Σ, a finite map from addresses
to types.
The subsumption relation .:Θ , however, does not have an equivalent here, as the
post-elaboration system assumes that all necessary coercions are stated explicitly,
so subtyping suffices. The meth∆C and constr ∆C functions expand on the results of
their equivalents in the elaboration system to return the formal argument names and
body expression(s), for use in the dynamic semantics. The type system also adds the
immMeth∆C relation, which bears the same relation to meth∆C as immFd ∆C does to
field ∆C . Finally, we introduce the relation os ≈ ot, which holds when types os and ot
have the same number of Maybe constructors, even if their core types are different.
Figure 5.13 specifies the type rules for programs, class definitions, and class members. These directly parallel the corresponding rules from the elaboration system,
except that they do not construct new expressions, and they assume that all Mayberelated coercions are in place. Figures 5.14 and 5.15 show the type rules for expressions. Most are copies of the corresponding elaboration rules, with the subsumption
and coercions removed, but some require further explanation.
The Type-PreobjVal rule checks pre-object values. Since a pre-object value is ready
for reification, it must contain values for all of the corresponding class’s fields, including those inherited from superclasses. So, this rule checks the field initialization
clauses not against immFd ∆C like Elab-Preobj, but against field ∆C . Additionally, the
rule ensures that all well-typed pre-object values are closed by type-checking all field
values in the empty type environment and checking the delayed postinit expression in
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Π:t
∆ td defn
∆, C tc cdefn
∆, C tf fdefn
∆, C tm mdefn
∆, Γ , Σ te e : t
∆ tt t
tp

Π has type t
defn is well-formed under ∆
cdefn in class C is well-formed under ∆
fdefn in class C is well-formed under ∆
mdefn in class C is well-formed under ∆
e has type t under ∆, Γ , Σ
t exists under ∆

C ≺∆ D
C is an immediate subclass of D
s <:∆ t
s is a subtype of t
immFd ∆C (fd) = t
C defines field fd with type t
field ∆C (fd) = t
C contains field fd, possibly inherited, with type t
#–
#–
immMeth∆C (md) = ( s → t, x , e)
#–
#–
method md defined in C with signature s → t, arguments x , and body e
#–
#–
meth∆C (md) = ( s → t, x , e)
#–
#–
method md present in C with signature s → t, arguments x , and body e
#– #–
constr ∆C (md) = ( t , x , eb , ep )
#–
#–
constructor md defined in C with argument types t , argument names x ,
main body eb , and postinit body ep .
#–
validOverride∆ (C, md, t 0 , t )
#–
C’s override of md with type t → t 0 preserves md’s type in superclass
os ≈ ot
os and ot have the same number of Maybe constructors

Figure 5.12: Type system judgments and auxiliary relations
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Program Typing
[Type-Prog]

#

–

∆ = defn
(class Object . . .) ∉ ∆

class names in ∆ are distinct

#

<:∆ is anti-symmetric

#

tp

∆

–

–

defn

td

∆, ∅, ∅

#

– #
#

– #

–
–

names in cdefn, fdefn, mdefn distinct

tt

#

D

–

∆, C
td

∆

cdefn

tc

∆, C

#

tf

fdefn

– #

#

– #

∆, C

–

mdefn

class C ext D { cdefn fdefn mdefn }

∆, C

[Type-CDefn]

∆

–
tt

t

#

defn

–

tm

Constructor Typing

#

td

∆

[Type-Defn]

e:t

te

defn e : t

Definition Typing

∆

Π:t

tp

#–
x distinct

–

∆, {(x : t)}, ∅
∆, C

#

–

∆, {(self : C), (x : t)}, ∅

eb : Preobj(C)

te
tc

#–

self ∉ x

#–

tc

cdefn

ep : s

te

md(t x) { eb } postinit { ep }

∆, C

Field Typing

tf

fdefn

[Type-FDefn]

∆

tt

t

fd ∉ dom(field ∆D )

C ≺∆ D
∆, C

tf

t fd

∆, C

Method Typing
[Type-MDefn]

#

#–
x distinct
–

∆, {(self : C), (x : t)}, ∅

te

#–

self ∉ x
∆
0
0
e : t0
t 0 <:∆ t 0

∆, C

#–

tm

#

tt

–

tm

mdefn

t0
∆ tt t
#–
validOverride∆ (C, md, t 0 , t )

t 0 md(t x) { e }

Figure 5.13: MIJModel type rules for definitions
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∆, Γ , Σ

Expression Typing
[Type-PreobjVal]

te

e:t

#–

C
{fd} = dom(field ∆C )
∆
# tt –
0
0
∀(fd ← v ) ∈ fd ← v . ∆, ∅, Σ te v 0 : t 0 and t 0 <:∆ field ∆C (fd 0 )
∆, {(self : C)}, Σ te e : t p

#

∆, Γ , Σ
[Type-Addr]

[Type-Var]

∆, Γ , Σ

addr : t

te

[Type-New]

Γ (x) = t

Σ(addr) = t
∆, Γ , Σ

–

preobj-val(C, fd ← v, e) : Preobj(C)

te

te

∆, Γ , Σ

e : Preobj(C)

te

∆, Γ , Σ

x:t

te

new e : C

[Type-Field-Set]

field ∆C (fd) = t
∆, Γ , Σ te e0 : C
∆, Γ , Σ te e1 : t 1
t 1 <:∆ t

[Type-Field-Ref]

∆, Γ , Σ

te

field ∆C (fd) = t

e:C

∆, Γ , Σ

te

∆, Γ , Σ

e.fd : t

[Type-Call]

∆, Γ , Σ

te

te

e0 .fd = e1 : t

#–
–

meth∆C (md) = ( s → t,

e0 : C

#

∆, Γ , Σ

–0

te

∆, Γ , Σ

#0

)

s <:∆ s

e:s
te

,

#–

e0 .md( e ) : t

[Type-Super]

∆, Γ , Σ

e0 ∈ {self} ∪ Address
C 0 <:∆ C

C ≺∆ D

meth∆D
∆, Γ , Σ

#–
(md) = ( s → t,
te

tt

#–

constr ∆C (md) = ( t ,

C

∆, Γ , Σ
[Type-Cast]

∆

tt

ot

∆, Γ , Σ

∆, Γ , Σ

te

te

e : ot 0

e0 : C 0

#

)

–

∆, Γ , Σ

#–

te

e : s0

#

te

,

#–

#

)

∆, Γ , Σ

–

te

#

–

t 0 <:∆ t

e : t0

C.md( e ) : Preobj(C)

ot ≈ ot 0

cast(ot, e) : ot

,

[Type-Some]

∆

tt

t

∆, Γ , Σ

∆, Γ , Σ
te

te

e:s

s <:∆ t

somet e : Maybe(t)

Figure 5.14: MIJModel type rules for expressions, part I

–

s 0 <:∆ s

super ≡ e0 :C.md( e ) : t

[Type-Constr]

∆

,

te
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[Type-ValOf]

[Type-None]

∆, Γ , Σ

∆, Γ , Σ

t

tt

∆

∆, Γ , Σ

nonet : Maybe(t)

te

e : Maybe(t)

te
te

valOf e : t

[Type-Preobj]

self ∉ dom(Γ )
∆ tt C
#–
∆, Γ , Σ te e0 : Preobj(D)
C ≺∆ D
{fd} = dom(immFd ∆C )
#
–
∀(fd 0 ← e0 ) ∈ fd ← e . Θ, Γ ee Σ ⇒ e0 : t 0 and t 0 <:∆ immFd ∆C (fd 0 )
∆, Γ , Σ

#

–

preobj(C, e0 , fd ← e) : Preobj(C)

te

[Type-Seq]

n>0

∀i ∈ [1, n] . ∆, Γ , Σ

∆, Γ , Σ

te

ei : t i

seq { e1 ; . . . ; en ; } : t n

te

[Type-Init]

self ∉ dom(Γ )

∆

tt

∆, Γ , Σ

C

∆, Γ , Σ

te

te

e1 : Preobj(C)

∆, Γ [self : C], Σ

te

init(e1 , e2 ) : Preobj(C)

Type Existence
[TExist-Object]

∆
[TExist-Class]

[TExist-Preobj]

class C . . . ∈ ∆
∆

tt

Object

e2 : t

∆

tt

C

∆
∆

tt

tt

t

[TExist-Maybe]

C

Preobj(C)

tt

∆
∆

tt

tt

t

Maybe(t)

Figure 5.15: MIJModel type rules for expressions, part II

a type environment containing only a binding for self.8
The rule for super expressions, Type-Super, is almost identical to the corresponding elaboration rule. However, Type-Super adds two restrictions on e0 , the expression
added by the elaboration phase. First, e0 must be either self or an address; and second,
it must have the type C added by the annotation. Like ClassicJava, MIJModel requires
this restriction on the form of the expression e0 because the dynamic semantics does
not evaluate this position but rather expects it to be a value.9
8

A trivial induction on the syntax for values shows that, with this definition for Type-PreobjVal,
which effectively binds self in the postinit expression, all well-typed values are closed terms.
9
The antecedent restricting the form of e0 corresponds to ClassicJava’s SuperOK() predicate.
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For cast expressions, the Type-Cast rule requires only that the type of the expression and the type of the cast operation have the same number of Maybes. Further
restrictions on the relationship between the two types are not compatible with the
soundness lemma, as in earlier models of Java [14, 24].
The Type-Init rule, for init expressions, also ensures that self is not in scope, as
init expressions arise during object initialization. As the final antecedent indicates,
init binds self in the second subexpression, whose type is unconstrained as it is executed purely for effects.
Figures 5.16 and 5.17 specify the auxiliary relations and functions for the type system. Most rules are identical to those in the elaboration system, mutatis mutandis.
The rules for meth∆ , immMeth∆ , and constr ∆ , in comparison to the elaboration system,
add information about formal parameter names and method and constructor bodies,
for the dynamic semantics. The T-Constr-Object rule also specifies the behavior of
Object’s sole constructor, which returns a pre-object value that contains no fields and
whose postinit block has no effects. Finally, we also add the ≈ relation, which defines
an equivalence relation on object types for use in the Type-Cast rule.
In order to prove MIJModel’s soundness, we must establish a connection between
the elaboration semantics of section 5.2 and the type rules in this section, which apply
to elaborated terms. The soundness theorem, stated in section 5.5, requires that the
program be well-typed under the elaboration semantics, thus guaranteeing that the
necessary coercions and annotations are present. But the subject reduction lemma
describes expressions that have already been elaborated, so it uses the type semantics
to prove its invariants. Theorem 1 establishes the necessary relationship between the
two systems.
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s <:∆ t

Subtyping
[T-Subtype-Refl]

[T-Subtype-Trans]

[T-Subtype-Class]

s <:∆ t

C ≺∆ D

t <:∆ t

t <:∆ u

s <:∆ u

C <:∆ D

C ≺∆ D

Immediate Subclassing
[T-Imm-Subclass]

class C ext D { . . . } ∈ ∆
C ≺∆ D

field ∆C (fd) = t

Field Lookup
[T-Field-Imm]

[T-Field-Inherit]

immFd ∆C (fd) = t

fd ∉ dom(immFd ∆C )

field ∆C (fd) = t

C ≺∆ D

field ∆D (fd) = t

field ∆C (fd) = t

immFd ∆C (fd) = t

Immediate Field Lookup
[T-ImmFd]

#

– #

– #

–

class C ext D { cdefn fdefn mdefn } ∈ ∆

#

–

(t fd) ∈ fdefn

immFd ∆C (fd) = t
Valid Method Override

#–

validOverride∆ (C, md, t 0 , t )

[T-ValidOverride]

C ≺∆ D

#–

md ∈ dom(meth∆D ) implies meth∆D (md) = ( t → t 0 ,

#–

validOverride∆ (C, md, t 0 , t )
Figure 5.16: MIJModel type auxiliaries, part I

,

)
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#–

#–

meth∆C (md) = ( s → t, x , e)

Method Lookup
[T-Meth-Imm]

#–

#–

immMeth∆C (md) = ( s → t, x , e)

#–

#–

meth∆C (md) = ( s → t, x , e)
[T-Meth-Inherit]

md ∉ dom(immMeth∆C )

C ≺∆ D

#–

#–

#–

meth∆D (md) = ( s → t, x , e)

#–

meth∆C (md) = ( s → t, x , e)

#–

[T-ImmMeth]

#–

immMeth∆C (md) = ( s → t, x , e)

Immediate Method Lookup

#

– #

– #

–

class C ext D { cdefn fdefn mdefn }

# –

#–

#

–

(t md(s x) { e }) ∈ mdefn

#–

immMeth∆C (md) = ( s → t, x , e)

#– #–

constr ∆C (md) = ( t , x , e, e)

Constructor Lookup
[T-Constr-Object]

constr ∆,Object (mkObj) = (ε, ε, preobj-val(Object, ε, self), self)
[T-Constr]

#

– #

– #

–

class C ext D { cdefn fdefn mdefn } ∈ ∆
# –
#–
(md(t x) { eb } postinit { ep }) ∈ cdefn

#– #–

constr ∆C (md) = ( t , x , eb , ep )

ot ≈ ot

Equivalent Type Structure
[T-Equiv-Type]

n≥0
n

Maybe (C) ≈ Mayben (D)

Figure 5.17: MIJModel type relations, part II
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Theorem 1 (Program Elaboration Preserves Type)
If

ep

Θ re ⇒ ∆ e : t, then

tp

∆ e : t.

Proof sketch
Because the elaboration rules for class members, class definitions, and programs
modify only the expressions and not, for example, the method signatures, elaboration does not change the type structure of the program. Therefore, we have the
following equivalences:
• Θ

et

ta∆

tt

t

• immFd ΘC = t a immFd ∆C (fd) = t
• field ΘC (fd) = t a field ∆C (fd) = t

#–

#–

#–

#–

• methΘC (md) = ( s → t) a ∃ x , e . meth∆C (md) = ( s → t, x , e)

#–

#– #–

#–

• constr ΘC (md) = t a ∃ x , eb , ep . constr ∆C (md) = ( t , x , eb , ep )
• ≺Θ = ≺∆
• <:Θ = <:∆
Because

ep

Θ re ⇒ ∆ e : t, Elab-Prog implies that Θ

rdefn ∈ Θ, and that Θ, ∅
By lemma 2, ∆, ∅, ∅

ee

te

ed

rdefn ⇒ defn for each

re ⇒ e : t.
e : t. Similar lemmas for class definitions, constructor

definitions, field definitions, and method definitions imply that ∆

td

defn for each

defn ∈ ∆ and that type is preserved for expressions in constructor and method
bodies. Therefore,

tp

∆ e : t, as required.



The key lemma establishes that the two type systems reconstruct the same type for
related expressions.
Lemma 2 (Expression Elaboration Preserves Type)
If

ep

Θ re0 ⇒ ∆ e0 : t 0 , and if Θ, Γ

ee

re ⇒ e : t, then ∆, Γ , ∅

te

e : t.
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Proof
Induction on the structure of the derivation of Θ, Γ

ee

re ⇒ e : t. We show the

cases for Elab-Field-Ref, Elab-Cast, and Elab-Preobj here; the others are similar
to Elab-Field-Ref.
• Case Elab-Field-Ref. We have re = (re0 .fd). From the rule, we know that
– Θ, Γ

ee

re0 ⇒ e00 : t 0 ; and

– C = coreType(t 0 ); and
– e0 = coerce(e00 , t 0 , C); and
– field ∆C (fd) = t; and
– e = (e0 .fd).
By induction, ∆, Γ , ∅

e00 : t 0 . Because C = coreType(t 0 ), we must have

te

t 0 = Mayben (C) for some n ≥ 0. By E-Subsumption-Maybe, then t .:Θ C.
By lemma 3, ∆, Γ , ∅

te

e0 : s 0 , where s 0 <:∆ C. The definition of subtyping

implies that s 0 = D for some class D.
An induction on the derivation of D <:∆ C shows that field ∆D (fd) = t. Therefore, by T-Field-Ref, ∆, Γ , ∅

te

e : t.

• Case Elab-Cast. We have re = cast(ot, re0 ). From the rule, we know that
– Θ

et

– Θ, Γ

ot; and
ee

re0 ⇒ e00 : ot 0 ; and

– e0 = castCoerce(e00 , ot 0 , ot); and
– e = cast(ot, e0 ); and
– t = ot.
Because elaboration preserves the type structure of the program, ∆
By induction, ∆, Γ , ∅

te

tt

ot.

e00 : ot 0 . By lemma 4, there exists a type os such
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that ∆, Γ , ∅

te

e0 : os and os ≈ ot. Therefore, we have ∆, Γ , ∅

te

e : ot, by

Type-Cast.

#

–

• Case Elab-Preobj. We have re = preobj(C, res , fd ← ref ). From the rule, we
know that
– self ∉ dom(Γ ); and
– Θ

et

– Θ, Γ

C; and
ee

res ⇒ e0s : t s ; and

– C ≺Θ D; and
– t s .:Θ Preobj(D); and
– es = coerce(e0s , t s , Preobj(D)); and

#

– Θ, Γ

–

ee

ref ⇒ e0f : t 0f ; and

#

–

– immFd ΘC = {(fd, t f )}; and

#

–

– t 0f .:Θ t f ; and

#

–

– ef = coerce(e0f , t 0f , t f ); and

#

–

– e = preobj(C, es , fd ← ef ); and
– t = Preobj(C).
Lemma 3 and induction imply that ∆, Γ , ∅

#

∆, Γ , ∅

te

es : Preobj(D) and

–

te

ef : t f .

Because immFd ΘC = immFd ∆C and ≺∆ =≺Θ as argued above, we have satisfied
Type-Preobj’s antecedents, and thus ∆, Γ , ∅

te

e : t as required.



While proving that elaboration preserves expression type is primarily a matter of
ensuring that the elaboration rules’ antecedents imply the antecedents of the corre-
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sponding typing rules, we do need two additional lemmas that guarantee that a coerced
expression has the expected type, for each kind of coercion.
Lemma 3 (Coercing between related types produces the expected type)
If
•

ep

Θ re0 ⇒ ∆ e0 : t 0 ; and

• ∆, Γ , Σ

te

e0 : s; and

• s .:Θ t; and
• e = coerce(e0 , s, t),
then ∆, Γ , Σ

te

e : t 0 , where t 0 <:∆ t.

Proof
Induction on the derivation of e = coerce(e0 , s, t):
• Case E-Coerce-Same, in which s = Mayben (gt 1 ) and t = Mayben (gt 2 ) and
e = e0 .
If n = 0, then s = gt 1 and t = gt 2 . Then E-Subsumption-Subtype implies that
s <:Θ t. Because elaboration does not change the subtyping relation, s <:∆ t
and the desired result follows.
If n > 0, then E-Subsumption-Maybe implies s = t, and the conclusion follows trivially.
• Case E-Coerce-ValOf, in which s = Mayben (gt 1 ), t = Maybem (gt 2 ), n > m,
and e = valOf(n−m) e0 .
By induction on the exponent of valOf, we have

∆, Γ , Σ

te

valOf(n−m) e0 : Maybem (gt 1 ).
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By E-Subsumption-Maybe, gt 1 = gt 2 . Therefore,

ee

Θ, Γ

Σ ⇒ (valOf(n−m) e0 ) : t.

• Case E-Coerce-Some, in which
– s = Mayben (gt 1 ); and
– t = Maybem (gt 2 ), m > n; and
– e = someMaybe(m−1) (gt

2)

e00 ; and

– e00 = coerce(e0 , Mayben (gt 1 ), Maybe(m−1) (gt 2 )).
By E-Subsumption-Maybe, m, n ≥ 0 and gt 1 = gt 2 ; call both types gt.
Case analysis on m:
– Case m = 1. Because m > n, n = 0, so s = gt and t = Maybe(gt).
Then e00 = e0 by E-Coerce-Same, and e = somegt e0 . By Type-Some,
∆, Γ , Σ

te

somegt e0 : t, as required.

– Case m > 1.
E-Subsumption-Maybe implies that Mayben (gt) .:Θ Maybe(m−1) (gt).
By induction, ∆, Γ , Σ

te

e00 : t 00 where t 00 <:∆ Maybe(m−1) (gt). From the

definition of subtyping, we know that t 00 = Maybe(m−1) (gt). Type-Some
and the definition of e above imply that ∆, Γ , Σ

te

e : Maybem (gt), as

required.
– Case m < 1. Since 0 ≤ n < m, this case cannot happen.



Lemma 4 (Cast-coercing between related types produces the expected type)
e0 : ot 0 and e = castCoerce(e0 , ot 0 , ot), then there exists a type os such that

If ∆, Γ , Σ

te

∆, Γ , Σ

e : os and os ≈ ot.

te
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Proof
Induction on the derivation of e = castCoerce(e0 , ot 0 , ot).10
• Case E-CastCoerce-Simple. For this case:
– ot 0 = Mayben (C); and
– ot = Mayben (D); and
– e = e0 .
Let os = ot 0 . Then os ≈ ot by T-EquivType.
• Case E-CastCoerce-Remove. For this case:
– ot 0 = Mayben (C); and
– ot = Maybem (D); and
– n > m; and
– e = valOf(n−m) e0 .
Let os = Maybem (C). By T-EquivType, os ≈ ot. Induction on n − m proves
that ∆, Γ , ∅

te

e : os.

• Case E-CastCoerce-Add. For this case:
– ot 0 = Mayben (C); and
– ot = Maybem (D); and
– n < m; and
– e = castCoerce(someMayben (C) e0 , Maybe(n+1) (C), Maybem (D)).
By Type-Some, ∆, Γ , ∅

te

someMayben (C) e0 : Maybe(n+1) (C). By induction,

there exists a type os such that ∆, Γ , ∅
10

te

e : os and os ≈ Maybem (D).



This one lemma is the reason for the separate castCoerce auxiliary. Because we cannot assume a
relationship between ot and ot 0 , unlike in lemma 3, we have to structure the definition of castCoerce
differently for the proof to go through, even though it always produces the same answer as coerce.
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E

::=
|
|
|

2 | new E | E.fd | E.fd = e | v.fd = E | E.md( #–
e)
#–
#–
#–
#–
#–
#–
v.md( v , E, e ) | super ≡ v:C.md( v , E, e ) | C.md( v , E, e )
#
–
cast(ot, E) | somet E | valOf E | preobj(C, E, fd ← e)
#
–
#
–
#–

preobj(C, v, fd ← v, fd ← E, fd ← v) | seq { E ; e ; } | init(E, e)

Figure 5.18: MIJModel evaluation contexts

5.4

Dynamic Semantics

We define MIJModel’s dynamic semantics as a reduction semantics with explicit evaluation contexts, after ClassicJava. Figure 5.18 defines the evaluation contexts. For the
dynamic semantics, we add a store σ , which is a finite map from addresses to object instances. An object instance is a pair (C, F ) containing the object’s dynamic type C and
a field map F . This field map is a finite map from field names to values. Only object
instances appear in the store; the operational semantics does not perform additional
allocation for pre-object and Maybe values.
Figure 5.19 specifies the reduction rules that participate in object creation. As this
is a complex process, these rules are best explained with a detailed example. Given
the class definition in figure 5.20, object creation proceeds according to the reduction
sequence below. In each step, the redex is underlined. (For clarity, we omit the store
and flatten nested seq expressions.)
1. new Symbol.interned("foo")
The first step is the object creation expression, as originally written by the programmer. By rule R-Constr, the constructor call becomes the following init expression, containing the two bodies of the constructor.
2. new init(Symbol.uninterned("foo"), Symbol.register(self))
Because the original constructor Symbol.interned dispatches to another constructor in the same class, R-Constr applies again. Here, though, the main body of the
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#

∆

r

–

hE[new preobj-val(C, fd ← v, e)], σ i →
hE[[addr/self](seq { e ; addr ; })], σ 0 i
where addr ∉ dom(σ ) and σ 0 = σ [addr : (C, F )]

#

[R-New]

–

and F = {(fd, v)}

∆

r

∆

r

# –

#–

hE[C.md( v )], σ i → hE[[v/x](init(eb , ep ))], σ i
#–
where constr ∆C (md) = ( , x , eb , ep )

#

–

r

–

hE[preobj(C, preobj-val(D, fd 0 ← v 0 , e0 ), fd ← v)], σ i →

#

–0

0

#

–

hE[preobj-val(C, fd ← v ++ fd ← v,

∆

#

[R-Constr]

#
–

[R-Preobj]

e0 )], σ i

–

hE[init(preobj-val(C, fd ← v, e), e0 )], σ i →

#

hE[preobj-val(C, fd ← v, seq { e ; e0 ; })], σ i

Figure 5.19: MIJModel reductions for object construction

class Symbol extends Object {
String name;
// constructor
uninterned(String s) {
preobj(Symbol, Object.mkObj(); name <- s);
} postinit {
System.out.println("uninterned");
}
// constructor
interned(String s) {
Symbol.uninterned(s);
} postinit {
SymTable.register(self);
}
}

Figure 5.20: A Symbol class

[R-Init]
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called constructor is a preobj expression.

3. new init(init(preobj(Symbol, Object.mkObj(), name ← "foo"),
System.out.println("uninterned")),
SymTable.register(self))
Once again, MIJModel uses the R-Constr rule to evaluate the constructor application Object.mkObj. The main body of the called constructor is hardwired by
T-Constr-Object to produce a pre-object value directly.
4. new init(init(preobj(Symbol,
init(preobj-val(Object, ε, self), self),
name ← "foo"),
System.out.println("uninterned")),
SymTable.register(self))
Now that the program has a full pre-object for the superclass, R-Init moves the
first postinit block, still unevaluated, into this pre-object.

5. new init(init(preobj(Symbol,
preobj-val(Object, ε, seq { self ; self ; }),
name ← "foo"),
System.out.println("uninterned")),
SymTable.register(self))
The redex of this step triggers R-Preobj, meaning the Object pre-object is extended with the initialization clause for name to create a Symbol pre-object.

6. new init(init(preobj-val(Symbol, name ← "foo", seq { self ; self ; }),
System.out.println("uninterned")),
SymTable.register(self))
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R-Init fires again to move another postinit block into the pre-object. This postinit
block originated with Symbol.uninterned.
7. new init(preobj-val(Symbol,
name ← "foo",
seq { self ; self ; System.out.println("uninterned") ; }),
SymTable.register(self))
R-Init fires one last time to move the postinit block from Symbol.interned into
the pre-object.
8. new preobj-val(Symbol,
name ← "foo",
seq { self ; self ;
System.out.println("uninterned") ;
SymTable.register(self) ; })
Finally, with a completed pre-object, MIJModel uses rule R-New to reify the preobject into a full instance. In the result below, the seq’s subexpressions are the
delayed postinit expressions of this step, with all occurrences of self replaced by
obj, a fresh reference to the newly created instance. Also, R-New inserts one last
reference to self/obj at the end of the seq, so that the entire expression evaluates
to a reference to the new object.
9. seq { obj ; obj ;
System.out.println("uninterned") ;
SymTable.register(obj) ;
obj ; }
At this point, the reductions for seq expressions take effect, evaluating the subexpressions from left to right. This executes the delayed postinit blocks, in the correct
order, and finally reduces to a reference to the newly-created instance, as desired.
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∆

r

∆

r

∆

r

∆

r

∆

r

∆

r

∆

r

∆

hE[addr.fd], σ i → hE[F (fd)], σ i
where σ (addr) = (C, F )

[R-Field-Ref]

hE[addr.fd = v], σ i → hE[v], σ 0 i
where σ (addr) = (C, F ) and σ 0 = σ [addr : (C, F [fd : v])]

[R-Field-Set]

# –

#–

hE[addr.md( v )], σ i → hE[[addr/self, v/x]e], σ i
where σ (addr) = (C, F ) and meth∆C (md) = (

#–
, x , e)
# –

#–

hE[super ≡ addr:C.md( v )], σ i → hE[[addr/self, v/x]e], σ i
#–
where C ≺∆ D and meth∆D (md) = ( , x , e)
hE[cast(C, addr)], σ i → hE[addr], σ i
where σ (addr) = (D, F ) and D <:∆ C

[R-Call]

[R-Super]

[R-Class-Cast]

hE[cast(C, addr)], σ i → herror: bad cast, σ i
where σ (addr) = (D, F ) and D 6<:∆ C

[R-Bad-Cast]

hE[cast(Maybe(t), somes v)], σ i →
hE[somet cast(t, v)], σ i

[R-Some-Cast]

r

hE[cast(Maybe(t), nones )], σ i → hE[nonet ], σ i

[R-None-Cast]

∆

r

hE[valOf somet v], σ i → hE[v], σ i

[R-ValOf-Some]

∆

r

hE[valOf nonet ], σ i → herror: valOf none, σ i

[R-ValOf-None]

∆

r

hE[seq { e ; }], σ i → hE[e], σ i

∆

r

hE[seq { v ; e0 ; e ; }], σ i → hE[seq { e0 ; e ; }], σ i

#–

[R-Seq-Done]

#–

Figure 5.21: Other MIJModel reductions

[R-Seq]
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Figure 5.21 contains the remaining reduction rules, most of which are straightforward adaptations of ClassicJava’s reduction rules. The R-Field-Ref rule looks the
object up in the store and then looks up the specified field in the instance’s field table.
The R-Field-Set rule is similar, but it updates the instance’s field table instead and
evaluates to the value of the right-hand side of the expression.
The R-Call rule obtains the instance from the store purely for its class tag, which it
uses to find the correct implementation of the indicated method. R-Super, in contrast,
uses the type annotation to guide the method lookup. Both rules replace self with the
value to the left of the dot during application.
Casting is implemented with four reduction rules. The first two, R-Class-Cast and
R-Bad-Cast, address casts to a class type. Both rules look the object up in the store to
obtain its dynamic type and perform a subtyping check. The other two reductions, RSome-Cast and R-None-Cast, handle casts to Maybe type. Both of these casts always
succeed, although R-Some-Cast just pushes the cast inside one layer of Maybe, and
this new cast can of course fail.
The next two reduction rules, R-ValOf-Some and R-ValOf-None, handle valOf expressions, either by stripping off the outermost some or by signaling an error if the
argument is none. The final two rules address seq expressions. If a seq form has a
single subexpression e, then R-Seq-Done applies, and e is the contractum. If, on the
other hand, the seq has multiple subexpressions, and the first is a value, then R-Seq
specifies that evaluation simply drops the first subxpression.

5.5

Soundness

MIJModel satisfies a type soundness theorem. To state this result formally, we need
the notion of store-typing consistency.
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Definition 5 (Store-typing consistency)
A store typing Σ is consistent with a store σ under the definitions ∆, written ∆, Σ

st

σ,

if the following conditions hold:
1. dom(Σ) = dom(σ ); and
2. For all addr, C, F such that σ (addr) = (C, F ):
a) Σ(addr) = C; and
b) dom(F ) = dom(field ∆C ); and
c) For each fd ∈ dom(F ), ∆, ∅, Σ

te

F (fd) : t where t <:∆ field ∆C (fd).

We can now state and prove a type soundness theorem.
Theorem 6 (Type Soundness for MIJModel)
If

ep

Θ re ⇒ ∆ e : t, then one of the following conditions must be true:

1. ∆

r

he, ∅i →∗ hv, σ i, where there exists a store typing Σ such that ∆, Σ

∆, ∅, Σ

te

st

σ ; and

v : t 0 ; and t 0 <:∆ t; or

2. ∆

r

he, ∅i →∗ herror: bad cast, σ i; or

3. ∆

r

he, ∅i →∗ herror: valOf none, σ i; or

4. ∆

r

he, ∅i ⇑.

Proof sketch
Standard strategy due to Wright and Felleisen [56]: induction on the length of the
reduction sequence, using lemmas 7 and 10. Lemma 1 and the first antecedent
prove that the elaborated program and the expression e are well-typed, allowing
us to apply the subject reduction lemma.



As the soundness theorem says, a MIJModel program can terminate with an error
in two cases: a bad cast or an attempt to evaluate valOf nonet . The bad cast exception
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is present in ClassicJava, and although the valof-none error is new to MIJModel, we
have also removed ClassicJava’s null-pointer exception. Because MIJModel does not
include a default value (null or otherwise) for uninitialized fields, the soundness theorem implies that a program cannot read a field before initializing it, as such a reference
could not produce a value of the correct type. Further, MIJModel does not add any new
run-time errors for references to uninitialized fields, so the soundness theorem proves
that MIJModel’s type system prevents all such accesses statically.
Lemma 7 (Subject Reduction)
If
•

tp

∆ e0 : t 0 ; and

• ∆, ∅, Σ
• ∆, Σ
• ∆

r

st

te

e : t; and

σ ; and

he, σ i → he0 , σ 0 i;

then there exists a store typing Σ0 such that
• ∆, Γ , Σ0

te

e0 : t 0 ; and

• t 0 <:∆ t; and
• ∆, Σ0

st

σ 0.

Proof: Case analysis on the reduction, with the standard substitution and contextreplacement lemmas. In order to prove the R-Preobj case, we also need lemma 8, which
allows us to replace a bound variable’s type with a subtype.
Lemma 8 (Bound-Variable Subtyping)
Let ∆ and e0 be a definition sequence and expression, respectively, such that
If ∆, Γ [x : s], Σ

te

e : t and s 0 <:∆ s, then ∆, Γ [x : s 0 ], Σ

te

tp

e : t 0 , where t 0 <:∆ t.

∆ e0 : t 0 .
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Proof sketch
Induction on the derivation of ∆, Γ [x : s], Σ

te

e : t. Key to this proof are two

properties of the type system: first, a class may not contain a field definition that
shadows one of its superclass’s fields;11 and second, if a class overrides one of its
superclass’s methods, the overriding method must have the same signature as the
original. (These allow us to specialize the type of the expression before the dot in
a field reference, field assignment, or method call.) In all other contexts, the type
rules explicitly allow expressions to have a subtype of the expected type.



To state the progress lemma, we need the notion of a “hole term.”
Definition 9 (Hole Term)
The metavariable ht ranges over those expressions that can appear within the hole
of an evaluation context on the left-hand side of a reduction rule. (This definition
deliberately does not consider any side conditions on reduction rules.)
ht

::=
|
|
|
|

#

–

#–

new preobj-val(C, fd ← v, e) | addr.fd | addr.fd = v | addr.md( v )
#–
#–
super ≡ addr:C.md( v ) | C.md( v ) | cast(C, addr)
cast(Maybe(ot), somet v) | cast(Maybe(ot), nonet ) | valOf somet v
#
–
#
–
valOf nonet | preobj(C, preobj-val(C, fd ← v, e), fd ← v)
#
–
#–
seq { v ; e ; e ; } | seq { e ; } | init(preobj-val(C, fd ← v, e), e)

Lemma 10 (Progress)
If

tp

∆ e0 : t 0 and ∆, ∅, Σ

te

e : t and ∆, Σ

st

σ , then either

1. e is a value; or
2. there exist e0 , σ 0 such that ∆

r

3. there exists σ 0 such that ∆

r

he, σ i → herror: bad cast, σ 0 i; or

4. there exists σ 0 such that ∆

r

he, σ i → herror: valOf none, σ 0 i.

11

he, σ i → he0 , σ 0 i; or

Implementations of MIJava can circumvent this restriction by alpha-renaming all field definitions.
For example, the ClassicJava model supports field shadowing by (effectively) tagging each field name
with the name of the defining class.
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Proof sketch
If e is a value, then the lemma holds trivially. Otherwise, a standard decomposition
lemma applies, and there exist context E and hole term ht such that e = E[ht]. The
proof then proceeds by case analysis on ht in which we demonstrate that the side
conditions for the matching reductions are either exhaustive or that they follow
from the assumption that e is well-typed.



Soundness’s Effects on the Semantics
Like many other models, MIJModel’s soundness proof requires annotations on the
abstract syntax that neither the static nor dynamic semantics uses. Specifically, subject
reduction requires type annotations on some expressions.
The type tag on some expressions allows subject reduction to succeed even with
the invariance of Maybe types. Consider the following MIJModel program excerpt:
class C ext D {
...
Maybe(D) m() { some (cast(D, self)) }
}
The highlighted expression has type Maybe(D), as required by the method’s signature, and elaborates to someD (cast(D, self)). (The cast is necessary here because
Maybe types are invariant.) This elaborated expression reduces to someD (self). According to the Type-Some rule, this expression has type Maybe(D), which satisfies
subject reduction. Without the type tag, the post-elaboration type system could only reconstruct the type of the expression as Maybe(C), which is not a subtype of Maybe(D).
Reducing this term would therefore violate subject reduction.

Chapter 6

Translating MIJava to Java
In order to support the claim that we provide a migration path from existing Java
programs to MIJava, and in order to allow exploration of the practical consequences of
MIJava’s features in production code, we have defined an automatic translation from
MIJava to Java. This translation takes a single MIJava class definition and produces an
equivalent Java class definition that can be compiled by a stock Java compiler as part
of a larger program.
Our translation must meet the following requirements:
1. It must allow each constructor to contain arbitrarily many preobj expressions.
2. It must allow different preobj expressions within the same constructor to invoke
different constructors in the superclass.
3. It must preserve object creation interfaces for interoperability with Java classes.
That is, Java code must be able to instantiate a translated MIJava class with an
expression of the form new C(...).
Also, the translation would ideally support first-class pre-objects, and allow preobj
expressions to appear in any context.Since migration from Java to MIJava does not
generally require first-class pre-objects, we focus on the remaining requirements.
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Java places two restrictions on constructors that prevent us from implementing
MIJava constructors purely as Java constructors. First, a Java constructor must begin with a (possibly implicit) invocation of a constructor in the superclass or another
constructor in the same class. Second, Java prohibits access to this in the argument
list to this constructor invocation. Taken together, these constraints imply that the
superclass constructor executes completely before the subclass constructor can begin
to initialize the subclass’s fields. This is inconsistent with MIJava’s order of evaluation,
so our translation must use a different strategy.

6.1

Overview of Object Creation

The translated constructors, in addition to initializing the new object’s fields, must
also maintain a history of the constructors invoked on the object in order to execute
the postinit blocks in the correct order. Managing this history requires a complex protocol between superclasses and subclasses, so the translation is best described with an
extended example. For our example, we use a slightly modified version of the classes
from Chapter 2, reproduced here in figure 6.1. In order to demonstrate certain features
of the translation, we have modified Rect’s second constructor to take four double
arguments, rather than two Points, and to construct the superclass constructor argument and field initializer from them.
We begin with an overview of the object creation protocol, focusing on control flow
and the accumulation and use of the constructor history record. In this overview, we
refer to the original MIJava classes as ShapeM and RectM and to their Java translations
as ShapeJ and RectJ , respectively; we omit the subscript when the meaning is clear
from context or when the distinction is immaterial.
In our example, ShapeM has one constructor, and RectM has two. As a shorthand,
we introduce names for the three constructors: ShapeM .Shape for Shape’s only constructor, RectM .Rect2 for RectM ’s two-argument constructor, and RectM .Rect5 for
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class Shape {
Point anchorPoint;
public Shape(Point locn) {
return preobj { super(); anchorPoint <- locn; };
}
}
class Rect extends Shape {
// anchor point is lower-left corner
Point upperRight;
public Rect(Point lowLft, Point upRt) {
return preobj { super(lowLft); upperRight <- upRt; };
}
public Rect(double x, double y, double w, double h, Canvas c) {
return Rect(new Point(x, y), new Point(x + w, y + h));
} postinit {
this.draw(c);
}
protected void draw(Canvas c) { ... }
}

Figure 6.1: Translation Example

its five-argument constructor.
As described above, each MIJava constructor becomes three members in Java: a
constructor, a field initialization method, and a postinit method. We continue the
naming convention above, yielding the following members in the Java classes:

ShapeJ .Shape

RectJ .Rect2

RectJ .Rect5

ShapeJ .fieldinit

RectJ .fieldinit2

RectJ .fieldinit5

ShapeJ .postinit

RectJ .postinit2

RectJ .postinit5

In the actual results of the translation, all fieldinit methods have the same name,
as do all postinit methods, and we rely on Java method overloading to distinguish
between multiple methods in the same class.
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For the overview, we include only the arguments and return values necessary to
understand the initialization protocol, principally those involved in the creation, modification, and use of the construction history. Each fieldinit method builds and
returns the construction history, and each postinit method takes the construction
history as an argument. We delay discussion of the other arguments until the detailed
discussion of ShapeJ and RectJ .
To explain the protocol, we step through the evaluation of the expression
new Rect(1.0, 2.0, 3.0, 4.0, new Canvas(...)).
The table in figure 6.2 shows the call stack and the constructor history at every step
along the way. At each step, the currently executing method is listed at the top of
the call stack. Steps 1–7, above the horizontal line, represent the part of the process
concerned with pre-object creation and field initialization. In steps 5–7, we show the
accumulated constructor history in the right column. In each step, the constructor
history is that returned by the currently executing method in the same step. This
returned constructor history represents the constructors invoked during the current
method’s dynamic extent, in order by invocation, with the first constructor invoked at
the top of the list.1 Equivalently, the constructor history indicates the list of postinit
blocks that must run before the currently executing method’s postinit block, in reverse
order—that is, the run-time system must execute the postinit block on the bottom of
the history list first. (We explain this seeming inconsistency regarding the order of the
history list below.)
The remainder of the process, steps 8–13, executes the constructors’ postinit actions. These postinit methods take the constructor history as a parameter, and the
history listing on each line of the table shows the history as received by the method
1

This list contains only constructors invoked on the object whose initialization protocol is executing.
If a constructor evaluates a new expression, then the program starts a new initialization protocol for this
second object. This second “copy” of the protocol has its own constructor history, which is separate
from the first.
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constructor history

1.

RectJ .Rect5

—

2.

RectJ .fieldinit5
RectJ .Rect5

—

3.

RectJ .fieldinit2
RectJ .fieldinit5
RectJ .Rect5

—

4.

ShapeJ .fieldinit
RectJ .fieldinit2
RectJ .fieldinit5
RectJ .Rect5

—

5.

RectJ .fieldinit2
RectJ .fieldinit5
RectJ .Rect5

ShapeM .Shape

6.

RectJ .fieldinit5
RectJ .Rect5

RectM .Rect2
ShapeM .Shape

7.

RectJ .Rect5

RectM .Rect2
ShapeM .Shape

8.

RectJ .postinit5
RectJ .Rect5

RectM .Rect2
ShapeM .Shape

9.

RectJ .postinit2
RectJ .postinit5
RectJ .Rect5

ShapeM .Shape

10.

ShapeJ .postinit
RectJ .postinit2
RectJ .postinit5
RectJ .Rect5

—

11.

RectJ .postinit2
RectJ .postinit5
RectJ .Rect5

—

12.

RectJ .postinit5
RectJ .Rect5

—

13.

RectJ .Rect5

—

Figure 6.2: Stack trace and constructor history during Rect construction
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at the top of the stack during the same execution step. Steps 8 and 9 move entries
from the constructor history onto the call stack by invoking the necessary postinit
methods. Once control has reached the base class’s postinit method, in step 10,
the program begins executing the actual postinit actions, with those at the top of the
inheritance hierarchy running first, as required.
In more detail, evaluation of the expression
new Rect(1.0, 2.0, 3.0, 4.0, new Canvas(...))
proceeds as follows:
1. Execution begins by calling RectJ .Rect5 , which initiates the object creation protocol. Its first action is to call RectJ .fieldinit5 , the fieldinit method corresponding to RectM .Rect5 .
2. RectJ .fieldinit5 performs the actions from the pre-object-construction section of RectM .Rect5 . Since this section begins by invoking RectM .Rect2 , the
fieldinit5 method calls RectJ .fieldinit2 , the corresponding field initialization method.
3. RectJ .fieldinit2 performs the actions corresponding to the preobj expression in RectM .Rect2 . This expression begins by calling ShapeM .Shape, so the
translated method calls Shape.fieldinit.
4. Shape.fieldinit performs the computation equivalent to the preobj form in
ShapeM .Shape. Here, however, the superclass is Object, which has an empty
constructor, so no call to a fieldinit method is necessary, and the program
simply initializes Shape’s field. (By initializing the fields “in place,” we avoid the
need for an explicit representation of pre-objects.)
Like every fieldinit method, ShapeJ .fieldinit must return a record of the
constructors that it called, so the program can later invoke the correct postinit
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methods. Shape is a special case because it is an immediate subclass of Object,
so ShapeJ .fieldinit returns an empty constructor history, indicating that it did
not call (the equivalent of) a MIJava constructor.
5. Control returns to RectJ .fieldinit2 , which continues with the field initialization clauses by performing the corresponding field assignment to upperRight.
Before returning, it adds Shape.Shape to the head of the constructor history list
and returns the augmented list.
6. Control returns to RectJ .fieldinit5 . Since this method corresponds to a constructor without an explicit preobj expression, it does not need to perform any
additional field initialization here. Therefore, it merely adds RectJ .Rect2 to the
head of the constructor history list and returns.
7. In this step, control returns to RectJ .Rect5 . By this point, the program has
initialized all of the fields in the newly-created Rect; all that remains is to execute the postinit blocks. To that end, the constructor starts the postinit part of
the protocol by invoking RectJ .postinit5 . (Unlike the calls to postinit methods below, this particular call is hard-wired, because the call in step 2 above to
RectJ .fieldinit5 is also hard-wired. Therefore, RectJ .Rect5 does not need to
inspect the constructor history to determine which postinit method to call.)
8. Because superclass postinit blocks must execute before subclass postinit blocks,
RectJ .postinit5 begins by calling the postinit method corresponding to the
constructor called by RectJ .fieldinit5 . Specifically, it removes a record from
the head of the constructor history list and invokes the corresponding postinit
method, RectJ .postinit2 .
9. RectJ .postinit2 begins the same way: it removes the first item from the constructor history list and invokes the corresponding method, ShapeJ .postinit.
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Notice that the constructor history returned from RectJ .fieldinit2 is the same
as that passed to RectJ .postinit2 ; this correspondence holds throughout the
protocol.

10. ShapeJ .postinit does not need to process any further entries in the constructor
history list, because ShapeM .Shape invoked Object’s constructor in step 4, and
because Object’s constructor does not have a postinit block. Indeed, if this list is
not empty by the time execution reaches this point, then at least one of the classes
has not followed the protocol correctly. Therefore, Shape.postinit executes the
statements from ShapeM .Shape’s postinit block (none, in this case) and returns.
11. RectJ .postinit2 regains control. Because Shape’s postinit actions have completed, it is free to execute the postinit block for Rect’s first constructor. Since
RectM .Rect2 ’s postinit block is also empty, the method returns immediately.
12. Control now returns to RectJ .postinit5 . Here, the corresponding constructor
RectM .Rect5 has a non-empty postinit block, so the method executes all the
statements in this block and returns.
13. With the last of the postinit actions complete, control returns to the constructor RectJ .Rect5 , which has no further actions to perform. It therefore returns
control to the context of the original new expression.
In addition to the above calls, Java requires RectJ .Rect5 to begin with a call to a
constructor, either in Rect or in Shape. Given the class interfaces as we have presented
them, it cannot invoke any of the available constructors, because all constructors in
both classes trigger the execution of the complete protocol, including the execution of
postinit blocks. If, for instance, ShapeJ .Shape1 had a postinit block, then RectJ .Rect5
could not invoke ShapeJ .Shape1 , even indirectly, because its postinit block would execute before Rect had a chance to initialize its fields, which could lead to an uninitialized
field reference as in Chapter 2.
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To satisfy this requirement, the translation gives each class a “stub” constructor
that takes a single argument of type StubConstr. This class, defined in a support library and described below, has no fields or methods and serves only to distinguish
this stub constructor from the other constructors in the class. The stub constructor’s
body contains only a call to the superclass’s stub constructor, except in classes that,
like Shape, directly extend Object. Since Object’s constructor performs no actions,
Shape’s stub constructor invokes Object’s default constructor. The constructors that,
like RectJ .Rect5 , correspond to constructors in the original MIJava definition of the
class simply invoke this stub constructor in the superclass, satisfying Java’s requirements while retaining the correct order of evaluation.

6.2

Support Classes

In this overview, we have represented the constructor history as a stack or sequence
of constructor labels. In the actual implementation, we represent the history as an
instance of ClosureList, a class defined in a support library that contains a sequence
of Closure objects. Each Closure implements a call method that, when invoked,
calls the correct postinit method.
Figure 6.3 defines Closure, ClosureList, and other support classes used by the
output of the translation.2 The Closure interface serves as a tag type, similar to Java’s
Serializable interface; we discuss its implementing classes (and why the interface
is empty) below. ClosureList is an applicative list of Closures with the obvious implementation. The translation uses the exception ProtocolErrorException to signal
protocol failures such as a ClosureList that is unexpectedly empty or that begins with
a Closure of unexpected type, situations that should never arise during the execution
of translated code. The final class, StubConstr, ensures that the stub constructors
2
In the actual implementation, these support classes are in a separate package to avoid name collisions. We omit the package declarations here for brevity.
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public interface Closure { }
public abstract class ClosureList {
private ClosureList () { }
public static ClosureList empty()
{ /* elided */ }
public ClosureList cons(Closure hd) { /* elided */ }
public abstract Closure head();
public abstract ClosureList tail();
public abstract boolean isEmpty();
private static class Empty extends ClosureList { /* elided */ }
private static class Cons extends ClosureList { /* elided */ }
}
public class ProtocolErrorException extends RuntimeException {
public ProtocolErrorException() {
super("Initialization protocol error");
}
}
public final class StubConstr { }

Figure 6.3: Support classes for MIJava-to-Java translation

described in the previous section have unique signatures for method overloading.

6.3

Example Translation: Shape

To see some of the details of the object initialization process, consider the result of
translating the Shape class, in figure 6.4. The anchorPoint field declaration is the same
as in the original; the translation never modifies existing field or method declarations.
The translation adds the constructor Shape(StubConstr) for the benefit of subclasses,
as discussed above. Since Shape extends Object, there is no need to perform any
action here, as Java automatically synthesizes a call to Object’s default constructor,
which is the desired behavior.
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class Shape {
Point anchorPoint;
protected Shape(StubConstr dummy) { }
protected static ClosureList fieldinit(Shape self, Point locn) {
// return preobj { super(); anchorPoint <- locn; };
self.anchorPoint = locn;
return ClosureList.empty();
}
protected static void postinit(Shape self,
ClosureList closures,
Point locn) {
Closure first = (closures.isEmpty()) ? null : closures.head();
if (first == null) {
// fieldinit() called Object’s constr, so NOP.
} else {
throw new ProtocolErrorException());
}
// original postinit block, if any, goes here.
}
public Shape(Point locn) {
Shape.postinit(this, Shape.fieldinit(this, locn), locn);
}
}

Figure 6.4: Translation of Shape to Java

The fieldinit method is the translation of ShapeM .Shape’s field initialization
section. It expects the same arguments as the original constructor, plus an additional
argument of type Shape, representing the object under construction. This argument
gives fieldinit, a static method, access to the object’s fields to initialize them.
This method performs all of the actions from ShapeM .Shape’s field initialization
section, with the return preobj statement replaced by code that initializes the local fields and computes the constructor history. Since the only action is the return
preobj statement, the translated method begins by initializing the self.anchorPoint
field. (Had the preobj expression invoked a constructor other than Object’s, that
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call would have preceded the field initialization, as we demonstrate below with Rect’s
translation.) Finally, the fieldinit method returns an empty list of closures, indicating that the only invoked constructor is in Object, so the postinit method does not
have to call a superclass method before executing the postinit block.
The postinit method is the translation of the original constructor’s postinit block,
which is empty. Like the fieldinit method, it expects the same arguments as the
original constructor plus a self reference, but it also expects the list of remaining
Closures as its second argument. Because Shape.fieldinit always returns an empty
list, postinit expects the list to be empty and throws an exception if it is not. Since
ShapeM .Shape’s postinit block is empty, postinit returns without performing any
other actions.
Finally, the Shape(Point) constructor allows clients to instantiate Shape directly.
It begins by calling the fieldinit method above, passing a reference to the current
object and the original constructor argument and obtaining a list of closures that invoke the necessary postinit methods. The constructor finishes by passing a reference
to the object being initialized, the closure list, and the original constructor arguments
to the postinit method.

6.4

Example Translation: Rect

The Rect class is more complex, so its translation is correspondingly longer and more
intricate than Shape’s. Figures 6.5 and 6.6 show the resulting class definition. As
before, the translation preserves the field declaration for upperRight and the draw
method definition, in the second figure. Also, the translation synthesizes the constructor that takes a single StubConstr argument; in this case, the generated constructor
invokes Shape’s stub constructor, as discussed in the overview above.
The next two members are implementations of the Closure interface, corresponding to the constructors that Rect invokes: ShapeM .Shape and RectM .Rect2 . Each clo-
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class Rect extends Shape {
Point upperRight;
protected Rect(StubConstr dummy) { super(dummy); }
private static final class ShapeClosure implements Closure {
Point lowLft;
public ShapeClosure(Point p) { lowLft = p; }
public void call(Rect self, ClosureList closures) {
Shape.postinit(self, closures, lowLft);
}
}
private static final class RectClosure implements Closure {
Point lowLft;
Point upRt;
public RectClosure(Point p1, Point p2) {
lowLft = p1;
upRt = p2;
}
public void call(Rect self, ClosureList closures) {
Rect.postinit(self, closures, lowLft, upRt);
}
}
protected ClosureList fieldinit(Rect self, Point lowLft, Point upRt) {
ClosureList closures = Shape.fieldinit(self, lowLft);
self.upperRight = upRt;
return closures.cons(new ShapeClosure(lowLft));
}
protected void postinit(Rect self, ClosureList closures,
Point lowLft, Point upRt) {
Closure c = (closures.isEmpty()) ? null : closures.head();
if (c == null)
throw new ProtocolErrorException();
else if (c instanceof ShapeClosure)
((ShapeClosure) c).call(self, closures.tail());
else
throw new ProtocolErrorException();
}
public Rect(Point lowLft, Point upRt) {
super((StubConstr) null);
Rect.postinit(this,
Rect.fieldinit(this, lowLft, upRt);
lowLft, upRt);
}
// ... continued

Figure 6.5: Translation of Rect to Java
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// class Rect extends Shape, continued:
protected ClosureList fieldinit(Rect self, double x, double y,
double w, double h, Canvas c) {
Point tmp1 = new Point(x, y);
Point tmp2 = new Point(x + w, y + h);
ClosureList closures = Rect.fieldinit(self, tmp1, tmp2);
return closures.cons(new RectClosure(tmp1, tmp2));
}
protected void postinit(Rect self, ClosureList closures,
double x, double y, double w, double h,
Canvas c) {
Closure first = (closures.isEmpty()) ? null : closures.head();
if (first == null)
throw new EmptyListException();
else if (first instanceof RectClosure)
((RectClosure) first).call(self, closures.tail());
self.draw(c);
}
public Rect(double x, double y, double w, double h, Canvas c) {
super((StubConstr) null);
Rect.postinit(this,
Rect.fieldinit(this, x, y, w, h, c),
x, y, w, h, c);
}
protected void draw(Canvas c) { ... }
}

Figure 6.6: Translation of Rect to Java, continued

sure expects a reference to the object under construction and the remaining closures
and invokes the appropriate postinit method. The closure’s creator is responsible
for providing values for the rest of the postinit method’s arguments, as arguments
to the closure’s constructor.
The next three members correspond to the first constructor in RectM . As before, the fieldinit method is the translation of field initialization section, which
consists entirely of a return preobj { ... } statement. Here, the preobj expression invokes Shape’s constructor, so Rect.fieldinit invokes Shape.fieldinit and
saves the resulting ClosureList. Now that the superclass constructor has returned,
Rect.fieldinit initializes self’s upperRight field, conses a closure that invokes
Shape.postinit onto the front of the list, and returns the augmented list.

6.4. EXAMPLE TRANSLATION: RECT
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The postinit method is similar to Shape’s. Because, however, RectM .Rect2 ’s field
initialization section invokes only ShapeM .Shape and no other constructors, the translation’s invariants specify that the closures list must not be empty, and its first element must be an instance of ShapeConstr. If either of these two conditions does not
hold, RectJ .postinit2 throws an exception. Otherwise, it downcasts the Closure object to ShapeConstr and invokes it, then returns. (The dynamic type check and downcast are necessary because Closure cannot declare the call method, due to Java’s
exception-handling rules. We discuss this further after completing the Rect example.)
Finally, the Rect(Point, Point) constructor provides the client instantiation interface. As discussed in the overview, the constructor begins by invoking the superclass’s stub constructor, then calls RectJ .fieldinit2 on this and the original arguments to initialize the fields and produce a ClosureList. Finally, this constructor
executes the pending postinit blocks by passing this, the computed ClosureList, and
the original arguments to RectJ .postinit2 .
Figure 6.6 contains the translation of RectM .Rect5 , which differs from the first constructor RectM .Rect2 in two significant respects. First, instead of calling a superclass
constructor, it delegates to another constructor in Rect. Second, the arguments to the
called constructor are expressions that require evaluation with side effects, instead of
being simple identifier references. Both require slight adjustments to the translation.
Because fieldinit must pass ShapeM .Shape’s arguments to the called fieldinit
method and the closure’s constructor, the translator must produce local variable declarations to hold their results, to avoid executing them multiple times. Additionally,
because this constructor delegates to another rather than creating a pre-object directly,
the fieldinit simply conses an entry onto the closure list and does not assign to the
fields.
RectJ .postinit5 is essentially the same as RectJ .postinit2 , although the expected type of the first closure is different. Also, RectM .Rect5 has a non-empty post-
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init block, so the translation must copy its statements into the postinit method, after
replacing all instances of this with self. The client constructor RectJ .Rect5 works
exactly like RectJ .Rect2 does.

6.5

Closure Implementation and Invocation

In the definition above, the Closure interface defines no members, not even the call
method. As a result, the postinit methods created by the translation must perform
a type-check and downcast on Closure instances before using them. This is widely
regarded as bad object-oriented style, but it is unavoidable in this situation due to
Java’s rules regarding declared exceptions.
Consider an alternative definition of the Closure interface:
public interface Closure {
public call(ClosureList closures) throws E1, E2, E3 ;
}
Here, we have specified the call method with a specific set of exceptions that it may
throw, in the highlighted annotation.3 With this declaration, no class that implements
Closure may throw anything other than E1, E2, or E3 from its call method. Similarly,
any code that invokes the call method through the Closure interface must be prepared to handle exceptions of type E1, E2, and E3. Because of Closure’s role in the
constructor protocol, this throws declaration simultaneously prevents every constructor in the program from throwing an exception not listed and requires the context of
every new expression in the program to handle all of the listed exception types. This
is clearly impractical. Omitting the throws clause entirely does not improve the situation, because this is equivalent to specifying an empty set of exceptions, which would
prevent any constructor from ever throwing an exception.
3
We are concerned solely with this throws declaration and thus ignore unchecked exceptions in this
section.

6.5. CLOSURE IMPLEMENTATION AND INVOCATION
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Only by not declaring the call method in the Closure interface can the translation
allow constructors to throw arbitrary exceptions without placing an undue burden on
the rest of the program. Since the program cannot, as a result, assume the existence
of the call method in the closure, it must perform the dynamic type-check and downcast in the postinit methods, as in the examples above. As long as the translation
copies any throws clause present on the original MIJava constructor to the fieldinit
method, postinit method, and synthesized constructor, the resulting program compiles, and constructor authors have the necessary flexibility with respect to uncaught
exceptions.

Note
In addition to the throws clause, the call method’s first argument, the object being
initialized, also prevents us from declaring call in the Closure interface. Because the
type of this argument must correspond to the class in which the closure implementation appears, the only type that works for all possible closures is Object, which would
require every implementation of the call method to downcast the argument.
However, this is not in fact a serious problem. We could refactor the Closure
protocol to expect the object under construction as an argument to the Closure’s
implementation’s constructor rather than as an argument to the call method. In other
words, we could simply close the function over this as well as over the arguments to
the called constructor.

The branches in the type dispatch correspond to those constructors invoked by
the original MIJava constructor (and thus the corresponding fieldinit method); the
compiler can easily compute this list statically. We also include a catch-all case to deal
with unexpected closure types, which throws a ProtocolErrorException, but this
situation should never arise in programs created by this translation.
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6.6

Complete Specification of the Translation

From detailed examples we proceed to a complete specification of the translation of a
MIJava class C, whose superclass is D. For simplicity, we assume for the moment that
D is either Object or that it is also defined in MIJava and thus subject to the same
translation. As above, the translation of class C has several components: the classes
that represent closures, the stub constructor, the three members corresponding to each
MIJava constructor, and finally the remaining members of the original class, copied
without modification.

Generating the Closure Definitions
For each constructor invoked by a class, except for Object’s constructor, the translation synthesizes a closure, represented as a nested class, that invokes the appropriate
postinit method. For the invoked constructor

C 0 (τ1 x1 , . . . , τn xn ) throws E1 , . . . , Em ,

with formal arguments x1 , . . . , xn of types τ1 , . . . , τn and declared exception types
E1 , . . . , Em , the translation synthesizes the following closure definition:
private static final class CClosure extends Closure {
τ1 x1 ;
...
τn xn ;
0
public CClosure(τ1 x10 , ..., τn xn
) {
0
0
x1 = x1 ; . . .; xn = xn ;
}
public void call(C self, ClosureList closures) throws E1 , . . ., Em {
C 0 .postinit(self, closures, x1 , . . ., xn );
}
}
0 are fresh. The fields x , . . . , x store the values
The names CClosure and x10 , . . . , xn
1
n

of the arguments supplied to the original constructor for use with the postinit block,

6.6. COMPLETE SPECIFICATION OF THE TRANSLATION
Constructor access
public
protected
private
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fieldinit access
protected
protected
private

Table 6.1: Access control for generated methods

and the closure’s constructor merely initializes those fields. The call method invokes
the appropriate postinit method, passing the object under construction, the remaining closures, and the saved parameter values. The translation propagates the original
constructor’s exception clause to the call method, in case any of those exceptions
originate in the postinit block.

Generating the fieldinit Methods
The fieldinit method has the same signature, including exception declaration, as
the original MIJava constructor, except that it takes an additional parameter of type C
at the beginning of the argument list. We assume here that this parameter has the
name self, but it actually has a fresh name to avoid conflicts with any static fields
in the class and any local variables declared within the fieldinit section. The method’s
access control is based on that of the original constructor, according to table 6.1. Java
and MIJava do not allow other modifiers like synchronized on constructors, so the
generated methods cannot have additional modifiers.
To generate the fieldinit method’s body, the translation copies the contents of
the original field initialization section unchanged, except for statements that involve
constructor invocations and pre-object creations. These statements can take one of
two forms:
• return preobj { super(arg1 , . . . , argn ); fd 1 ← e1 ; . . . ; fd m ← em ; }
where argi and ej are expressions, for i ∈ [1, n] and j ∈ [1, m], and n, m ≥ 0.
Let D be the superclass of C, the class being translated.
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For such a statement, where D ≠ Object, the compiler emits a block of the following form:
{
τ1 x1 = arg 1 ;
...
τn xn = arg n ;
ClosureList closures = D.fieldinit(self, x1 , . . ., xn );
self.fd 1 = e1 ;
...
self.fd m = em ;
return closures.cons(new CClosure(x1 , . . ., xn ));
}

where x1 , . . . , xn and closures are fresh identifiers, and CClosure is the name of
the closure class generated above for the invoked superclass constructor. The
types τi are the types of the formal parameters of the invoked constructor, obtained from its declaration. This block saves the values of the arguments to the
superclass constructor to avoid repeated execution of those expressions, invokes
the superclass constructor, initializes the local fields, and returns an updated
construction history list.
If, however, D = Object, then n = 0, and there is no fieldinit method to call.
In this case, the block has the following form:
{
self.fd 1 = e1 ;
...
self.fd m = em ;
return ClosureList.empty();
}

• return this(arg 1 , . . ., arg n ); where argi is an expression.
The generated block is the same as the previous case, except that the invoked
fieldinit method is in the same class, and the translation omits the field assignment statements. The output is as follows:
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{
τ1 x1 = arg 1 ;
...
τn xn = arg n ;
return C.fieldinit(self, x1 , . . ., xn )
.cons(new CClosure(x1 , . . ., xn ));
}

where the variables xi are fresh and the types τi are the types of the formal
parameters of the invoked constructor, as before, and CClosure is the closure
synthesized for the invoked constructor.
The generated fieldinit method is static and therefore cannot contain any references to this. However, such references do not appear in the result of the translation,
as long as the original program is well-typed, because MIJava’s type system forbids
occurrences of this within the body of a field initialization section.

Generating the postinit Method
For each MIJava constructor with the signature
C(τ1 x1 , . . . , τn xn ) throws E1 , . . . , Em
the translation generates a postinit method with the signature
void postinit(C self, ClosureList cls, τ1 x1 , . . . , τn xn ) throws E1 , . . . , Em .

The arguments self and cls have freshly generated names. The postinit method
has the same access control as the fieldinit method, as specified in table 6.1.
The body of the postinit method consists of two sections: the first section uses
the list of closures to invoke the next postinit section in the chain, and the second
executes the statements from the original constructor’s postinit blocks.
To generate the first section, the translation first computes the set of all of the
constructors, either in this class C or its superclass D, that the original constructor
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may invoke directly on any control path through its field initialization section. This set
cannot be empty in a well-typed MIJava program.
If Object’s constructor is not in this set, then the translator maps each invoked
constructor to the name of the inner class representing the associated closure. For a
closure set F1 , . . . , Fp , the translation generates the following code:
Closure cl = (cls.isEmpty()) ? null : cls.head();
if (cl == null) {
throw new ProtocolErrorException();
} else if (cl instanceof F1 ) {
((F1 ) cl).call(self, cls.tail());
}
...
else if (cl instanceof Fp ) {
((Fp ) cl).call(self, cls.tail());
} else {
throw new ProtocolErrorException();
}
where cl is a fresh identifier. This code throws an exception if the closure list is empty,
or if the first closure is not of one of the expected types.
If the set of invoked constructors includes Object’s as well as the constructors corresponding to the closures F1 , . . . , Fp , the translated code differs only in the highlighted
line below:
Closure cl = (cls.isEmpty()) ? null : cls.head();
if (cl == null) {
// NOP
} else if (cl instanceof F1 ) {
((F1 ) cl).call(self, cls.tail());
}
...
else if (cl instanceof Fp ) {
((Fp ) cl).call(self, cls.tail());
} else {
throw new ProtocolErrorException();
}

6.7. LIMITATIONS
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An empty list of closures indicates that the fieldinit method invoked Object’s constructor. Since there is no corresponding postinit method, no action is necessary.
For the second part of the postinit method, the translator simply emits the code
from the original postinit block, replacing all references to this (even implicit references) with self.

6.7

Limitations

While our experience suggests that the translation described here suffices to migrate
most existing Java programs to MIJava, it does have two restrictions. First, our translation does not support first-class pre-objects. Therefore, preobj expressions may
appear only as the direct argument of return statements inside constructors. This is
a consequence of the lack of an explicit representation of pre-objects in the output of
the translation. It should be possible to devise a translation strategy to support this
language feature, involving an explicit representation of pre-objects, but we leave this
for future work.
Second, Java’s reflection system allows clients to observe the implementation details of our translation and to invoke the generated methods in a way that violate the
object-creation protocol’s invariants. This problem is shared by most compilers that
generate Java source code, like AspectJ and related technologies.

6.8

Translating Mixed Programs

The translation described in the previous section assumes that the program contains
only MIJava classes (except for Object). As part of providing a smooth migration path
from Java to MIJava, our implementation must support programs containing a mixture
of Java and MIJava classes, which requires some modifications to the implementation
and restrictions on the MIJava class definitions.
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Java Extending MIJava
Our translation, as described above, works for programs in which Java classes extend
MIJava classes in the typical way, but MIJava’s guarantees about uninitialized field access apply only to those fields in MIJava classes. It is possible to extend the translation
slightly to allow the authors of the Java classes to preserve these invariants, but only
at the cost of a more complicated initialization protocol for Java subclasses.
In the common case (especially prevalent when programmers are migrating existing
programs from Java to MIJava), a Java subclass follows the standard Java initialization
protocol, in which subclass constructors invoke a constructor in their superclass. As an
example, consider the ColorRect class definition in figure 6.7, which is a Java class that
extends RectM from figure 6.1. Because the translation preserves RectM ’s constructor
interface, this class compiles successfully against RectJ . However, because RectJ ’s
constructors execute RectM ’s postinit blocks, creating an instance of ColorRect executes these postinit blocks before ColorRect’s constructors have the chance to initialize the color field. If the client invokes ColorRect’s second constructor, the program
executes ColorRect.draw early and gets a null-pointer exception upon reference to
the color field. As Java does not allow ColorRect’s constructors to initialize fields before invoking RectJ ’s constructors, there is no way to initialize color before the draw
method executes.
It is possible to preserve MIJava’s guarantees about uninitialized fields, but only by
requiring additional effort on the part of the Java subclass author. Since the various
methods used by the translation are protected, we could extend the protocol described
above to include ColorRect as well, as in figure 6.8. The first constructor, which
does not lead to an uninitialized field reference, is the same as the previous version.
The second constructor, however, directly invokes the static methods produced by the
translation and initializes color at the appropriate time.
Requiring subclasses to follow this protocol manually, however, is not realistic.

6.8. TRANSLATING MIXED PROGRAMS

class ColorRect extends Rect {
Color color;
public ColorRect(Point lowLft, Point upRt, Color c) {
super(lowLft, upRt);
color = c;
}
public ColorRect(Point lowLft, Point upRt, Canvas cnvs, Color clr) {
super(lowLft.x, lowLft.y, upRt.x, upRt.y, cnvs);
color = clr;
}
protected void draw(Canvas c) { ... color ... }
}

Figure 6.7: A Java implementation of ColorRect

class ColorRect extends Rect {
Color color;
public ColorRect(Point lowLft, Point upRt, Color c) {
super(lowLft, upRt);
color = c;
}
public ColorRect(Point lowLft, Point upRt, Canvas c, Color clr) {
super((StubConstr) null);
ClosureList closures = Rect.fieldinit(self, lowLft, upRt, c);
color = c;
Rect.postinit(self, closures, lowLft, upRt, c);
}
protected void draw(Canvas c) { ... color ... }
}

Figure 6.8: Explicitly invoking MIJava constructors
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First, it exposes far too many details of the translation’s implementation. Second, it
requires modifying Java class definitions, which defeats the purpose of supporting
class-by-class migration of large programs. Finally, the programmer would have to
propagate this protocol all the way down the class hierarchy, covering (in the worst
case) the entire program. Accepting the weakened form of MIJava’s guarantees, especially at an interim point in a migration, is more likely to be practical—especially
because, even with the guarantees weakened, we can still ensure that fields in MIJava
classes are initialized before their use, so the partially-migrated program is still more
robust than the Java original.

MIJava Extending Java
Our translation also supports MIJava classes that extend Java classes, but with severe
limitations. We cannot in general guarantee that the MIJava class will initialize all its
fields before the rest of the program references them. Additionally, there are significant restrictions on how the MIJava class may invoke its superclass’s constructor, as
described below.
As an example of the problems the translation faces in this situation, consider the
code in figure 6.9. Here, the Base class is written in Java, and its constructor invokes
the method m. Our translation cannot produce correct code for Derived. Not only can
we not preserve Derived’s constructor semantics, but the result also cannot provide
MIJava’s guarantees with respect to uninitialized field access. Again, we use DerivedM
to refer to the original form of the class and DerivedJ to refer to its translation.
First, DerivedM ’s constructor presents severe problems to the translation. Because
Base defines only a two-argument constructor, Java requires all of DerivedJ ’s constructors to begin with an invocation of Base(int, int). However, DerivedM ’s constructor
calls the computeArgs method to compute the arguments to Base’s constructor, which
is impossible in Java. Additionally, DerivedM ’s constructor chooses between two dif-
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class Base {
public Base(int i, int j) {
System.out.println(i + " " + j + " " + this.m());
}
public void m() {
return 0;
}
}
class Derived extends Base {
private String str;
public Derived(String s) {
Pair<Integer, Integer> args = computeArgs();
if (args.fst < args.snd)
return preobj { Base(args.fst, args.snd); str <- s };
else
return preobj { Base(args.snd, args.fst); str <- s };
}
private static Pair<Integer, Integer> computeArgs() {
... body elided ...
}
public void m() {
return str.length();
}
}

Figure 6.9: Translating when MIJava extends Java

ferent constructor invocations based on computeArgs’s result, and Java simply does
not allow programs to choose between constructor invocations at run-time.
In some situations, it might be possible to factor the computation of the superclass
constructor arguments out into newly-synthesized static methods, which DerivedJ ’s
constructor could invoke directly as arguments to Base’s constructor. This is not, however, possible in general. To do so in this example (ignoring the multiple constructor
invocations), the translation would have to split the body of the computeArgs method
into two separate methods, one to compute the first argument and one the second.
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If these computations are at all interrelated, or if they have interleaving effects, this
separation is not possible without changing the behavior of the program.
Second, because Base’s constructor has no restrictions on computation with this,
it is free to invoke a method on itself that is overridden in the base class, just as in
the example in Chapter 2. Therefore, even if we could fix the problem in the previous
paragraphs, instantiating Derived would cause an null-pointer exception in the body
of Derived.m, because str is still null at this point during program execution.
As an important special case, however, MIJava classes that directly extend Object
avoid both of these problems. Object defines only a nullary constructor, which has an
empty (effect-free) body, so the translation can easily move the superclass constructor
invocation to the front of the translated constructor without changing the program’s
behavior. Additionally, since Object’s constructor’s body invokes no methods in the
subclass, MIJava can still guarantee that fields in the subclass are initialized before the
program references them.

6.9

Separate Translation

The translation supports separate compilation in much the same way that Java’s compiler currently does. Beyond the information about other classes already required to
compile a Java class, our translation needs only the following additional pieces of information in order to translate and compile a class C:
• the constructor signatures of C’s superclass, including the throws clause;
• whether C’s superclass was originally defined in MIJava or in Java; and
• if C’s superclass was originally written in MIJava, the names of the static methods
corresponding to the field initialization and postinit sections of the superclass’s
constructors.4
4

While, in the description of the translation above, we have assumed that these methods would have
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The first piece of information is already present in both .java and .class files. The
latter two are currently present only in the source code or implicit in the translation,
but we could add them to the .class file in a backward-compatible way, either by
adding new items to the end of the class structure, or by defining new attributes for
inclusion in the class structure’s attributes array [28, §4.7].

6.10

Implementation Shortcuts

For the purposes of the evaluation described in Chapter 7, we have implemented a
prototype of the implementation discussed here. The prototype compiles MIJava programs into Java source code, which we then compile using a stock Java compiler. As it
is a research prototype, we were able to simplify the implementation far beyond what
would be possible for an industrial-strength product.
Much of the complexity of a full Java/MIJava compiler involves finding, reading, and
processing the various classes in the program. While both languages support compiling
one class at a time (barring mutual recursion), type-checking and compiling a class does
require loading the signatures of all of the classes that it uses. Supporting this requires
the capability to find and load these class definitions from disk, both from source files
and from class files (including the standard library), and to resolve the various names
within these files while correctly handling mutually-recursive compilation units.
Our prototype implementation, however, only needs to read the class being translated, as a result of the following changes and simplifications:

1. We do not allow implicit this within postinit blocks, although explicit references
to this are still legal. So, for example, all field references must have the form
this.fd, rather than just fd.
the names fieldinit and postinit, a real implementation would of course have to synthesize fresh
names to avoid collisions with methods written by the programmer.
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2. The input syntax requires the programmer to provide two additional annotations
in MIJava classes: an indication of whether the superclass is written in MIJava
or in Java, and a list of the superclass’s constructors with their signatures and
uncaught exception types.
3. The MIJava type checker enforces only the following simple rules:
a) Every return statement in a constructor must have one of the two forms
return preobj { ... } or return this(...).
b) Each preobj expression must contain a call to a constructor in the superclass
and initializers for exactly those fields defined in the containing class.
c) Each preobj expression may appear only as the immediate argument to a
return statement in the field initialization section of a constructor.
We leave the rest of the type-checking to the Java compiler, including the following potential errors in MIJava constructors:
• A control path in a field-initialization section that does not end with either a
return statement or a throw statement—that is, it “falls off the end” of the
constructor.
Because the translation preserves control flow outside preobj expressions,
this results in a fieldinit method with a control path that “falls off the
end” of the method. Since the method has a non-void return type, the Java
compiler signals an error at compile-time.
• A mismatch between the type of a field and its initial value in a preobj
expression.
The translation maps the field initialization clauses in preobj expressions
to field assignments, which require the same relationship between the type
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of the field and the type of the right-hand side as do field initializations.
Therefore, the Java compiler detects and signals any mismatch.
• A field initialization section that refers to this.
Every expression in a field initialization section appears at some point within
the generated fieldinit method. Since this method is static, references to
this are forbidden, and the compiler signals an error.
Delegating the bulk of type-checking to the Java compiler means that we do not
have to perform Java name resolution. Name resolution is the process of taking a
dotted sequence of identifiers, like w.x.y.z, and determining its precise meaning: is
z a type within a package w.x.y, a member type of class y within package w.x, a
static field in type w.x.y, or any one of a number of other possibilities?5 As a result
of this delegation, the error messages issued by the compiler often require detailed
information about the translation’s output in order to understand and fix. While this
is acceptable for a research prototype, a real implementation would of course need to
provide error messages in terms of the MIJava original.
The restriction on implicit this in postinit blocks allows the translation to replace
this with a reference to a method parameter without detecting implicit occurrences
of this. Finding all such implicit occurrences would require full name resolution.

5

While Java convention requires class names to begin with a capital letter, the language does not
enforce this, so a name resolver cannot use this as a guide. Additionally, the name’s context provides
some clues, but it does not always uniquely specify the name’s meaning.

Chapter 7

Experience Report
As part of our investigation of the practical impact of MIJava’s proposed features and
of the migration path from Java to MIJava, we implemented the translation described
in the previous chapter, migrated sections of several existing large Java programs to
MIJava, compiled the resulting programs, and ran the included test suites to ensure
that our changes did not affect program functionality. Our experiences demonstrate
that programmers can feasibly use MIJava’s constructors and Maybe type in real programs, and that migrating classes from existing Java programs is possible with only
minimal changes to the rest of the program. Several particular cases, however, also
demonstrated the need for further developments to MIJava, to improve the flexibility of the language and provide programmers with additional abstractions to reduce
repeated code introduced during migration.

7.1

Construction

In the first stage of our experiments, we evaluated the practical utility of MIJava’s
construction mechanism in large programs. To investigate this, we migrated selected
classes from the Jacksum project,1 a checksum library that provides Java implemen1

Version 1.7.0, http://www.jonelo.de/java/jacksum/
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tations of various checksum algorithms such as SHA-1 and MD5; from Ant,2 a build
tool for Java programs; and from Lucene,3 a library that provides index-based search
capability for collections of text.
We were particularly interested to explore the consequences of the change in the order in which programs establish a new object’s representation invariants, as discussed
in section 2.2. Our experience supports our expectation that this difference is not a significant problem in practice, as these multiple invariants were never a problem during
the migration. In particular, in every migration attempt, once we fixed the type errors
reported by the compiler, the resulting program ran with the same behavior and results
as the original code without requiring any additional changes. One facet of MIJava’s
design that contributed to the ease of migration is the order in which it executes postinit blocks. Because we chose to execute these blocks in essentially the same order that
Java does, progammers do not have to consider the consequences of re-ordering the
effects in these blocks.
Although most of the migrations were straightforward, we did encounter several
programs whose object initialization protocols are more complex than we expected,
suggesting several possibilities for further improvements to MIJava. Even in the worst
case, though, preserving existing program behavior required no changes larger than
the duplication of initialization code across multiple constructors and methods.
Finally, although we did not include the use of Maybe types in this experiment, we
did attempt to minimize the number of fields that would need Maybe types (beyond
those fields that clearly represent optional properties). Specifically, we tried to avoid
writing constructors that return pre-objects that initialize some fields to null, expecting either the postinit block or the client to set those fields to the appropriate values
after construction through some other mechanism.
2
3

Version 1.7.0, http://ant.apache.org/
Version 2.0.0, http://lucene.apache.org/
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Jacksum
For the Jacksum project, we migrated all of the class files in two packages, jonelo.
jacksum.algorithm and jonelo.jacksum.adapt.gnu.crypto.hash, which implement various checksums and hash functions. We were able to complete this migration
with no difficulties, although we did have to duplicate some trivial initialization code
in a few classes.
Many classes in jonelo.jacksum.algorithm contain constructors that invoke one
or more instance methods as part of the object initialization process, and some of
these instance methods are also available as part of the classes’ public interface. More
specifically, some of these classes have multiple constructors that abstract repeated
code out into a private init method. Several classes are also stateful and therefore
provide a public reset method, which restores an object to its initial state. Constructors often call this reset method, again to avoid repeating initialization code. MIJava
can express all such constructors, but the migration does require either duplicating
some initialization code or delaying initialization and changing several fields to have
Maybe type.
Because the init and reset methods assign to fields in this, we cannot simply call
them from the field initialization section of the constructors. (Turning either method
into a static method does not avoid this problem, as we would need to pass this as an
argument in order to access the object’s fields.) Calling these methods from the postinit
block is not desirable either, as it delays the initialization of some fields until after the
pre-object has been reified. As a result, we would have to give those fields Maybe types,
which imposes undue overhead on all references to those fields throughout the class.
In the classes in this package, the initializations performed by the init and reset
methods are simple; the right-hand sides of the assignments in those methods are
either literals or simple expressions, so the cost of repeating the code is not excessive.
Therefore, with one exception, we simply inlined the computation from these methods
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into the relevant constructors. Unlike the other initialization methods in this package,
CrcGeneric.init calls a method that performs significant computation to initialize
the elements of an array. We could not realistically inline this second method, but
it was straightforward to turn it into a static method that allocates, initializes, and
returns the array, and to call this method from within the preobj expressions.
One possibility that avoids the need to duplicate code is to turn the init methods
into static methods that create and return pre-objects, but this is not always practical either. First, our translation from the previous chapter does not support the use
of pre-objects as first-class values. Even if it did, however, the original version of
CrcGeneric.init, for instance, only computes initial values for four out of the class’s
ten fields, so this transformed init method would need six arguments for those fields
whose values differ depending on the calling constructor. The length of this argument
list suggests that this strategy is not a suitable general solution. Additionally, it may
not be possible in all cases, if init does not restrict itself to initializing local fields
only but, like CombinedChecksum.init, also re-initializes fields inherited from the superclass. MIJava’s preobj form provides no support for this sort of operation.
Another possibility would define private static methods that compute the initial values for the various fields, and the constructors and reset methods would call these
methods to obtain field values. The init methods would be unnecessary in this implementation, as their contents would have been distributed across these field computation methods. While this strategy results in very elegant constructor and reset
definitions, it is a heavyweight solution, as it requires either many small methods (one
per field), or the definition of a new “structure” type to contain all of the field values,
and a single method to create and return an instance of this structure. The syntactic
overhead of either alternative would discourage programmers from using this implementation technique.
This experience suggests that MIJava would benefit from a modified construction
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mechanism that allowed classes to distribute the field initialization section and preobject creation across multiple methods, each of which would be able to specify initial
values for a subset of the class’s fields. Placing restrictions on these methods to prevent
the use of this during object initialization is not difficult, but proving at compile time
that the resulting pre-objects contain values for all of the necessary fields at reification
time is a much harder problem than that currently solved by MIJava’s type system.
We succeeded in migrating the other package we investigated, jonelo.jacksum.
adapt.gnu.crypto.hash, without difficulty, although this package also demonstrates
the problems discussed above. In addition to factoring repeated code out of constructors, many of the concrete classes, such as Has160, also define a clone method, which
uses a private “copy constructor.” Each such constructor starts by invoking the class’s
nullary constructor, which initializes most of the fields in the new object to default values. Once the default constructor returns, the copy constructor uses normal Java field
assignment to replace many of those defaults with the values from the object being
cloned. The call to the default constructor here avoids duplicating code for those fields
whose values are not copied during cloning.
Although this code structure again suggests that the ability to spread pre-object
creation across multiple methods is desirable, we were able to translate the classes
without significant trouble. Because all of the copy constructors are private and thus
cannot be used during initialization of subclasses, we were able to put the constructors’
assignment statements into the postinit blocks, thus preserving the behavior of the
original program.

Ant
Due to the size of the Ant code base, we migrated only a portion of the program, specifically those classes in the org.apache.tools.ant package. Roughly a third of these
classes required little to no effort to translate, either because they already provided
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well-behaved constructors (that initialize all fields and do not otherwise use this), or
because they define only static fields with initializers. Many of the rest delay initialization of some of their fields,4 and MIJava constructors are trivial once the relevant
fields have Maybe type as discussed in Chapter 4.
As an example of the translation effort involved in this package, consider the class
org.apache.tools.ant.AntTypeDefinition. This class contains only the (compilersynthesized) default constructor, which initializes all fields to null. To completely
initialize an object of this class, clients must use various setter methods to initialize the
object’s fields after constructing it. For the most part, these setters are simple methods
that perform a single assignment, but some have additional effects. For instance, the
setClass method initializes the clazz field to its argument, but it also computes
values for the classLoader and className fields from its argument, if those fields
have not yet been initialized.
Because the use of setter methods represents an instance of (potentially) delayed
initialization, we must give each of the six fields Maybe type. With those field types,
the straightforward migration is a single constructor with six arguments, one for each
field of the class. Clients simply pass null/none for those fields they do not need to
initialize—i.e., those fields for which the original code does not call a setter method.5
This constructor must be careful, however, to leave the new object with the correct field
values for the setter invocations in the order in which they appeared in the original
code. Because setClass only overwrites the classLoader and className fields if
they have not previously been set, it suffices to take setClass’s values for these fields
only when the client supplies null for the corresponding parameters.

4
Several such examples delay field initialization because Ant uses Class.newInstance to create
new instances of these classes, and this method (effectively) invokes the nullary constructor.
5
We conjecture that the heavyweight nature of this constructor signature and other Java alternatives
to optional and keyword arguments is the reason for the original author’s imperative initialization
protocol.
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Lucene
The vast majority of classes that we considered for migration in this project were trivial to translate to MIJava. For instance, the org.apache.lucene.analysis package
contains primarily classes with constructors that initialize all fields in their respective objects and perform no computation on this. Such constructors map directly to
preobj expressions in MIJava. The org.apache.lucene.document package, on the
other hand, defines mostly classes that are uninstantiable, either because they implement the singleton pattern, or because they define only static members and thus do
not require constructors.
The class org.apache.lucene.index.CompoundFileReader provides two interesting use cases that demonstrate the kind of changes that programmers might have to
make in order to use MIJava’s constructors. First, it defines an inner class, FileEntry,
which contains two fields and no constructors or methods. It is therefore the client’s
responsibility to initialize the object’s fields through direct assignments. While Java
does not require the client to assign to both fields, the MIJava equivalent would. Because FileEntry is an inner class and thus unsupported by our translation, we cannot
migrate this class directly. However, we can simulate the effect of the migration on the
class’s clients by giving it a two-argument constructor that initializes both fields. Since
this prevents the compiler from synthesizing the nullary constructor, clients must now
provide both field values immediately upon object construction.
Figure 7.1 contains an excerpt of the CompoundFileReader class, in its original
form, which demonstrates the definition and instantiation of the FileEntry inner
class. Among other actions, the outer class’s constructor opens a specified file and
reads a series of records from the file. For each record, the constructor updates the
length field in the previous record’s FileEntry instance (in the first highlighted statement), creates a new FileEntry instance (the second highlighted statement), initializes its offset field, and inserts the new entry into a HashMap. The initialization of a
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class CompoundFileReader extends Directory {
private static final class FileEntry {
long offset;
long length;
}
private HashMap entries = new HashMap();
public CompoundFileReader(Directory dir, String name) throws IOException {
IndexInput stream = dir.openInput(name);
int count = stream.readVInt();
FileEntry entry = null;
for (int i=0; i<count; i++) {
long offset = stream.readLong();
String id = stream.readString();
if (entry != null) {
// set length of the previous entry
entry.length = offset - entry.offset;
}
entry = new FileEntry();
entry.offset = offset;
entries.put(id, entry);
}
// set the length of the final entry
if (entry != null) {
entry.length = stream.length() - entry.offset;
}
}
}

Figure 7.1: Creating FileEntry instances, original version
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class CompoundFileReader extends Directory {
private static final class FileEntry {
long offset;
long length;
public FileEntry(long offset_in, long length_in) {
offset = offset_in; length = length_in;
}
private HashMap entries;
public CompoundFileReader(Directory dir, String name) throws IOException {
IndexInput stream = dir.openInput(name);
HashMap entries = new HashMap();
int count = stream.readVInt();
if (count > 0) {
long offsets[] = new long[count];
String ids[] = new String[count];
for (int i = 0; i < count; i++) {
offsets[i] = stream.readLong();
ids[i] = stream.readString();
}
for (int i = 0; i < count - 1; i++) {
entries.put(ids[i],
new FileEntry(offsets[i],
offsets[i + 1] - offsets[i]));
}
entries.put(ids[count - 1],
new FileEntry(offsets[count - 1],
stream.length - offsets[count - 1]));
}
return preobj { Directory(); entries <- entries; };
}
}

Figure 7.2: Creating FileEntry instances, migrated version

FileEntry object thus spans two iterations of the loop, so we cannot provide values
for both fields at construction time without modifying the constructor heavily.
Figure 7.2 contains the rewritten code. Rather than creating the FileEntry objects
as we read the data from the directory, we preload the information into two temporary
arrays, offsets and ids, then create the FileEntry values only after all the necessary
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information is available. This change increases memory usage during the constructor,
but the program cannot otherwise observe the difference. In particular, even though the
migration required a significant rewrite of the method which instantiates FileEntry
objects (the CompoundFileReader constructor), the changes are limited to that method
and do not “infect” the rest of the program.
Of course, we could have avoided the need to rewrite CompoundFileReader’s constructor so drastically by giving FileEntry a nullary constructor, as follows:
private static final class FileEntry {
long offset;
long length;
public FileEntry() {
return preobj { super(); offset <- 0; length <- 0; }
}
}
With this interface, however, the language could not guarantee that the field values of
each FileEntry in the HashMap are consistent with the data read from the stream.
(Indeed, in the original logic, this guarantee would be false, since the program inserts
each object into the map before initializing its length field.) And, if the fields were
of object type instead of long, this nullary constructor would require us to give them
Maybe type in the full MIJava translation, which would affect all uses of these objects.

7.2 Maybe
To investigate the practical implications of MIJava’s Maybe type in production code, we
modified existing Java programs to use Maybe instead of null wherever possible. Since
the resulting programs are still Java, we could not rely on MIJava’s native Maybe type
or its interpretation of types like String as containing only instances of String. To
make up for these missing features, we defined Maybe as a collection of Java classes,
and we added assertions and wrapper classes around the Java API. With these minor
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changes, we could be reasonably certain that the value null never arises in our programs (outside the wrappers).
Figure 7.3 contains our implementation of Maybe. We ensure that Some and None
are Maybe’s only subclasses by making Maybe’s only constructor private. The some
and none methods act as MIJava’s some and none keywords. For the purposes of this
experiment, we include the inject method, which we use as a convenience in lifting
the return values of method calls to Maybe type; a real implementation would not
include this and would instead expect clients to use some and none. The rest of the
class definition is the obvious implementation of the interface from figure 3.1.

Chat Server
For our first experiment, we modified a small TCP-based chat server that could serve
as a small project in an undergraduate class on networking and concurrency. Most
of the changes that we made would be unnecessary for a real MIJava implementation;
these include adding explicit Maybe injections and projections, wrapping Java library
classes like java.util.HashMap to use Maybe types in their interfaces, and inserting assertions throughout the code to ensure that, e.g., constructor parameters are
never null (although they may be none). Other changes that reflect significant modifications needed to switch to explicit Maybe types include the following:
• Because Maybe is invariant in its type argument, we needed to add explicit upcasts
in certain contexts. For example, given two classes C and D, where D is a subclass
of C, we cannot write the following:
Maybe<C> m() {
return Maybe.some(new D(...));
}
This fails to compile because return’s argument has type Maybe<D>, which is not
a subclass of Maybe<C>. In order to make this code well-typed, it is necessary to
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public abstract class Maybe<T> {
private Maybe() { }
public static <U> Maybe<U> some(U obj) {
assert obj != null;
return new Some<U>(obj);
}
public static <U> Maybe<U> none() {
return new None<U>();
}
// convenience method for wrapping library routines
public static <U> Maybe<U> inject(U obj) {
if (obj == null) {
return new None<U>();
else
return new Some<U>(obj);
}
}
public abstract boolean isSome();
public abstract T valOf();
public static class MaybeException extends RuntimeException { }
private static class Some<T> extends Maybe<T> {
private T val;
public Some(T v) { val = v; }
public boolean isSome() { return true; }
public T valOf() { return val; }
}
private static class None<T> extends Maybe<T> {
public None() { }
public boolean isSome() { return false; }
public T valOf() { throw new MaybeException(); }
}
}

Figure 7.3: Implementation of Maybe for experimentation
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insert an explicit upcast:
Maybe<C> m() {
return Maybe.some((C) (new D(...)));
}
Alternatively, assuming an MIJava implementation that supports Maybe casts as
specified in MIJModel, one could write the following instead:
Maybe<C> m() {
return (Maybe<C>) (Maybe.some(new D(...)));
}
This alternative is not available during this experiment, however, because Java
does not allow casts between the unrelated types Maybe<C> and Maybe<D>.
• It was necessary to add explicit isSome checks in certain places in the program,
rather than relying on the valOf method to throw an exception. Each x.isSome()
call corresponds exactly to a x != null check in the original program. Further,
these null checks are required by program logic and not by robustness.
By “robustness checks,” we mean those checks equivalent in principle to

assert x != null;

in which the programmer is explicitly checking against null for the sole purpose
of detecting and reporting the error earlier than would otherwise happen. In the
translated version of the program, x would not have Maybe type, and therefore
MIJava’s type system would statically ensure that x is never none, making an
explicit isSome check unnecessary (as well as ill-typed).
Other null checks, however, are required by program logic. For instance, consider an object with a field that represents a truly optional property: at certain
points in the program’s execution, the property is present, and at other points, it
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is not. In the original program, then, code that refers to this property must check
to see whether the field is null and take appropriate action. (The appropriate
action in cases where the field is null may sometimes be signaling an error, but
not always. Indeed, in one particular situation in the chat server, the program
signals an error if the field is not null.) Since the field represents an optional
property, it must have a Maybe type in the translated version, and the program
must explicitly call the isSome method in cases where it is not correct to throw
an exception if the field is none. (As an alternative, we could have omitted the call
to isSome and caught the MaybeException, but this strategy is very heavyweight,
due to the syntactic overhead and the more complex control flow, and we do not
expect that most Java programmers would accept this as the only—or even the
primary—strategy.)

It was not necessary to change local variables to Maybe type if the program did not
initialize them at point of declaration, as in the following excerpt:
public static void main(String[] args) {
ServerSocket svr;
try {
svr = new ServerSocket(12345);
} catch (IOException e) {
System.err.println("Couldn’t listen on port 12345");
return;
}
// further references to svr follow
}
Here, we cannot move svr’s initializer to its declaration, because the initializer (and
only the initializer) must run in the context of a particular exception handler. It is not
necessary to give svr the type Maybe<ServerSocket> and initialize it to none in the
translation, because Java’s definite assignment analysis [20, Ch. 16] proves that each
control path through this function initializes svr before referring to it. This proof is
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not, however, always possible, as our experience with the next program demonstrates.
The analysis only succeeds in this case because of the return statement in the exception handler.

Jacksum
For our second experiment, we used the code base of the Jacksum project. Specifically,
we modified various classes to use Maybe types throughout instead of Java’s null
value; of the various classes, jonelo.sugar.util.Base64 is a representative example.
(As our changes resulted in modifications to Base64’s interface, we had to make minor
changes to Java classes that interact with Base64, primarily the addition of explicit
coercions to and from Maybe types. We do not discuss those further here.)
For the most part, our change consisted of the explicit upcasts and isSome checks
described above, which lends further support to our claim that migrating Java classes
to MIJava is generally straightforward. Beyond this, however, our experience with Jacksum suggested one way in which Maybe types can contribute to software specification
and exposed another opportunity for future work.
First, in attempting to eradicate null from the Base64 class, we discovered several
incompletely-specified methods in the Java API. For instance, the documentation for
the following methods does not specify their behavior for null arguments:
• StringBuffer.replace(int, int, String)
• java.io.ByteInputArrayStream(byte[])—i.e., the constructor
Similarly, the specifications for the following methods do not indicate whether they can
return null:
• java.io.ObjectInputStream.readObject()
• java.io.ByteArrayOutputStream.toByteArray()
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public static Object decodeToObject(String encodedObject) {
// Decode and gunzip if necessary
byte[] objBytes = decode(encodedObject);
ByteArrayInputStream
ObjectInputStream
Object obj = null;

bais = null;
ois = null;

try {
bais = new ByteArrayInputStream(objBytes);
ois = new ObjectInputStream(bais);
obj = ois.readObject();
} catch(IOException e) {
e.printStackTrace();
obj = null;
} catch(java.lang.ClassNotFoundException e) {
e.printStackTrace();
obj = null;
} finally {
try { bais.close(); } catch (Exception e) { }
try { ois.close(); } catch (Exception e) { }
}
return obj;
}

Figure 7.4: Base64.decodeToObject, original version

Making Maybe types explicit would force library and documentation authors to specify
where null/none is allowed. It would also draw attention to those places where none
is allowed, to remind documentation authors to specify how a method behaves when
passed none, or the circumstances under which it can return none.6
Second, local variables with delayed initializers proved much more challenging in
Jacksum than in the chat server. Figure 7.4 contains the original code of a method from
6
As a related note, we conjecture that fields with explicit Maybe types should focus programmers’ attention on the costs of delayed initialization, specifically the weakened invariants governing those fields’
values and the attendant run-time checks imposed by the coercions. This, in turn, should encourage
class authors to provide constructors that initialize all fields to non-none values wherever possible, to
avoid Maybe fields.
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public static Maybe<Object> decodeToObject(String encodedObject)
{
// Decode and gunzip if necessary
Maybe<byte[]> objBytes = decode(encodedObject);
try {
ByteArrayStream bais = new ByteArrayInputStream(objBytes.valOf());
try {
ObjectInputStream ois = new ObjectInputStream(bais);
try {
return Maybe.inject(ois.readObject());
} finally {
try { ois.close(); } catch (Exception e) { }
}
} finally {
try { bais.close(); } catch (Exception e) { }
}
} catch (IOException e) {
e.printStackTrace();
return Maybe.inject(null);
} catch (ClassNotFoundException e) {
e.printStackTrace();
return Maybe.inject(null);
}
}

Figure 7.5: Base64.decodeToObject, first migration attempt

the Base64 class. The highlighted declarations, for bais and ois, raise significant difficulties. In translating this function to MIJava, we would ideally like to avoid giving
these two variables Maybe types, so we must drop the initializer expressions. If we
do this, however, the Java compiler signals an error, because the definite-assignment
analysis cannot prove that ois is initialized before its use in the finally block. Indeed, ois can be uninitialized here if the computation of bais’s value, the call to
ByteArrayInputStream’s constructor, terminates with an uncaught exception.
We describe three attempts at a solution here, but none is completely satisfactory.
Our first solution appears in figure 7.5, which does compile, but it imposes severe
costs on the programmer. In this attempt, we adjust the scopes of bais and ois so
we can initialize these variables at their declarations and in the contexts of the correct
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public static Maybe<Object> decodeToObject(String encodedObject)
{
// Decode and gunzip if necessary
Maybe<byte[]> objBytes = decode(encodedObject);
java.util.Stack<InputStream> cleanup =
new java.util.Stack<InputStream>();
try {
ByteArrayStream bais = new ByteArrayInputStream(objBytes.valOf());
cleanup.push(bais);
ObjectInputStream ois = new ObjectInputStream(bais);
cleanup.push(ois);

}

return Maybe.inject(ois.readObject());
} catch (IOException e) {
e.printStackTrace();
return Maybe.inject(null);
} catch (ClassNotFoundException e) {
e.printStackTrace();
return Maybe.inject(null);
} finally {
while (!cleanup.empty()) {
try {
cleanup.pop().close();
} catch (Exception e) { /* NOP */ }
}
}
// end decodeObject

Figure 7.6: Base64.decodeToObject, second migration attempt

exception handlers. The deeply nested try/catch/finally structure is necessary because the scope of a variable declared in a try block does not include the associated
finally block. Because the desired scoping complicates the control flow (and the syntactic nesting) of this method so severely, we cannot reasonably ask programmers to
use this idiom.
In our second attempt, in figure 7.6, we simplify the code’s structure and the control
flow, and instead maintain a work list, as a Stack, that contains those input streams
to be closed upon exit from the function. This solution has two drawbacks, however.
First, it requires the overhead of an additional data structure, which affects both run-
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time memory requirements and program maintainability, as this new data structure
comes with additional invariants. Second, this technique does not scale well to the
general case. It works well here because all values that require cleanup are instances
of the same type, and the cleanup operation requires invocation of the same method
on all applicable values. In the general case, however, these properties do not hold, so
representing the work list and performing the cleanup is much more complex. Indeed,
in the worst case, the work list must be a list of closures, which require significant
syntactic overhead in Java.
In our third attempt, in figure 7.7, we split decodeToObject into two methods. The
first, still called decodeToObject, performs the setup and tear-down logic, and the second, decodeWork, performs the computation of interest. Clients of the original method
continue to call decodeToObject. This strategy has the advantage that the Maybe types
on bais and ois are limited to decodeToObject; the decodeWork method can safely
assume that these objects are always present. The primary drawback to this technique,
of course, is the significant syntactic overhead of the two method definitions, which is
particularly bad in this case because the additional code dwarfs the code that performs
the actual computation.
As difficult as this change was, only one method out of all the classes that we
migrated presented these problems. Based on our experience with this codebase, then,
it appears likely that problems such as this arise only infrequently during migration.

7.3

Conclusion

Our experience with MIJava’s constructors and Maybe types suggests strongly that
programmers can migrate existing Java programs to MIJava with only minor difficulties. In many common cases, moving to MIJava’s constructors requires only changes
to the constructors being migrated. Programmers must make non-local changes (to
other methods in the same class, or to other classes in the program) only in those
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public static Maybe<Object> decodeToObject(String encodedObject)
{
// Decode and gunzip if necessary
Maybe<byte[]> objBytes = decode(encodedObject);
Maybe<ByteArrayInputStream> bais = Maybe.none(null);
Maybe<ObjectInputStream> ois = Maybe.none(null);
try {
bais = Maybe.some(new ByteArrayInputStream(objBytes.valOf()));
ois = Maybe.some(new ObjectInputStream(bais.valOf()));
return decodeWork(ois.valOf());
} catch (IOException e) {
e.printStackTrace();
return Maybe.none(null);
} finally {
// any MaybeExceptions are discarded along with IOExceptions
try { ois.valOf().close(); } catch (Exception e) { }
try { bais.valOf().close(); } catch (Exception e) { }
}
}
private static Maybe<Object> decodeWork(ObjectInputStream ois)
throws IOException {
try {
return Maybe.inject(ois.readObject());
} catch (ClassNotFoundException e) {
e.printStackTrace();
return Maybe.none(null);
}
}

Figure 7.7: Base64.decodeToObject, third migration attempt

situations in which constructors dispatch to helper methods in the class to avoid repeated code, or in which the class relies on an initialization protocol that, like Ant’s
AntTypeDefinition, involves more than invoking the constructor. In cases where the
cost of migrating to an MIJava constructor is extremely high because of the need to
provide values for every field, the programmer has the flexibility to give one or more
fields Maybe types and define a constructor that provides weaker guarantees about
field initialization. The primary outstanding drawback to MIJava’s constructors, as we
define them here, is the duplication of code (beyond that required by Java) in certain
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circumstances, which suggests future work to find abstractions that avoid this while
still allowing MIJava to prove its guarantees statically.
While the experiments with Maybe generally show that introducing these types to existing programs is straightforward (assuming that the program’s binary-only libraries,
including the Java API, also use Maybe), they also suggest future work involving local
variables whose scope interacts poorly with the method’s control flow, as in the Jacksum example. While, as with constructors, the programmer can replace these uses of
null with Maybe without requiring significant modifications to the rest of the method’s
body, this does limit how strong the type system’s guarantees can be, and we would
like to find abstractions that avoid the use of Maybe in these situations.
Even without these better abstractions, though, MIJava still represents an improvement in these cases, because in such situations the original Java program must initialize
the local variable to null, even if the variable in question does not truly represent an
“optional” property. As a result, it is still possible for the program to refer to this variable in an uninitialized state, and Java can provide no protection against this. MIJava
still allows the access, but the Maybe type serves not only to detect these errors sooner,
but also to signal the programmer that greater care is required when dealing with such
variables.

Chapter 8

Related Works

The number of object-oriented languages has proliferated greatly in recent years, producing language implementations, models, and proposals. Many of these languages
attempt to address the problems with null. For those languages like Java that do not
directly attempt to reduce null’s dangers, researchers have also proposed a number of
static analyses to attempt to detect and reason about uses of null. None of these efforts
provide all of MIJava’s benefits, as most omit either a migration path from an existing
language, or a fully general Maybe type, or both.

8.1

Object Creation

Object-oriented languages and models demonstrate a wide range of object initialization
mechanisms, including several that attempt to prevent access to uninitialized fields
through some combination of dynamic and static checks. Most, however, either do not
provide (all of) MIJava’s guarantees or severely weaken the language’s expressiveness
in order to do so.
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General-Purpose Languages
Spec#
In a parallel effort, Spec# [4, 13] has developed constructors that appear to provide
all of the guarantees and flexibilities of MIJava’s constructors. In Spec#, constructors
look much like Java’s, as they are a normal sequence of statements that initialize fields
through standard field assignments. Constructors must also include a call to one of the
superclass’s constructors, written base(...).1 The specific restrictions on this base
call, however, differ from Java and depend on whether the programmer has declared
the constructor to be “delayed” (the default) or not. If the constructor is delayed, then
the following restrictions apply:
• Each control path through the constructor must invoke base exactly once.
• Each control path through the constructor must initialize all non-inherited fields
of non-null type by assigning to them at least once. These initializations may
appear either before or after the call to base.
• Before calling base, references to this, including implicit ones, may appear only
in contexts of the form this.fd = expr.
• After the call to base, the program may refer to this, but it has “delayed” type,
signaling that it is not completely initialized. Additional constraints apply to
objects with delayed type:
– Programs may assign to fields in delayed objects, to complete their initialization.
1

As in Java and C#, Spec# constructors may dispatch to another constructor in the same class by
writing this(...) instead of calling the superclass’s constructor. Neither the Spec# documentation
nor the research literature describes how such constructor dispatches interact with the restrictions on
constructors or the creation of cyclical objects.
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– Programs may invoke only delayed methods2 on delayed objects. (In a delayed method or constructor, this has delayed type.)
– All fields in a delayed object are also delayed and thus subject to the same restrictions. In particular, therefore, a program may not perform any primitive
operations that require the value of a delayed field, like arithmetic computation or writing the contents of the field to an output device.
Different restrictions, however, apply if the programmer explicitly marks the constructor as not delayed: each control path through the constructor must initialize all
fields of non-null type before calling base, this is otherwise inaccessible before the call
to base, and after that call, this does not have delayed type. As a result, non-delayed
Spec# constructors are (it appears) essentially equivalent to MIJava’s. The portion of
the Spec# constructor before the call to base corresponds roughly to MIJava’s field initialization sections, and the remaining part of the constructor is equivalent to MIJava’s
postinit blocks.
In each case, the Spec# type checker verifies that constructors and delayed methods
satisfy the above requirements. These requirements appear to be sufficient to guarantee that no program accesses an uninitialized field, although Fähndrich and Xia do not
provide a formal proof of this guarantee.
While delayed types, methods, and constructors are primarily part of Spec#’s mechanism for constructing cyclical data structures, and we discuss them further in that
context below, they do affect the language’s ability to represent certain construction
features. First, by marking individual methods as delayed, programmers can spread
object initialization code out across these delayed methods, thereby factoring repeated
code out from multiple constructors. Second, because delayed constructors do not allow actions that require access to the object under construction, delayed constructors
2
Unlike constructors, methods are not delayed by default; programmers must explicitly mark them
as such.
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have no equivalent to MIJava’s postinit blocks. Instead, class authors must defer such
computation to a normal (non-delayed) method, which clients must explicitly call after
instantiating the object.3
Two primary differences remain between MIJava’s constructors and Spec#’s nondelayed constructors. First, MIJava guarantees that all fields are initialized before use;
Spec# guarantees this only for fields of non-null type. Second, MIJava executes the
base class’s field initialization section before that of the derived class, whereas Spec#
performs these operations in the opposite order. We conjecture that both orders lend
themselves equally well to the development of new classes written directly in MIJava
or Spec#. In migrating classes from either Java or C#, however, the difference can have
significant consequences, as it affects the order in which the program executes any sideeffecting operations in the constructors. (The order in which the fields are initialized is
less important, because, as we have argued above, programs cannot observe partiallyinitialized objects.) MIJava’s preservation of Java’s initialization order simplifies the
migration process, since (if nothing else) programmers do not have to reason about
whether side-effecting constructors are independent of this order.
Finally, although the Spec# wiki4 does mention integration with C#, this discussion is limited to instructions for invoking the compiler correctly, so Spec# cannot be
considered an extension of C# in any meaningful sense. MIJava, in contrast, demonstrates how to add uninitialized-field guarantees to an existing language and provides
a migration path from that language.

OCaml
Object initialization in OCaml [27, 45] is extremely restrictive compared to Java and
other mainstream OO languages, as OCaml classes are effectively limited to a single
3

In a non-delayed constructor, on the other hand, the code that appears after the call to base is
equivalent to a MIJava postinit block, but programmers cannot use such a constructor in the (nonassignment-based) creation of object cycles.
4
http://channel9.msdn.com/wiki/specsharp/homepage/, as of December 14, 2008
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constructor. OCaml does enforce the distinction between the two stages of object initialization, and field initialization expressions may not refer to this, ensuring that all
fields are accessed before they are initialized. Further, classes may contain a single
initializer declaration, which is similar to MIJava’s postinit blocks. Our experience
with MzScheme’s object system [15, Ch. 5], which uses a similar initialization mechanism, demonstrates that one constructor per class is simply not enough for large-scale
software development. MIJava generalizes OCaml’s simplistic constructor model to a
realistic mechanism such as that found in Java.

Fortress
Fortress’s object initialization [1, Ch. 11] is a simplification of OCaml’s and is thus even
more restrictive. Fortress omits initializer blocks, so this is completely inaccessible
during object construction. Additionally, Fortress classes may only extend traits, which
do not have fields, so superclass initialization is not a concern, and the language avoids
all the problems that arise therefrom.

PLT Scheme
The class system in PLT Scheme [15, Ch. 5] uses an initialization mechanism similar to
OCaml’s in which classes have a single constructor, and fields must have initialization
expressions. Unlike OCaml, though, these expressions may invoke methods on the
current object and may therefore refer to uninitialized fields.

Theta
Theta [9, 29] is a class-based object-oriented language developed for use within an
object-oriented database system. Although it provides both a sophisticated construction system that avoids uninitialized field references and a maybe type similar to ML’s,
the authors do not address its use in situations with large existing code bases. They
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object NullInit {
class Test {
var s : String = _
def this(s_in : String) { this(); println(this.m()); s = s_in }
def m() : int = s.length()
}
def main(args : Array[String]) {
val dummy = new Test("Hello, world!")
println("done");
}
}

Figure 8.1: Uninitialized field reference in Scala

instead propose Theta as an entirely new language, rather than making incremental
changes to an existing language, and they fail to provide any sort of migration path for
programmers who want to take advantage of Theta’s guarantees in existing programs.

Moby
Moby [42] is an ML-like language that includes an object system. Unlike OCaml, Moby
supports multiple constructors (called “makers”) in a single class. It requires each
maker to initialize its superclass as well as all fields defined locally, and it prohibits
references to this within the maker body, and this appears to be sufficient to prevent
access to uninitialized fields. As much as it uses ideas from ML, however, Moby is a
completely separate language, not a set of incremental changes to an existing language,
and its authors also do not provide a migration path for existing ML programs.

Scala
Scala [35] also extends OCaml’s approach to support multiple constructors, but field
initialization code may refer to this in Scala. As a result, Scala suffers from all the
problems discussed in Chapter 2, as the code in figure 8.1 demonstrates. Upon exe-
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#include <stdio.h>
typedef struct S {
int x;
int *y;
} S;
S *mk_s();
void use_s(S *);
int main() {
S *p = mk_s();
use_s(p);
return 0;
}
S *mk_s() {
S *result = (S*) malloc(sizeof(S));
result->x = 3;
return result;
}
void use_s(S *p) {
printf("%d\n", *(p->y));
}

Figure 8.2: Initialization analysis in Cyclone

cution, this program terminates with an uncaught (Java) null-pointer exception at the
highlighted expression.5

Cyclone
Cyclone [21, 25],6 a safe variant of C, provides a static analysis that ensures that all
variables of pointer type are initialized before use, but this does not apply to variables
of other type. As an example, consider the program in figure 8.2. The compiler signals
a warning at the return statement in the mk_s function, indicating that the returned
5
6

Scala 2.7.1 final, Java 1.5.0_16, Mac OS 10.5.5.
See also http://cyclone.thelanguage.org/.
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expression may not be fully initialized, and refuses to compile the program. If, however, we modify the highlighted declaration to give the y field the type int rather than
int*, the compiler issues no warning. Any use of result in the body of the mk_s
function, such as passing it as an argument to another function, would also trigger
the compiler diagnostic and prevent compilation. Of course, since Cyclone extends
C and not C++, it does not have direct support for objects, inheritance, and dynamic
dispatch and thus avoids many of the initialization problems of Chapter 2. Its pointer
initialization analysis, therefore, is of limited applicability to explicitly object-oriented
languages like MIJava.

C++
C++ [51] attempts to prevent uninitialized field accesses by treating virtual method dispatch in a special way in the dynamic extent of constructors. Programmers may refer
to this at any point in the execution of a constructor, and the run-time system adjusts
the dynamic type of the object *this as construction proceeds. As an example, consider the program in figure 8.3. The allocation of an instance of type Derived starts by
executing Derived’s constructor, which calls Base’s. As execution moves through the
two constructors, the run-time system updates the dynamic type (i.e., vtable pointer) of
the object *this to correspond to the constructor currently executing. So, during the
dynamic extent of Base’s constructor, the object under construction has the dynamic
type Base, even though it is “really” an instance of Derived, and thus the first call to
m executes Base’s implementation of the method. When control returns to Derived’s
constructor, the object *this now has dynamic type Derived, and so the second call
to m executes the implementation in Derived. As a result, the above program prints
“Base” and then “Derived” upon execution.
This strategy is, however, an imperfect solution to the uninitialized-field problem,
for two reasons. First, this method can only guarantee that the program never accesses
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class Base {
public:
Base() { m(); }
virtual void m() {
std::cout << "Base\n";
}
}
class Derived : public Base {
public:
Derived() : Base() { m(); }
virtual void m() {
std::cout << "Derived\n";
}
}
int main() {
Derived d;
return 0;
}

Figure 8.3: Dynamic dispatch in C++ constructors

an uninitialized field if every constructor for a class C initializes every field in C before
performing any other operations on this, but the compiler issues no diagnostics if a
class author neglects one or more fields. Second, this mechanism makes it possible for
programs to call pure virtual (i.e., abstract) methods, causing (on one implementation)
the run-time system to abort the program. Some compilers can detect this invocation
of pure virtual methods under certain circumstances, but not in the general case. The
program in figure 8.4, for instance, compiles without error but fails at runtime. As in
the first example, the allocation of d causes the program to call Derived’s constructor,
which calls Base’s, which in turn calls Base’s m2() method. This calls the m() method,
and since execution is in the dynamic extent of Base’s constructor, C++’s interpretation
of dynamic dispatch requires the program to select Base’s implementation of m().
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#include <iostream>
using namespace std;
class Base {
public:
Base() { m2(); }
virtual ~Base() { }
virtual void m() = 0;
void m2() { this->m(); }
};
class Derived : public Base {
public:
Derived() : Base() { }
virtual ~Derived() { }
virtual void m() {
cout << "Derived::m" << endl;
}
};
int main() {
Derived d;
return 0;
}

Figure 8.4: Executing a pure virtual method in C++

Since this implementation does not exist, the runtime system aborts the program.7

Haskell’s Overlooked Object System
Kiselyov and Lämmel describe OOHaskell [26], a library that supports Java-like classbased object oriented programming in Haskell [40]. OOHaskell represents objects as
(extensible) records of functions; the functions correspond to Java’s methods. Object
fields in this system are merely variables bound within the methods; mutable fields
have type, e.g., IORef Int or STRef Int. Classes, however, do not have an explicit
7

Tested on GCC 4.0.1, Mac OS X 10.5.4.
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mk_rectangle x y width height self
= do
-- invoke "constructor" in superclass (shape)
super <- shape x y self
-- declare mutable fields
w <- newIORef width
h <- newIORef height
-- construct & return object (record of methods)
returnIO $
getWidth .=. readIORef w
.*. getHeight .=. readIORef h
.*. setWidth .=. (\neww -> writeIORef w neww)
.*. setHeight .=. (\newh -> writeIORef h newh)
-- etc
.*. super

Figure 8.5: OOHaskell Example constructor

representation separate from the functions that create instances.
Figure 8.5 displays an example of object creation in OOHaskell. The mk_rectangle
function, which serves as the constructor of the implicit rectangle “class,” takes five arguments and produces a new rectangle instance. The first four parameters, x, y, width,
and height, are initialization parameters for the object, much like Java constructor arguments, and the fifth parameter, self, is a reference to the object itself. The function
invokes the superclass’s “constructor” to obtain the record representing an instance
of the superclass, declares various bindings corresponding to Java fields, and then extends the superclass instance record with new slots corresponding to the class’s methods. The expression label .=. value is record-component specification, which serves
the purpose of method definition, and the .*. operator is record extension.
To create an instance of this class, a client writes
mfix (mk_rectangle (10 :: Int) (20 :: Int) 5 6),
where the mfix function, in Haskell’s MonadFix class, “feeds the object to its own
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constructor,” so to speak, and finds the fixed point implicit in the methods’ mutual
recursion. Since fields are normal Haskell bindings, programmers cannot create a field
without specifying an initial value (even if the value is Nothing, for fields of Maybe
type), so guarantees against uninitialized field access follow directly from the underlying language.
Because the identifier self is in scope throughout the constructor, it is possible to
write code that invokes a method on self before the object has been constructed, as
in the highlighted expression in figure 8.6. (Note that, even though Haskell is lazy, the
highlighted expression is guaranteed to execute before the record creation, since the
entire body of the constructor is in a do form.) This pre-mature method call, however,
does not observe the uninitialized field as it would in Java or C++, but rather diverges.
To avoid this problem, the authors provide an additional construction mechanism that
uses OOHaskell functions new and construct instead of mfix and returnIO, respectively, as demonstrated in figure 8.7. With these functions, OOHaskell uses the type
system to ensure that the program cannot invoke methods on self before constructing the record and computing the fixed point, and the highlighted expression in this
new figure results in a compile-time type error when uncommented. Their strategy for
preventing premature computation on an object does not work for Java, however, as
it relies both on Haskell’s advanced type system and on its lazy evaluation, neither of
which are available in traditional OO languages.

Other Systems
In Eiffel [31, 10], a class author may specify one or more creation routines that play
the role of constructor. These creation routines may execute arbitrary code and may
therefore refer to an uninitialized field. This is mitigated somewhat by Eiffel’s contract
system, which provides a way to detect incompletely-initialized objects upon entry
into a method called by a constructor, particularly through the use of class invariants.
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mk_rectangle x y width height self
= do
-- declare mutable fields
w <- newIORef width
h <- newIORef height
print (self # getWidth)
-- construct & return object
returnIO $
getWidth .=. readIORef
.*. getHeight .=. readIORef
.*. setWidth .=. (\neww ->
.*. setHeight .=. (\newh ->
.*. emptyRecord

(record of methods)
w
h
writeIORef w neww)
writeIORef h newh)

Figure 8.6: OOHaskell: Premature computation on an object

mk_rectangle x y width height self
= do
-- declare mutable fields
w <- newIORef width
h <- newIORef height
-- print (self # getWidth)
-- construct & return object
construct self (\self ->
getWidth .=. readIORef
.*. getHeight .=. readIORef
.*. setWidth .=. (\neww ->
.*. setHeight .=. (\newh ->
.*. emptyRecord)

(record of methods)
w
h
writeIORef w neww)
writeIORef h newh)

Figure 8.7: OOHaskell: Statically preventing premature computation
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Contracts can only catch such partial initializations, however, if the class author has
written the contracts in question, and even then the language does not signal an error
until run-time. MIJava detects partial initialization statically with no additional effort
by the class constructor.
O’Haskell8 [34] defines another object-oriented extension to Haskell whose initialization mechanism is much like OCaml’s: constructors are standard functions which
accept arguments and return newly constructed objects, as in section 3.1 of Nordlander’s thesis. As in OCaml, all field declarations must have initial value expressions.
This use of functions to create objects causes the same problems with subclassing as
static factory methods do in Java,9 but they avoid the problem by providing only structural subtyping without behavioral inheritance [34, §2.7]. (In the terminology typically
used in the Java and C++ communities, O’Haskell provides something close to interface
inheritance but not implementation inheritance.) As a result, the notion of a subclass
does not exist, so the problem of superclass initialization does not arise.
ML-ART [44], like OOHaskell, represents traditional class-based object-oriented
concepts in a functional language (here, ML) through clever use of features in the host
language’s type system. Object instantiation in ML-ART, like in OOHaskell, avoids
uninitialized fields through the use of the underlying language’s record creation mechanism, which requires initial value expressions for all fields. This strategy is not available in languages based on Java, since Java does not have a notion of records.
Smalltalk [18] and its descendant Objective C [2] rely on an initialization protocol
that requires the client to invoke two methods in succession. The first method, a class
method named new, allocates memory for an instance of the class and, by default, sets
all of the instance’s fields to nil. The second method, an instance method, performs
the rest of the initialization. BETA [30] and gbeta [12] use a similar mechanism with
8

http://www.cs.chalmers.se/~nordland/ohaskell/
Classes with static factories typically have only private constructors, to ensure that all instantiation
happens through one of the factory methods. As a result, such classes cannot have subclasses, because
there is no way for a subclass to invoke its superclass’s constructor.
9
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minor surface differences. In all of these languages, the initialization method has full
access to this and therefore suffers from the problems in Chapter 2. Additionally, it is
entirely the client’s responsibility to invoke the second method; the language issues no
error or warning if the client performs other operations on the object before invoking
the initialization method.
Typestate, introduced by Strom and Yemini [50], extends traditional types with
additional information about values and the operations legal upon them. While, for
instance, Java’s type system cannot distinguish between a java.io.InputStream instance that is open and one that has been closed, a typestate extension to Java could
track how a variable of type InputStream passes from one state to another. As a result,
this system could statically prevent a program from reading from a closed stream. The
authors also provide several examples of using typestate to prevent accesses of uninitialized local variables. Applying typestate to field initialization is an obvious extension, and the J\mask calculus of Qi and Meyers [43] explores precisely this possibility.
J\mask extends the Java type system with field masks that indicate those fields
which may (or must) not be initialized. For instance, if T is a class with fields x, y,
and z, then the type T\x describes an object of class T in which the field x may not
yet be initialized but y and z definitely are; the type system prevents references to x
(though assignments are of course legal). The J\mask programmer annotates methods
and constructors with effect clauses indicating their (de)initialization behavior. While
the J\mask type system cannot infer these effects, the language does provide defaults
that, according to the authors, suffice in the common cases. A type system similar to
these masked types might be useful in reasoning about the creation and manipulation
of partial pre-objects, as mentioned in our discussion of the migration of Jacksum
to MIJava’s constructors in section 7.1. Their type system, however, is dramatically
more complex than either Java or MIJava. Further, unlike MIJava, they do not have
explicit support for null-as-Maybe, and they do not discuss a migration path from Java
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to J\mask. Instead, it appears that a programmer must write the entire program in
J\mask to benefit from its stronger guarantees. Finally, we conjecture that the effect
annotations on methods and constructors can interfere with abstraction in much the
same way that Java’s throws clauses currently do, as we describe in section 6.5.

Formal Models
Of the three major formal models of Java, only Featherweight Java’s constructor mechanism [24] ensures that all fields are initialized. Because Featherweight’s constructors
require the initial field values (for all fields in the class) as arguments, though, they are
not suitable for large-scale software development. ClassicJava [14] has no constructors
but instead requires the client to initialize fields with explicit field assignments, and
Middleweight Java [5] simply models Java’s constructors directly.
Additionally, none of the languages discussed above has formal models that include
the entire object construction mechanism. OCaml’s model due to Rémy [45] is the
closest, but it only covers applicative field initialization and omits the initializer
section.10 Supporting multiple constructors, each with its own postinit block, is by far
the most complex part of MIJModel and MIJava’s implementation.

Static Analyses
Many people have proposed static analysis techniques to detect and report uses of
uninitialized fields, such as Seo et al [46, 47]. Their analysis is a first-order, type-based
analysis; for method calls, they take the most conservative approach and consider the
effects of the named method as implemented in all possible subtypes of the message
recipient. It is a conservative analysis in the sense that all uninitialized field references
are reported (and they provide a proof of this soundness property), but the report may
contain additional false positives. As a result, their error reporting is much coarser than
10

The more recent model of OCaml by Owens [36] omits the object system completely.
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ours: while MIJava can identify the particular constructor that fails to initialize a field,
they appear to be able to say only that a particular field is read before initialization.
Additionally, they provide no discussion of the precision of their analysis, how many
false positives they obtain in practice, and whether their users can easily determine
which errors represent actual problems and which do not.
Several analysis techniques [38, 39, 54] attempt to discover various properties of
programs in Java-like languages using techniques based on CFA [48] or SBA [22]. None
of these analyses, however, attempts to conclude anything about the contents of fields
beyond their types and so provide no more information about the program than the
Java or C# type systems already yield. They specifically do not attempt to detect references to uninitialized fields.
Hovemeyer et al [23] describe a first-order dataflow analysis that is intended to detect null-pointer dereferences in arbitrary Java method definitions. They do not explicitly use their analysis to ensure that a constructor initializes each field before accessing
it, and it is not clear if their analysis applies to this question, as they have published
only an informal description of the analysis. It seems, however, to be possible to use
their technique to ensure that no fields are null at any reference to this within the
constructor or when the constructor returns. This approach, however, has two drawbacks. First, their method is incapable of distinguishing between an uninitialized field
and a field that has been initialized to null. More seriously, they acknowledge that
their analysis is unsound. MIJava avoids both of these problems.

8.2 Maybe types
Types similar to MIJava’s Maybe are well-known, appearing in Haskell directly and
in SML and OCaml as OPTION; similar types appear in derived languages, such as
Mobyand OOHaskell. In these languages, however, programmers use the built-in
general-purpose pattern matching mechanism to dispatch on and deconstruct Maybe
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values. Some object-oriented languages, like Theta, also provide a Maybe type with pattern matching (although Theta’s is less general than ML’s and Haskell’s, as it does not
support nested patterns). For an existing language like Java, decomposition through
pattern matching is not a good fit, as it would require significant programmer-visible
additions to the language.
Many research object-oriented languages like Spec# and Cyclone address the problem of null-as-Maybe by adding non-null pointers to a Java- or C-like type system. For
instance, in Spec#, the type T induces another type T! that represents a non-null reference to T. A programmer may use an expression of type T in a context that expects T!,
and the compiler inserts a run-time check and issues a warning. Alternatively, the program can explicitly check whether the reference is null, and the type system uses this
check to refine the type within the body of the conditional, as in the following example:
T t = ...;
Console.WriteLine(t.name);

// issues "may be null" warning

if (t != null) {
// t has type T! in this block
Console.WriteLine(t.name);

// no warning

}
This is much less expressive than Maybe as found in MIJava, Haskell, or ML, because it
does not support a representation for Maybe<Maybe<T>> and thus methods that return
the nullable type T are potentially ambiguous, as we discuss above in section 3.1.
Both Spec# and Cyclone support the equivalent of MIJava’s coercions. If a programmer in either of these languages uses an expression of nullable pointer type T in a
context expecting the corresponding non-nullable type T!, the compiler issues a warning and inserts a run-time check to ensure that the pointer is not null. The programmer
can disable this warning either by inserting an explicit cast to T!, or (in Spec#) explicitly
compare the reference to null, but the run-time check clearly remains in either case.
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Cω [6], an extension of C#, has support for non-null types as a special case of
streams. For a type T, the three derived types T*, T?, and T! denote streams of T of,
respectively, arbitrary length, at most one element, and exactly one element. In stream
contexts, then, T! and T? serve the same purposes as MIJava’s types T and Maybe<T>,
respectively. Because Cω automatically flattens nested streams—that is, the types T*
and T** are equivalent—it conflates the types T?? and T?, so Cω has no equivalent to
MIJava’s Maybe<Maybe<T>> types.11
Fortress has a Maybe type, but it provides pattern matching and an unJust method,
similar to MIJava’s valOf, for programmers to decompose Maybe values, rather than
MIJava’s implicit coercions.
Scala has an explicit Maybe[T] type, but it is an imperfect solution to the problem
of removing null from Java. Scala still includes the value null, as distinct from none.
Expressions of object type, including those of type Maybe[T], may evaluate to null,
so programmers cannot escape the engineering problems associated with the presence
of this value. Additionally, Scala requires programmers to use the language’s general
pattern matching facility to decompose Maybe values, and this requires larger additions
to Java than MIJava’s implicit coercions.
Chadwick and Lieberherr propose DemeterF [8], a system in which the programmer defines “traversals” on data structures; these traversals are a generalization of the
visitor pattern [17]. Their language for describing data structures includes a parameterized Option type, similar to MIJava’s Maybe. In his forthcoming thesis proposal,
Chadwick describes DemeterF’s type system, which statically guarantees that programs
never attempt to extract the value from none and thus never generate the equivalent
of MIJava’s valof-none exception or Java’s null-pointer exception. As a consequence,
whenever the program applies a traversal to an object graph that includes values of
11

The model in the paper avoids access to uninitialized fields of non-nullable type through the same
constructor mechanism in Featherweight Java: ignoring details of surface syntax, each class has a single constructor that takes one argument for every field in the class, including those inherited from
superclasses.
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Option type, the programmer must supply a visitor that explicitly includes code to
handle both some and none cases. This requirement is simply an example of the tradeoffs associated with static typing: DemeterF provides stronger static guarantees than
MIJava, but at the cost of rejecting more programs that would complete without type
error. We claim that these additional rejections have a significant impact, requiring the
traversal author to specify behavior for both some and none, even in those (relatively
common) cases where the programmer knows that none cannot occur. In contrast,
MIJava’s implicit coercions defer much of the checking until runtime but allow the
programmer to omit code for the none case when appropriate.12

In their formalization of traversal specifications [37], Palsberg, Xiao, and Lieberherr
define the notion of object graph conformance (to a specified class graph). Among
other restrictions, a conformant object graph cannot contain null. Although they do not
address this in the paper, programmers can still represent optional properties in this
system through the use of a distinguished “sentinel” object that represents an absence
of the parameter; the alternative implementation of Maybe discussed in section 3.3 is
one such mechanism. In addition to requiring the programmer to define the sentinel
object, such strategies also suffer from many of the same problems discussed in the
earlier section, especially those involving subclassing and final classes. Further, the
authors do not discuss extending these non-null guarantees to local variables, method
parameters, method results, and array elements. Finally, they do not address the object
creation process and thus provide neither a default value for uninitialized fields nor an
argument that such a default is unnecessary.

12

In the implementation of DemeterF, the programmer may choose not to run the type checker. In
that case, of course, the programmer does not have to provide complete traversals in all cases, but
DemeterF cannot guarantee the absence of none.
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Delayed Initialization

Most object-oriented languages do not attempt to provide any support for delayed initialization beyond that of Java. All of the languages we have surveyed require the use
of an initial placeholder (and thus a Maybe-like type, when possible) and subsequent
field assignment for initialization delayed because the necessary values are unavailable.
Only J\mask attempts to give the programmer additional support for this, through its
types that reflect which fields have been initialized and which have not. Many of these
languages do provide support for the creation of (statically known) cycles; we discuss
those further below. And finally, only those languages that have general support for
laziness (OOHaskell, O’Haskell, OCaml, and PLT Scheme) support lazy field initialization directly; all others require the “lazy load” pattern of section 4.3.

Cycle Creation
Most of the languages surveyed here have no support for the creation of cyclical data
structures without the use of side effects; cycle creation in these languages therefore
requires (the equivalent of) null as a temporary value, regardless of whether the cycle’s
structure is known at compile-time. As a consequence, those languages like Fortress
that have a Maybe or non-null reference type require the programmer to give fields
that participate in the cycle the more general type (i.e., nullable reference or Maybe<T>)
and, where appropriate, mark the field as mutable. The explicit Maybe type imposes
syntactic overhead on all references to the field, although (as discussed previously)
this signals the programmer that it is unsafe to assume that these fields are initialized
before use. More seriously, these type and mutability requirements greatly restrict the
class author’s ability to state invariants about the fields in the type system: the fields
in the cycle must have Maybe type, even if they do not actually represent optional
properties of the containing object, and they must be mutable, even if the programmer
wishes to forbid mutation after creating the cycle.
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Spec#
As we discussed in Chapter 4, Spec# provides a mechanism for constructing cyclical
data structures without explicit side effects, as described in Fähndrich and Xia [13].
Like our proposed mechanism, objects in a cycle have “delayed” type (corresponding
to our “interim” type) until all such objects have been fully constructed. However,
Spec#’s mechanism (or the documentation thereof) appears to be very limited in the
kinds of cycles it can construct. For instance, in the code in figure 8.8 (from the Spec#
wiki) the List constructor creates a cycle containing two objects, a List instance and
a Node instance. However, the language does not appear to support the creation of a
cycle of Nodes outside the context of a List. That is, Spec# does not appear to have an
equivalent of the proposed cyclical declaration form from Chapter 4, so languages
like MIJava and OCaml appear to be more flexible. Additionally, since the creation
of such cycles requires the use of “delayed” constructors, the classes cannot perform
actions that require access to the objects as non-delayed values during construction
(as is possible in MIJava’s postinit blocks in the proposal of section 4.2. Instead, the
class authors must defer such computation to a normal method, which clients must
explicitly call after instantiating the various objects.
We cannot make this comparison with certainty, however, because Fähndrich and
Xia’s paper concentrates on the formal model of delayed types and does not provide
sufficient details of the concrete syntax in the Spec# implementation, and the Spec#
documentation is completely silent on this point. Spec# also appears to have no support for creating cycles whose structure is not determined until runtime.
Fähndrich and Xia also acknowledge the potential for error in the interaction between exception handling and delayed object initialization. In particular, the program
in figure 8.9 demonstrates how a delayed object can “escape” before being fully initialized. This program compiles with two warnings about potentially null receivers
(e.item in the first highlighted expression, and b in the second) but no other compiler
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class List {
Node! head;
public List() {
this.head = new Node(this);
}
}
class Node {
List! list;
Node! prev;
Node! next;
public Node([Microsoft.Contracts.Delayed] List! list) {
this.list = list;
this.prev = this;
this.next = this;
}
}

Figure 8.8: Cycle creation in Spec#

diagnostics. Upon execution, the program performs the following actions:

1. Main begins by instantiating ExnContainer; this invokes the class’s sole constructor, which is delayed.

2. ExnContainer’s constructor calls base, and then establishes an exception handler. Within this handler, it calls the foo method.

3. The foo method creates a new instance of ExnItem, supplying a reference to
the ExnContainer object as an argument. (This is legal only because ExnItem’s
constructor declares the corresponding formal argument to be delayed.)

4. The ExnItem constructor stores a reference to itself in the ExnContainer’s item
field. Then, before it completes its initialization, it throws an exception, which
leaves the msg field null—even though it has non-null type.
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using System;
public class ExnContainer {
public ExnItem item;
public ExnContainer() {
base();
try {
foo();
} catch (TestException) {
Console.WriteLine("caught");
}
}
[Microsoft.Contracts.Delayed]
public void foo() {
new ExnItem(this, "x");
}
static void Main() {
ExnContainer e = new ExnContainer();
Console.WriteLine( e.item.msg.Length );
}
}
public class ExnItem {
public string! msg;
public ExnItem([Microsoft.Contracts.Delayed] ExnContainer b, string! s) {
base();
b.item = this;
throw(new TestException());
msg = s;
}
}
public class TestException : Exception {
public TestException() {
base();
}
}

Figure 8.9: Exposing partially-initialized objects in Spec#
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5. Control returns to the catch block in ExnContainer’s constructor, which prints
caught.
6. ExnContainer’s constructor returns to Main, which attempts to refer to a field of
e.item.msg, only to fail with a null-reference exception. (This demonstrates that
Spec#’s type system is unsound, as msg has non-null type!)13
They propose to address this problem by prohibiting exception handlers within
constructors (and, presumably, other delayed methods), arguing that this restriction is
sufficient to ensure that no delayed object “escapes” before becoming completely initialized. In the example above, for instance, the handler for the TestException would
have to appear in Main, which would not have a reference to the ExnContainer instance, let alone the ExnItem instance. Further, the exception object could not contain
a reference to either instance, because Spec# does not permit fields to have delayed
type, and the type system forbids programs from storing delayed references into nondelayed fields. The authors, however, provide only an informal argument that this
restriction is sufficient to avoid this problem and do not investigate the question in
detail. Further, they do not explore the impact of this restriction and its potential loss
of expressiveness on programmers.

OCaml and PLT Scheme
As discussed in Chapter 4, OCaml allows programmers to create cyclical data structures without explicit side effects or laziness, by extending the recursive local binding
form to allow certain forms of expressions beyond functions on the right-hand side
of the bindings. The statically-enforced restrictions on the form of these expressions
guarantee that the program cannot refer to any of the values being created until it has
completed the cyclical structure. This support, however, does not extend to the cre13
Note further that the warnings do not accurately suggest the source of the error, as neither of the
indicated receivers, e or item, is in fact null.
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ation of class instances, nor does it support the creation of cycles whose structure is
not known at compile time.
To create cycles involving objects, therefore, an OCaml programmer must use one of
two techniques. In addition to the strategy described above that uses post-construction
mutation to create the cycle, an OCaml programmer can also use explicit laziness, as
in the following example:
class circlist (datum : int) (next : circlist Lazy.t) =
object
method get_datum = datum
method get_next = Lazy.force next
end
(* let rec allows "lazy (...)" but
let cycle = (let rec a = lazy (new
and b = lazy (new
and c = lazy (new
in (Lazy.force a))

not "new
circlist
circlist
circlist

C
1
2
3

..." *)
b)
c)
a)

With this implementation, all references to the next field within the class must explicitly force the delayed computation, as in the highlighted expression above. Both
alternatives, therefore, impose a significant burden on the class author. Further, only
the first alternative supports the creation of cycles whose structure is not known until
runtime.
PLT Scheme’s support for cyclical objects is similar to OCaml’s. MzScheme’s shared
construction does not permit the direct construction of cycles involving objects. Programmers have the option of using the language’s delay form, similar to OCaml’s lazy,
but at the cost of having to force all references to the affected fields.

J\mask
J\mask’s type system grants programmers significant flexibility in delaying the initialization of certain fields without the presence of a distinguished null value, because the
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type system prevents access to uninitialized fields. This extends even to the creation
of cyclical data structures, through their use of conditional masks, which denote types
of objects whose initialization status depends on that of other objects. For instance,
the type T\f[x.g] denotes the type T in which the field f is initialized but refers to
a partially initialized object. After the program initializes x.g, then the object in the
field f is fully initialized, and the mask is removed. Complex rules for the cancellation
of cyclical conditional masks allow programmers to use these types, along with explicit field assignments, to create cyclical data structures and to have static guarantees
that programs never refer to uninitialized fields, even those in cycles. Unlike MIJava,
J\mask’s support for delayed initialization applies even to those cycles whose structure is not known until runtime, but at the cost of a great deal of additional complexity
in the type system.

OOHaskell
Although Kiselyov and Lämmel do not discuss the creation of object cycles explicitly,
it is possible to create such cycles in OOHaskell without using field mutation, although the programmer must make two changes to the object creation mechanism discussed previously. First, as mutually-recursive scope is necessary to construct cycles in
Haskell, and as the object creation operation inhabits the IO monad,14 the programmer
must use the mdo form instead of the more typical do to bind the newly-created objects
to identifiers.15 Second, because the type inferred by Haskell for an object includes the
signatures of all the object’s methods, the class author must exercise special care when
dealing with method arguments or results that have the same type as the containing
object. Such methods frequently arise in objects that participate in cycles; for example,
14
Programmers can in special cases write object creations functions that do not have monadic type,
but the use of the safer construct and new forms force the use of the IO monad.
15
The mdo form is not part of Haskell 98 but is instead provided as part of the Glasgow extensions.
Since, however, OOHaskell itself requires these extensions, this does not require any language facilities
not already available.
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an object that represents a node in a circular list likely has a getNext method that
returns the next object (of the same “class”) in the list. If getNext simply returns the
next object, then Haskell will attempt to infer a recursive type for the object and signal
a compile-time error, because Haskell does not support equi-recursive types. The same
problem arises if an object contains a method that takes an argument of the same type
as the containing object, like setNext in the circular list.16 To address these problems,
the class author must add a level of indirection to give the object an iso-recursive type,
as discussed in section 5.8 of Kiselyov and Lämmel’s paper.

O’Haskell
The object creation in O’Haskell is also a monadic operation and thus suffers from the
limits of do bindings as discussed above. However, O’Haskell is available only as a
customized build of Hugs,17 so we suspect that the Glasgow extensions, including mdo,
are not available in this system. Since, however, O’Haskell was last released in January,
2001, it fails to compile or run on modern versions of Linux, Windows XP, and Mac OS,
and we therefore cannot test this claim.

16

Since the problem arises whether the object type appears on the left or right of the arrow in the
method’s type, the problem with recursive types appears even in objects that require the client to use
field mutation to establish cycles.
17
http://haskell.org/hugs

Chapter 9

Lessons for the Future
In addition to supporting our claim that removing null from Java can have significant
engineering benefits with limited impact on existing programs, our work makes several
additional contributions for future researchers and language designers. Our experiences with MIJava suggest many avenues for future work on Java-like object-oriented
languages. Additionally, several of the design decisions we made in this effort and the
practical consequences of those decisions provide valuable lessons for other language
designers, even those working outside the realm of object-oriented programming languages.

9.1

Future Work

Our work thus far, especially our experience using MIJava with existing code bases,
suggests several directions for further researc. This includes extending the implementation of MIJava to support additional Java features like inner classes and extending
MIJava’s design with additional features for programmer convenience. Additionally,
there are some open questions remaining, particularly involving the initialization of
static fields.
185
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Translation
The translation as described in Chapter 6 lacks support for several important features
of Java and MIJava, and additional effort is required to make it usable on arbitrarily
complex Java programs. Three main points remain to be addressed: support for nested
and local classes, removing or mitigating the restrictions on MIJava classes that extend
Java classes, and making MIJava’s initialization system more flexible (while preserving
safety) to allow cleaner solutions to some of the problems discussed in Chapter 7.
The translation does not currently support nested or local classes. Specifically,
it can translate a MIJava class that contains nested classes, but it cannot translate a
nested class written in MIJava. In addition to implementation work, we need to explore the interaction between MIJava’s initialization mechanism and Java’s initialization mechanism for nested classes to be sure that no violations of MIJava’s guarantees
can arise as a result; extending MIJModel is a necessary first step.
We conjecture that the restriction on constructors in Java superclasses of MIJava
classes is not, in fact, a significant problem during program migration. Consider the
case where a programmer migrates a class C from Java to MIJava, where C’s superclass D is still written in Java. Because Java requires each of C’s constructors to begin
with a call to D’s constructor, then in the obvious migration, each of C’s constructors will begin by invoking D’s constructor without performing significant computation
first, so supplying the correct arguments is straightforward. To improve expressiveness and programmer flexibility, though, we must investigate other implementation
strategies that avoid this constraint.
The largest problem is to find extensions of MIJava’s initialization mechanism to
regain some of Java’s flexibility, without weakening MIJava’s guarantees about uninitialized field accesses. There are several promising possibilities that deserve investigation. To allow classes to support reset methods without duplicating code from the
constructor, we could add another operation on pre-objects. In MIJava as described
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here, programs may extend pre-objects with additional fields to create a subclass preobject, and they may reify complete pre-objects into full instances. If MIJava allowed
programs to replace the state in an existing object with that in a pre-object of the corresponding type, MIJava programmers could define reset methods in terms of the
constructors, rather than the other way around. This would avoid repeating the reinitialization code. Further, for reset methods that only need to reset some of the
object’s fields, MIJava could allow programmers to create a pre-object based on an existing instance, and then use a functional-update mechanism to adjust fields as needed.
Our experience migrating programs from Java to MIJava also suggests that programmers would benefit if MIJava allowed them to create pre-objects incrementally, by
specifying only some of a class’s fields and then using a record-extension mechanism
to add the remaining fields. This would be particularly useful to avoid repeated code
in classes that support multiple constructors, all of which initialize certain fields in the
same way but differ on the remaining fields. The primary difficulty with this proposal,
of course, is statically proving that these incrementally-constructed pre-objects contain
values for all of the class’s fields before allowing the program to reify them into full
objects. It may be possible to extend the type language to indicate which of a preobject’s fields have been initialized, but the consequences of this added complexity are
not clear. While the type system appears to be similar to those for functional languages
that allow “breadth” subtyping on records, we need to investigate this proposal’s interaction with Java’s nominal subtyping, and with Java’s method overloading to be sure it
is safe.

Automating the Migration
While Java constructors are largely unconstrained by the language, “well-behaved” constructors, those which invoke a superclass’s constructor, initialize all fields, and do
not otherwise refer to this, are an important special case (not least because many
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textbooks and programming teachers encourage students to write constructors in this
fashion). We can easily automate the migration of such constructors to MIJava as follows:
1. Declare a local variable for each field defined within the class.
2. Bind a fresh variable of pre-object type to the result of the superclass constructor.
3. Replace all assignments to class fields with assignments to the corresponding
local variable.
4. Replace each return statement, including the implicit return at the end of the
constructor body, with a return statement that uses the superclass pre-object
and the local variables to construct a pre-object.
To aid programmers in migrating large projects to MIJava, it should be possible to implement this automatic transformation and to provide a static analysis (perhaps based
on one of the techniques discussed in the previous chapter) to recognize cases where
we can migrate classes automatically.

Automatically Synthesized Constructors
The proposed initialization mechanism of Chapter 2 effectively prevents the compiler
from synthesizing default constructors, as Java compilers currently do. As a matter of
programmer convenience, MIJava could support some degree of compiler generation,
but not to the extent possible in Java.
In the face of the Maybe type of Chapter 3, the MIJava compiler can synthesize a
default initial value only for fields of Maybe type.1 So, a default nullary constructor is
possible only if the superclass has a nullary constructor, and if every field has Maybe
type.
1

We ignore fields of primitive type (int, boolean, etc.) here.
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public class C {
// singleton pattern
public static final C theInstance = new C();
private C() { }
private static final Boolean FLAG = false;
private final Boolean b = FLAG;
public static void main(String[] args) {
if ( theInstance.b ) {
System.out.println("it’s true!");
} else {
System.out.println("it’s not!");
}
}
}

Figure 9.1: Example of difficult static initialization

As an aid to programmer convenience, though, we could relax MIJava’s restriction
that preobj forms provide field initialization clauses for every field defined directly
within the containing class and allow the programmer to omit fields of Maybe type.
For such omitted fields, MIJava could synthesize a clause initializing the field to none.
The remaining question is whether the convenience of this synthesis outweighs the
potential for error caused by programmers who inadvertently omit such clauses.

Static Fields
Static field initialization and its interaction with instance field initialization present
difficult problems. As Bloch and Pugh showed [7], programs can exploit this interaction
to refer to uninitialized static fields, even with MIJava’s construction mechanism. As
an example, consider the Java 5 program in figure 9.1.
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Executing this program produces a null-pointer exception at the highlighted reference to theInstance.b, due to the interleaving of static and instance field initialization
and the auto-coercions between Boolean and boolean. Specifically, when this program
is run, the following actions take place, in order:
1. The JVM loads the class C and initializes all of C’s static fields to null.2
2. The JVM evaluates the initializer expressions for C’s static fields and mutates
the fields accordingly, beginning with theInstance and moving down the class
definition.
3. The initializer for theInstance creates an instance of C, so the JVM now initializes the new object’s instance fields, as per Java’s semantics. Specifically, the
program initializes b to the value of FLAG, which is still null.
4. Now that the initialization of theInstance is complete, the JVM continues initializing the rest of C’s static fields, starting with FLAG.
5. Once the class C is completely loaded, the JVM begins to execute C.main’s body.
At this point, theInstance.b, of type Boolean, has the value null. Because it
appears in a context that expects a (primitive) boolean, the program attempts to
coerce null to a boolean value and raises a null-pointer exception.
MIJava’s constructors alone are not sufficient to avoid this problem. Had we given
C an MIJava-style constructor, the program would still have crashed at the same point.
The problem arises from the interleaving of static and instance initialization.
We can also cause these symptoms by interleaving the static initialization of two
mutually recursive classes. See figure 9.2 for an example. Running this program produces the output B.a2 = null because the program causes the JVM to load class B
2

The JLS specifies that final static fields whose initializers are compile-time constant expressions
are initialized to the specified values rather than to null. This exception does not apply here, even to
the FLAG field, because false is not a compile-time constant expression when it appears in a context
that expects a value of type Boolean, due to the inserted implicit coercion.
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public class A {
public static final Integer s1 = 1;
public static final Integer b1 = B.s1;
public static final Integer s2 = 2;
public static void main(String[] args) {
B.print();
}
}
public class B {
public static final Integer s1 = 3;
public static final Integer a2 = A.s2;
public static void print() {
System.out.println("B.a2 = " + B.a2);
}
}

Figure 9.2: Interleaving static initialization in multiple classes

during the initialization of A.b1. B’s initialization refers to A.s2, which has not yet
been initialized, so the final print statement indicates that B.a2 is null. Since the original program does not instantiate either A or B, MIJava-style constructors do not help
here.
Arbitrarily complex variations on this theme are possible, including two classes that
create an initialization cycle: static field D.f is initialized to the value of static field E.f,
which is initialized to the value of D.f, and so on. We leave a solution to this problem
for future research.

9.2

Advice for Language Designers

While we have concentrated in this dissertation on addressing shortcomings in the
design of Java, we believe that some of the design decisions and principles that we
applied to MIJava are relevant to the design of programming languages in general. In
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particular, MIJava’s ideas about object initialization, optimization for safety (i.e., nonnull-ness), and disjoint unions can inform other language design efforts.

Object Initialization
We introduce the discussion of MIJava’s initialization mechanism in Chapter 2 by
demonstrating how Java programs suffer from the ability to refer to fields before initializing them. This ability arises, as we have argued, because programmers can interleave
the computation that produces initial values for the fields of an object with general
computation on that object. Other languages suffer from equivalent problems, as our
survey in the previous chapter shows. The only languages that avoid these problems
are those that enforce a rigid separation between these two kinds of computation, like
Fortress, OCaml, and Moby. This suggests that object-oriented language designers
should consider a “two-phase initialization” similar to MIJava’s in order to avoid these
problems.3

Non-Null by Default
As described above, MIJava assumes that references are non-null by default and requires the programmer to write Maybe types for those which can be none. Languages
like Spec# and Cyclone, on the other hand, that support non-null types require the programmer to mark those types that do not admit null. As a result of this design choice,
the potentially unsafe case is explicitly marked in MIJava, just as it is in Fortress,
OCaml, and the other OO languages based on ML and Haskell surveyed in the previous
chapter. We hope that the syntactic cost of Maybe and the implied run-time overhead
encourage programmers to use the simpler, safer types wherever possible.
This use of syntax to encourage safety is a specific instance of a general phenomenon in language design. Choices about the type system, concrete syntax, or inter3
Similar problems plague even functional languages that include mutually-recursive bindings combined with assignment-based initialization, as in Scheme’s letrec form [49].
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face to the standard library can dramatically influence the kind of programs written in
the language by facilitating certain paradigms and making others much harder. Other
languages have used similar techniques to encourage their users to follow a specific
program design philosophy, such as OCaml’s assumption that fields are immutable
unless explicitly marked otherwise, or Haskell’s prohibition against any sort of effects
unless the programmer uses a monad (and the accompanying complexity and syntactic
overhead). Generalizing MIJava’s choice to use Maybe types, then, we recommend that
language designers optimize for the safe case, while continuing to allow alternatives
less amenable to static analysis.

Disjoint Unions
Disjoint unions are a central idea in programming, and the specific disjoint union represented by Maybe is a particularly important instance of this general idea. Following the
argument of the previous section, it is therefore crucial that languages make it possible and easy for programmers to define and use disjoint unions like Maybe. While Java
does allow programmers to define disjoint unions by using the technique of section 3.3
that involves an abstract base class and one subclass for each branch of the union, it
requires a significant amount of overhead. As a result, therefore, programmers prefer
the short-term convenience of using the null-based representation of Maybe instead of
the long-term benefits of the explicit union, with the practical engineering drawbacks
that we describe in Chapter 3.

9.3

Conclusion

Although several open problems and opportunities for future research remain, our
work has demonstrated that, by adding an explicit Maybe type and a new constructor
mechanism to Java, we can almost completely remove null from the language. With
these changes, programmers can realize significant engineering benefits, including
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early error detection, better diagnostics, and simpler interfaces. Further, our translation from MIJava to Java not only demonstrates the practical feasibility of the proposal
but also allows programmers to gradually adapt existing Java programs to MIJava so
they can advantage of MIJava’s features with minimal effort.
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